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Need a large or small document translated to or from Japanese? 
InterLin a uses state-of-the-art computer translation and 

s & ed editors to ensure the hghest quality. 
Call for an mformation kit or fax a page or two for an estimate and 

free sample translation from your document. 



Introducing the 1994 
IEEE All-Society Periodicals Package 

The core collection of quality journals and magazines 
in electrical engineering, electronics and computing ... 
... subscribe today and get over one third of them free! 

In electrical engineering, a "core" is a mass of material that directs and 
increases the strength of a field. The 89 journals and magazines in IEEE's 

All-Society Periodicals Package virtually define the fields of electrical 
engineering, electronics, and computing. 

Our ~ll-society Package Brings You These Major Benefits: 

Core Collection in the Field 
IEEE periodicals cover every aspect 
of electrical engineering, electronics 
and computing completely and 
authoritatively. By subscribing to 
the All-Society Package, you'll 
maintain the core collection of your 
library by receiving the major work 
in the field. 

Get Over 113 Free 
The 1994 Package costs $9,995 for 
our 89 top periodicals. If you 
subscribed to each one individually, 
you'd pay $16,949. That's a savings 
of $6,954 or over one-third! 

For a free brochure or to order 
call: 908-981-0060 

or fax: 908-981-9667 

The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. 
445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, U.S.A. 
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Specializin in your specialty. f SilverPlatter o ers s v  databases, 
specifically for your field, with information 
that ranges from: 

b Business to Technology, 
b Chemistry to Mathematics, 
b Agriculture to Energy, 

and everywhere in between. 

A business solution. 
And, SilverPlatter offers sophisticated 
and powerful search software 
enabling you to access s m  
information quickly and easily. 

Specialized databases, 
dedicated to your research, 
accessed through paoerful software, 
all from Silverplatter. 

SilverPlatter su ports you and your end 
users by provi &I g instant access to unique 
and vital research not necessarily available 
from any other source. 
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Sure, he 
can leap tall 

buildings. 

But if we 

stacked all 

of our full 

text sources, 

he wouldn't 

stand a 

chance. 
As an online searcher, you've got it made.You can solve problems in 
a single stroke. And search all of our full text quickly and easily 

At Information Access Company, we produce the largest, in-depth 
collection of full text ever assembled online-from PR0MT"and 
Newsletter DatabaseWtoTrade & Industty and the otherASAPWfles. 
With a sharp focus on the world's most significant and sought-after 
business and industry sources. 

But our full text is more than vast. It's fast-because it's 111 text 
searchable. Making it vety easy to search. 

And with most of our 111 text indexed and updated daily, and 

so readily accessible on a dozen online services, you could say we've 
stacked it all in your favor. 

So you can leap easily ahead of the competition. 
For search assistance, fiee seminar training, and a complete guide to 

IAC and Predicasts full text 
souxesS from Information Access I 
any phone booth at 1-800- 
321-6388 (in North 
America) or dial +44 (0)71 C O M P A N Y  
930 3933 (in Europe). YOUR FULL TEXTSOLUTION." 

InNdAmekz362 LakesideDrive,Foster Gty, California 94404 U.S.A. Telephone 1-415-358-4643,l-800-321-6388 Facsvnile 1-415-358-4759 
In Europe: Watergate House, 13-15 York Bruldings. London WC2N 6N United Kingdom. Telephone 144 (0) 71 930 3933 Facsunile 144  (0) 71 930 9190 

D 1994 mforrnaton kcerr company A ,  rmghtr r e s e w  nfarmat,an ~ c c e i i  ~ o m p a r y  i a  zhcammuncat~oni company TM-a frademarr o! ~nrorrnafnon liccerr camwny 
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Just the right files 
tures 

J W S ~  the right information... 
just the right price 

LC's EPIC service delivers what you need 
at a price you can afford. 

industry standard common command language 

We invite you to compare the EPIC service with other online information 
systems. Database by database. Feature by feature. Price by price. You'll h d  
that EPIC offers the databases you want with the searching features you need 
to h d  only the information you're looking for. All at a price you can afford. 
For an EPIC price list, call your OCLC-sated Regional Network or OCLC. 

U.S. and Canada (800) 848-5878 

6A special libraries 



Zoolomical Record on Comtmct D i ;  

With Zoological Record on CD, your searchers Call Today for a 30-Day Fme Trial Disc! 
save hours of effort locating references to 
zoological research literature reported worldwide. 

1-800-523-4806 
(USA and Canada) 

Dependable, 
21 5-587-4847 

(Worldwide) 
~ o m ~ r e h h  Coierage Or, complete the coupon 

Produced by BIOSIS and Silverplatter 
Information, Inc., this powerful reference tool Send me a Zoological 
will contain over one million citations from 
1978 to the present - so researchers can ( 0 Bnrhure and pnce hst 0 30-day free tnal 1 
examine results from 15 years of coverage I using a single search query! Updated quarterly, N~,,,c 

I 
Zoological Record on CD monitors approxi- I 
mately 6,500 international serials - assuring 

I T"" 
I 

the most extensive coverage of zoological 
I 

research literature. I """""""" I 
I Add""" I 
I c"y 

stare 

Unique Thesaunw 
Porfal codc 

I 
Simplies Searching 1 c"u"w I 

Zoological Record on CD features an inno- 
vative, easy-to-use thesaurus. Researchers can 
view subject and taxonomic vocabularies 
quickly and effortlessly - so even novice searchers 
can choose appropriate search terms. Plus, the 
thesaurus unifies database vocabulary while 
retaining details on changes to terminology 
over time - simplifying information retrieval. 

(f) 

BIOSIS' 
C f o r m a t i o n  for Today's Decisions and Discoveries -.l.lllllllllllll-J 
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Are You Onlv Ge- 

You ~ e a l l y  Neec 
To Run Your Busi 

You know the feellng 24 hours a day (even whlle you re off l~nelj  to 

It creeps Into your stomach every tlme you re cornptle a conclse personal news brleflng 

forced to say If  m l y  NewsFlash gets a b ~ g  star Bill Yerkes 
I f  only I d seen that opportunlty I f  only we Manager of Oual~ty Assurance Lotus Development 

had some k~nd of warnlng If only I had the A world of priceless information-now 
tlme money and staff to make sure we weren t yours to sample at  a very down to  earth price. 
mlsslng anyth~ng Important See for yourself how our Work~ng Knowledge can 

I f  o n l y y o u  weren mlsslng Out  On enhance your present lnformatlon sources w~th 

Information specialists say NewsNet the best introductory offer ~n our 10-year h~story 
completes the search for vital information. After I got more ~nformat~on about 
All onl~ne servlces prov~de ~nformat~on But NewsNet I started uslng ~t a lot I also not~ced 
only NewsNet glves you over 550 that the prlces are lower Charlotte W ~ v v  Clark 
bus~ness newsletters onl~ne L~bray Manager CTE 
plus over 20 of the world s Call for a NewsNet Starter Klt It w~il 
lead~ng bus~ness newswlres arrlve complete w~th a demo dlsk 2 hours of 
~nvestment analysts reports online tlnie so you can learn on us (mln 

cred~t reports stock quotes S120value) a 3 month membersh~p 

and more ($45 value) free dellvery of NewsFlash 

Its Worklng Knowledge hlts for a full month News On 

Knowledge that makes a NewsNet catalog Cett~ng Started 

d~fference Gulde conf~dent~al ID and 
I flnd news on NewsNet we password-all for lust $79 95 All 

couldn t have found any other way wlth no commitment to enter an 

That s saved us money Bob Halavacek Ir extended subscr~pt~on 

General Manager Oak Tree Publ~sh~ng Call today There s no 
NewsNet IS the only onl~ne service that pro reason to mlss out any longer 

v~des real tlme on the wlres Cl~ents are thnlled I 
can retrleve an art~cle that ran 10 mlnutes ago Call 1-800-952-0122, Operator #44 today. 

Karun Sternberqer Manaqer of Informallon Sew~ces Get two FREE hours of online time. 

Ketchum Publ~c Relat~ons 

Our exclusive NewsFlasha service even 
sifts the news for you! You tell NewsNet the sub- 
lects that Interest you most NewsFlash w~ll then 
automat~caliy scan over 15 000 artlcles each day Working KnowledgeT" 

Otter available to new subscdbenr only. One kll per subscriber. Offer expires January 31. 1994 
01992 NewSNet, Inc. All rlghts resewed. NaWet and News- are registered sew- made of NemrNel Inc 
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Two NEW 

FOR 
SPECIAL 
LIBRARIES. 

or directly from 
ACADEMIC PRESS, INC. 
Oider Fuliillment Depoment DM17915 
6277 Seo Horbor Drive. Odondo. FL 32887 

Call Tall Free 1-800-321-5068 
or Fax 1-800-336-7377 
For o free prospatus on these two 
referenter, roll (619) 699-6735. 
P!~iarub1aiochoose~houtm~eal994blA~odrmr 1.4 Inr 
#I B g h h R w a d  lK/ffi/M~H--1)3014 
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call Virtual. 
Networking your CDs can be a daunting challenge. AS a leading provider of networked CD servers 

and recorders, Virtual removes much of the difficulty by offering a total solution to your CD Integration needs 

A system that's ready to play - Virtual's 
CDworksTM systems provide pre-configured 

solutions, including all of the hardware, software, 

on-site services and ongoing support for all maior 

networks including NovellTM, PathworksTM, LAN 
ManagerTM, and Banyan VinesTM 

Non-PC workstations - N o  problem - CDworks 

provides direct MacintoshTM access, plus Virtual's 

CDaccessTM system provides access to DOS CDs 

over LANs and WANs from Macs, and Unix or 

VAX workstations and terminals 

Create your own CDs - The CDworks Network 

Recorder is the first cross-platform CD recorder 

that allows network-based PCs, Macintoshes and 

VAX terminals to archive, back-up, and 

disseminate doto on CDs. 

Relationships - Vlrtual works closely with leading 

CD publishers like EBSCO Publishing and 

SllverPlatter Information, Inc , and library vendors 

such as Data Research Associates to ensure even 

greater customer satisfaction 

Call us now, no matter what your CD networking needs. 

6 
7 -800-722-8299 

Fax 41 5-572-8406 
8888IfiO PE ,,,, hc,r,,,d c ,c l lc  ,,,, ,,<, 272h "The Leader in Networked CD Integration" wtual 

ATLANTA BOSTON CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO 
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Real customer service. 

In real time. 

Providing the level o f  personal service w e  believe in requires being 
available when our  customers need us. So our  11 regional offices in 
Nor th  America are staffed w i th  customer service representatives w h o  

are only a phone call away. Wi th  a t  least one regional office located in 
each o f  the  four major t ime zones, it's more likely our representatives 

wil l  be  where you  need them when you  need them - n o t  several hours 
away. We believe in providing real customer service i n  real time. 

International Headquarters 
P.O. Box 1943 

Birmingham, AL 35201 -1 943 
(205) 991 -6600 

Fax (205) 995-1 636 

North American offices located in Birmingham, Ala.; Chicago; Dallas; Denver; 
Los Angeles; Montreal; Red Bank, NJ; Sun Francisco; Tenafly, NJ; Toronto; 

and Washington. Seventeen offices located throughout the rest of the world. 

winter 1994 I 1A 



A Must for All Personnel in 
Automated Library Environments! 

Subscribe Now and Receive 12 monthly issues for $89.00 

"Keeping up with the rapid changes in the information technology 
industry is difficult in any case; Advanced Technology Libraries is 
well worth the price to make the task a little easier." 

-Library and Information Science Annual 

Are you inundated with information about 
new technological advances? 

Are you sifting through mountains of jour- 
nals, press releases, and product 
announcements? 

Is accessing hundreds of diverse sources of 
information too immense a task? 

Then Advanced Technology Libraries 
is the answer for you! 

A 12-page newsletter brings you each 
month concise, practical information on 
all the advances in library automation- 
their development, use and impact on 
daily decision-making, libraries and  
professions. In AT/L, you'll find articles on: 

New products (hardware and software) 
Grants and RFPs 
New services 
Legislation 
Major library vendor contracts 
OCLC and RLlN 
Software packages and new databases 
The latest from association meetings 
and much more. . . 

Aduanced TechnOlog~ Librariesgoes Plus, much of what you'll read in AT/L is 
straight to all the sources and gets not available in any other library publica- 
you all the news you need in one tion. All this information comes to you in 

single source! twelve monthly issues. 

TO SUBSCRIBE, call toll-free 1-800-257-5755 X2233. 

12A special libraries 



*# C H A D W Y  C K - H E A L E Y  

Business Information 
on CD-ROM 

The Economist on CD-ROM 
I Authoritative, objective, independent and truly international, The 

Economist offers clear reporting, commentary and analysis on world 
politics, business, finance, science and technology and the arts. The 
Economist on CD-ROM contains the complete text of  the weekly 
periodical from 1987 onwards. N o w  international business and politics 
can be studied across dozens or  even hundreds of  issues of  The Econotnist, 
quickly, easily and effectively. 

nmm 
McCarthy CD-ROM 

The  McCarthy database is a unique compilation of  company, industry and 
market information and news from over fifty international newspapers and 
business nlagazine5. McCarthy on CD-ROM includes the full text of over 
600 articles per day frorn such leading titles as the Financial Times, The 
Economist, The Times, 71ie Guardiar~, Business Age, Euromoney, Finanz Kevue 
and hfiddle East Gonotrric- L)&jt. McCarthy on CD-ROM is the ideal 

I starting point for many busine$s research needs. 

EUROCAT: The Complete Catalogue 
of EC Publications and Documents 

T h e  demand for information on the European 
Community has never been greater. Until now 
those needing information on  EC publications 
had to search in several differcnt E C  databases. 
The  single catalogue for the single market, 
EUROCAT brings together over 450,000 
records from four databases of  the institutions 
of  the European Con~munity-  ABEL, Catel, 
Celex. and SCAD. The  user Interface is 
available in Dutch, English, French, G e m ~ a n ,  
Italian and Spanish. 
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such as chip mask works, patents and 

trademarks - is one of the most hotly debated 

topics worldwide. And it's just one of thousands 

of important topics you can explore quickly and 

thoroughly using PAlS International. 

Gain a global perspective 

PAlS provides easy access to over 350,000 hard- 

to-find journal articles, government documents, 

statistical directories, monographs, conference 

reports and more from all over the world. From 

public policy t o  international law, from trade to 

demographics, PAlS connects you to information 

you won' t  f ind anywhere else. Plus, PAlS 

provides a global perspective via references t o  

literature published in French, German, Italian, 

Spanish and Portuguese, as well as English. 

Next time you have a tough question, don't 

get ripped-off. Get connected with PAIS. 

Public Affairs Informotion Service", Inc. 

52 1 West 43rd Street, New York, NY 10036.1396 

800-288-PAIS, 2 12-736-5629 (in NYC) 

Fax: 2 12-643-2848 

In Print: PAlS INTERNATIONAL IN PRINT"" PAlS SUBJECT HEADINGS Online Through: DATA-STAR . DIALOG * OCLC . RLG 
On CD-ROM: PAlS ON CD-ROM . PAIS INTERNATIONAL ON SILVER PLATTER On Magnetic Tape: CONTACT PAlS FOR INFORMATION 
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Standard & Poor's 
CORPORATIONS CD-ROM 

gives you more ... and charges you less. 
More business and financial information print or download the data, and create cus- 
on public and private companies. tom reports. 

Only Standard & Poor's CORPORATIONS Try our free demo diskette. 
CD-ROM offers you in-depth data on 12,000 Our floppy diskette shows what S&P COR- 
publicly-traded companies, more than PORATIONS can do. Compare it to anything 
45,000 private com- 
panies, i n d  70,000 key 
executives from both 
public and private 
companies. 

Three databases- 
drawn from the exten- 
sive resources of S&P, 
the leading provider 
of financial informa- 
tion. It  includes "as re- 
ported" annual report 
data, 10 years' earnings 
and finance data, stock 
data, standardized 
financial statistics, S&P 

on the market. ~ou'll  - -  

see that it glves you 
more than others that 
charge you more. 

For your free 
copy, call 
1-800-233-2310 
or mail the 
coupon today. 

bond ratings, recent corporate news- 
and more. 

The power of CD-ROM puts all this 
information at your fingertips. 
You can zero in on a company, or uni- 
verse of companies you want . . . to track 
and compare company financials for in- 
vestment purposes . . . pinpoint M&A 
candidates . . . develop lists of potential 
clients . . . research your competitors . . . 
target candidates for executive positions. 
The Easy Menu Search protocol allows 
over 100 search options, and lets you 

i Send me your free demonstration diskette which ; 
I shows what CORPORATIONS CD-ROM can do. I 1 Name I 

I 

I Tltle I 
I I 
I Telephone ( I 
I 
I Company 

I 
I 

Address I 
I I ~ i t y i ~ t a t e i ~ i p  I 
I 

I Important: Please tell lfyour computer is: I 
I 1 IBM Compatible 0 3Yz'  fl 5%' fl Apple Macmtosh I 
I I 
I STANDARD & POOKS CORPORATION p5 I 
I d  A McGraw-HdI Company 
I 25 Broadway, New York, NY 10004 

,?ill I 

PSC-014 I L--------------- , , - -----J 
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Do you know who owns the 
companies you are doing 

business with? 

Find out using Dun's Global Families Online for smtegic planning, merger and 
Online. It's the largest, most valuable acquisition arrmlysis, business develop 
worldwide business idonnation 6le ment, and to quaiify pmqeds for 
d l e  for corporate bdy linkage - mketing and sales 

mere. etlFDrts. Dun's 
Global Pamilies can 

YOU can access over 300,000 domestic 
and international corporate families with help you aq>and 

your company's 
more h 1 . 7  million hdy members in world *oo. D U N ~ S G ~ F ~  

150 countries. Use Dun's Global Families o~me 

16A specid libraries 





A cuniculum for success . . . 
The program concentrates on five subject areas vital to the 
effective operation of an information center. 

Management Skills 

Instructor: Marianne Hartzell 
Every manager's toolbox includes a 
group of key management skills that 
provide a foundation for success. 
During this unit, participants will con- 
centrate on enhancing these skills and 
learning results-oriented approaches 
to achieving professional goals. 

Through problem-solving exercis- 
es, group discussion, and interact~vc 
lecture, participants will gain a better 
understanding of: 

The Role of Corporate Cultures 
The balance of ninnage~iient and 
power 
R u ~ l d ~ n g  'i pos~t lve  power b'iw 
Power v h  author~ty 

Management Style and Group 
Dynamics 

h r i d l y ~ ~ n g  mdndgenient styles 
The assertive manager 

Management Communications 
Overcoming barriers to 
communicat~on 
Inipruv~ng I~stcning skills 

* Comniunicating up and tlow~i 
the organi~aticin 

Problem Solving and Decision- 
making 

Problem analys~s  
Developing solutions 
Evaluating consequences 

The Planning Process 
Analyzing values and 
recogni~ing needs 

* (icial settmg 
Ikvclopmp a strategic plan 
Implementation, operational 
and managenlent plans 

Human Resources 

Instructor Randy M. Bauer 
Dealing wthpeop le  eff~ect~vcly can be 
themost challenging facet ofn1an;rge- 
rial work. From the ~nit ial  select~on 
process, through t ra in~ng and perfor- 

mance appraisal, building and main- 
taining a productive staff can be a 
difficult task. 

During this unit, you will begin to 
master a variety of human resources 
skills that will be cr~tical  to your suc- 
cess. Asa participant. you will explore: 

Managing Work Teams 
Devclop~ng better working 
relationships 
Ilu~lding and ni 'mta~ning high 
pertiirmance teams 
Successful delegation 

Motivation and Leadership 
llnderstanding values and 
hcha\'ior 
I'crsnnal~ty 'rnd nirinagen~ent 
styles 
IJsing pralsc, reurtrcls and other 
nicitival~on t e c h ~ i ~ q l ~ e s  

Roles, Tasks and Accountability 
Posit~on Jcscript~ons and juh 
defitut ion 
I)cvelop~ng real1s11c pcrf~rmance 
standards 
.l'he appr;us:~l process 

Managing the Difficult Employee 
l h n v v ~ n g  b;irr~ers to c l ' k c t ~ ~ e  
col11111ll111c~it1~~ll 
Ik f i~s ing  poter~t i~l ly  explos~vc 
s~tuat~crns 
(ktt ing others 10 helia\'c 
responsihl y 

Interview and Selection 
I'hc select~on process 
('onduct~ng ~ntervlews 

Analytical Tools 

Instructor. Michael E.D. Koenig,Ph.D. 
A position 111 ni~ddle ni;~n;~ge~lie~it  \vill 
rcql~ire you to dc\,elophudgets. just~fy 
services, track trends ~ind r e c o g w e  
opportun~ties. Stronganalyl~cal skills 
will bccr~tlcal  t o  your success. l'art~c- 
 pants in the.41riri~~rii~~rl 7 ;~~1 \ .  u n ~ t ~ v i l l  
sharpen key stat~st~c'il xrd a n a l y t ~ c ~ ~ l  
skills hy cxplor~ng: 

The Budgeting Process 
IJu~lgets :uid stralegic:opcr:il~ip 
plans 

Budgeting conccpts and 
terniinology 
('apital budgets 
Operating budgets 
( 'ostilknefit analys~s  
Rudget justificalicrn 

Understanding Financial 
Documents 

F1nmc1a1 statements. hal;incc 
sheets and annucil reports 

Using Statistics Effectively 
Statistics in managenrent, 
planning and repcirt~ng 
1)ata gathering and analys~s  
:\pplicat~on of  statistleal methods 

Performance Analysis and 
Reporting 

I'rocluct~v~ty perli~rmance 
n1e;isures 

The Value and Cost of 
lnformation 

( 'o~icepts of 'ec~inoni i~  V ; I I U ~  
('ostmg!l'ricinp services 

Marketing and Public 
Relations 

Marketing and the Information 
Center 

hlarket~ng ~niilrmation products 
.~nd ser\,lces 
I lnderstand~ng user nccds 
I)e\eloping efkct ivc  user surveys 

The Marketing Mix 
I'rciduct ;mcl service dcvclopmenl 
I ' r~c~ng .  plaicement and d~stribu- 
111~11 



The Marketing Plan 
Marketmg s t r ,~ teg~es  fcr your In- 
forn~ation cmler  
Marketing n i ~ x  mtegrat~on 
Tile plnnming process 
I) :velop~ng your plan 

Technology and 
Applications 

1nstrua0~Jos6-Marie Griffiths, Ph.D. 
In s p t e  01' r , ~ p ~ d  and far-reaching 
achievements In teclinology research 
and di.velopuicnt, there IS *-in increas- 
Ing al,vareness that we  have only just 
beguu. to develup an understanding of 
the princ~ples and techniques needed 
to support advanced infomiation man- 
agemcnt and ;r~;c~.ss applic.itions. No 
Ionge: c m  Ihc technology be seen as 
sitnpl y provldmp rnore eftictent tools 
for per:'ormtng husincss as usual. 
~I'ecluic~l~ip~cal ;itlvances now provide 
opportilnlttt:s 111; changing the ways 
w e  i1.1 business Keeping up w ~ t h  
tec,lm~~ltlgical L hange and rnanaglng 
tec.hn~il~lgy In thc I~hrciry are cr~tical  
cli.11lcngcs to totlay's spec~al  librart- 
3n 

I'h s rrnit will cover: 

Technology Overview 
Technology trends 
('onverg~ng technologies 
Appl~caticlns for l~brarics 
What's conr~ng next'? 

Technology Planning 
N w d s  assess~i~ents  
Fe,lsibtlity analyses 
1)cvclaping speciticaticlns 
Vcndor requests: KFI, KI:Q, KFP 
E-:~aluatmg prc~posals 
Itnplementation issues 

Managing Technological 
Change 

Itnpact on users 
I m p x t  on sell 
Impact on organwation 
I'ore~itial pi1 falls 

Emerging Issues 
I'hc Virtual 1,ibrary 
Intellectual property 
W I  dming gap between the "haves" 
and "have nc~ts" 
Inf rastructural change and 
expectat~ons 
The importance of standards 

A distinguished faculty . . . 
Randy M. B a ~ e r  

I <  l ' sc~~~.icnt 0 1 .  LeCide r s l i~~~  I ' I - ~ I I ~ I I I ~  , 8 h ~ [ b ~ ~ ~ t t c ~ ,  C !  :I J I + C -  

IIICI;!  d e ~ c l ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~ e n l  iirni. hfr  i3:iuer',.~~ l- ;~l iI iUS 1111 ~ I : ~ I < ~ c ~ : J ; I ~ .  
~ : l o t ~ \ . i l t ~ r i .  CIIIIIIIIIIIIIC,III>:.  :ind r.flci 1 i~ w p m  r ~ i i . 1 1  i i L r \  c 

becu ritte~icled by tivcr 1 I ~ ' ' ~ O ! ) O  pet , .ii.ri~+ llic T ..S. :LIIJ 
~~' , l i , :&l.  

!iler r c c e i c ~ ~ ~ g  his h(13.4 f:om Kc11 >,:~:c r;ii!aV< ~ t y .  h l ;  . 
l L u ~ . r  spent t i tw  ten years .A :I trakna : i i :~~~jl~oc.i!  a . o .~ r~ !~ r~ ;> -  
tor .ind cirgan~/at~onal :leveiopment :.ilri~tlIt,ili~ 1 Ie w;is 

rcccntly hc lored :o k. i:icludcd ~nttcc~.irrent ed:,tio~il\f "&IS : I  ' 5  Cf71r: i!i rb: i l . o d t l  " 

Arlene Farber Sirkin 
IS l'rcsicienl of tht, Was111ngt1)n Resource Consulting (ircup, Inc., ;I n ~ ; i r I ~ e t ~ n g '  
nianagclnei~l coi:l>ult~ng fin11 that liclpsclier~ts ~na?uniizc tlieir rcsourccs tlirougtt 
scniinars, rz:;earc:i rind consulting. IIer crueer spans ovcr t w n t y  ye'irs in the 
nw-profit, govetnmcnt and business sectors, specla l i i~ng In stralegic and 
marketing plannnig, rxlrkct research 31111 customer satisLic- - .  
tion. 

Ms. S~rkrn  holds .in hlf3A in marketing from the Wli;uto~i 
School and r e c e i x d  her MIAS from ('olumbia IJniverstty. 
She is a ti-equal keytote speaker or s e m m u  leader ;it 

Jos6-Marie Griffiths, Ph.D. 
1s I'rokssor and Director ol'the ( i r adu~ te  Schot11 of  Library 
and Ir~foniiaticrn Science at the LJniversrty of 'Tenness~:e. Dr. 
(hitliths is also UTIMartin hlarietta 1:nergy Systems, Inc. 
Collaborating Scientist in Intirrlnation Sc~ence .  

Dr. Griffiths has a degree in p l iys ic~ and a Ph.T). tn 
infortnation science from the University #if I_ondon. 9 r .  
Grifliths has performed research and consulting mto appli- 

cations oftechnologies to  librariesandinfor~llation services for the past 20 years. 
She has devt:lopeti automation and new technology projects at the riational, 
statewide, regional, and local levels, iuid has also consulted with vendors of 
information systems and services. 



MIDDLE MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE 
Name 

Social Sec. No. 

Organization 

Bus. Phone ( ) 

Fax Phone ( ) 

Address 

CityIState Zip 

ProvinceKountry 

Please enroll me in the following 1994 MMI unit(s): 
Human Resources, January 24-25, Dallas, I'X 

Technology and Applications, May 9-1 0, Chicago, IL 

Management Skills, June 10-1 1, Atlanta, GA 

0 Marketing and Public Relations, June 10-1 1, Atlanta, GA 

0 Human Resources, September 15-1 6, Toronto, ON 

Registration Fees 
0 S I A  Member IS485 0 Non-member IS525 

Method of Payment 
Check enclosed for $ 

Please make your check payable to Special Libraries Association. 
Fees payable in IJ.S. dollars only. 

0 Charge S to my: 0 VISA 0 Master Card 

Account # Expiration Date 

Cardholder's name 

Signature 

Forward completed form with check or credit card infomiation to: 
Special Libraries Association 
Middle Management Institute 
1700 Eighteenth Street, NW 

Washington, DC: 20009 

More about SLA's Professional Development 
Programs 
For more than twenty years, SLA has been developing educational 
resources to help information professionalsreach their career goals. Mid- 
level information professionals may enhance their skills through SLA's 
Co-Sponsored Continuing Education courses, Self-study Programs, and 
Annual Conference courses, in addition to the Middle Management 
Institute. For more information about SLA's educational services, contact 
the Professional Development Section at (202) 234-4700. 

In-House Opportunities 
SLA will arrange in-house presentations of the Middle Management 
Institute units for your organization. For information regardlng this cost- 
effective alternative, contact SLA's Professional Development Section. 

REGISTRATION 
INFORMATION 
Early registration is reconlmended as 
enrollment is limited Confinnation of 
registration will be sent upon receipt of 
application 

Acmrnm~dafions -Hotel inforn~atiun 
will be sent to attendees along with 
registration confinnation. Attendees 
must make reservations directly with 
the hotel. 

Fee - The fee for each unit is $485/ 
members and $5251 non-members, 
payable in advance to Special Libraries 
Association. Registration fee includes 
program ~ n a t e r i a l s ,  lunches ,  and 
refreshment breaks. 

Schedule - Registration will hegin at 
7:30 a.m Program hours on the first 
day are from 8 a.m. to 5p .m.  and8 a.m. 
to4p .m.  on the secondday. Schedules 
may he slightly different depending on 
datellocation of unit. Please check 
your registration confinnation for de- 
tails. 

Continuing Education Credit - Par- 
ticipants will earn 1.5 continuing edn- 
cation units (CEUs) for each MMI seg- 
ment. An additional Middle Manage- 
ment Institute Certificate of Uecogni- 
tion will be awarded to those who com- 
plete all five units. To gain the most 
from this educational experience, par- 
ticipants are encouraged to complete 
the Institute within a two year period. 

Tax Deductions - All, or portions of 
this progranl may be tax deductible as 
an educational expense. Please chcck 
U.S. Treasury regulations to determine 
your eligibility 

Cancellation Policy - Cancellahons 
received 30 days or more prior to the 
program will be refunded in full. Can- 
cellations received seven days prior to 
the program will receive a 70%refund. 
No refund will be issued for cancella- 
tions received less than seven days 
before date of program. 

IntheeventthatanMMI unit mustbe 
cancelled, attendees will he notified at 
least 10 days in advance 

Additional Information - For further 
information regarding the Middle Man- 
agement Institute, contact. Profession- 
al Development Section, Special Li- 
braries Association, 1700 Eighteentll 
Street,N.W., Washington, D.C. 20000, 
(202)234-4700. 



D d o g L d  GivesWindomW Users 
An UnbeatableVew 

Now users of W~ndowsbascd applicat~ons can 
make the best connection for effic~ent o n h e  searchmg 
In DlalogP 

Because D~alogL~nk- the only cnmmunlcarlons 
package spec~fically des~gned for D~alog users-LS now 
avadable for the W~ndows operating system, roo. 

DlalogL~nk IS a true searcher; package. Easy 
natural and so ~ntuit~ve. 

It lets you focus all your efforts on search~ng. 
fast and effic~enrly. And the b ~ g  news IS all the 
enhancements we've added. 

D~alogL~nk is pre-configured for ~mmed~ate 
access. A few "polnt and clicks" and you're onllne 
to Ddog. 

Our Retr~eve buffer IS restricted only by avadable 
memoly and can be reconfigured "on-the-fly,"anyr~mc 
you want. So you can do more work offline, cutting costs 

Our easy-to-useType-Ahead buffer saves you even 
more tlme and effort. Because you can create and e d ~ t  
your straregles before golng online. 

Only D~alogLink gwes you versatde Text Mark~ng 
of both contiguous and non-contiguous text. And with 
the new Flnd command, you can qu~ckly locate text 
In the Rctr~eve buffer. 

And only D~alogLxnk enables you to capture 
1mages.They are automat~cally converted to the 
r~ght format for easy "cut and paste" into other 
appl~catlons. 

New accounting functions are budt r~ght Into 
D~alogLmk, making it easler to monltor onllnc costs. 
capture charges, and prepare reports. 

DialogLlnk 1s now LAN compat~ble. It works 
w~th  h~gh speed modems, shared modem pools and 
commumcat1on servers. And ~t can prov~dr easy access 
to other online databases, too. 

Of  course, ~t comes w~rh D~alogk complete 
customer servlce, lncludlng train~ng classes and toll-free 
phone-~n sPec1al~st support. 

Call 1-800-3-DIALOG now. And get all the right 
answers on DialogL~nk. 

winter 1994 



In to Your Patrons' Research Needs 
F r o m  chitosan citrate complexes t o  shared memory con- 

currency control, your patrons need materials attuned t o  

their research needs. And chances are. UMI  has them. Take 

doctoral dissertations. They give your patrons the latest in 

research methodologies and findings, in 3 1 I fields of  study. 

UMI  offers nearly a million of  them, in microform o r  print. 

Or those out-of-print books you've been looking for. UMI  

will reprint any o f  130,000 titles for you on demand- 

scholarly studies and technical research spanning the last 

500 years. Your choice, o n  acid-free paper. 

Fine-tune your collection with dissertations and out-of- 

print books from UMI. Call to l l  free at 1-800-52 1-0600. 

ext. 3736, and ask for  free subject catalogs in your fields 

of  interest. 

ASY FOR youTM 

A Bell & Howell Company 
300 North Zeeb Road P.O. Box I346 Ann Arbor. MI 48 106- I346 1-800-52 1-0600 

special libraries 



+ Monthly CD-ROM Updates 
+ Weekly Online Updates 
+ Free Online Access to the 

Most Recent Data with a 
WlLSONDlSC Subscr~ption 

+ No-charge Networking and 
Remote Access with a 
WlLSONDlSC Subscription 

+ Over 57,000 Subject Terms 
for Immediate Access 

+ Ten Years of Comprehensive 
Coverage at an Affordable Price.' 

For a no-risk, no-cost 90-day WBA 
trial, or a free demo diskette, call 
toll-free (800) 367-6770, Ext. 2722. 
Outside of the US .  and Canada, 
call (71 8) 588-8400. 

Abstracts Abstracts: 
IS the only busmess 

Core Busmess Per~odcals 

+ 200,000 Fact-f~lled Abstracts 
penodcals w~th Your ln~t~al  WlLSONDlSC 

Gu~ded by world-renowned CD-ROM Subscr~pt~on 

W~lson mdexmg and well-wr~tten, 
h~gh-qual~tyabstracts, your patrons 
w~l l  fmd answers to today's tough 
busmess quest~ons qu~ckly and 
conven~ently 

WBA mcorporates all of the 
tradlt~ons that have made W~lson 
the leadmg mformat~on producer 
for nearly 100 years quahty, com- 
prehens~veness, accuracy, reh- 
ability, and service. No competing 
reference publisher can match this 
tradition of excellence. 

More Abstracts 

Compare WBA to any other 
More Citations 

business source on the market and More In-Depth Coverage 
see for yourself why high quality, More Modes of Access 
accurate data really does make a More Accrate 
difference. More Cost-Effective naextng Coverage from ., ,, 1982 

Aoslracl ng Coverage from .-ne 1990 

"Wilson Business Abstracts is a solid business information resource for 
libraries or business information centers that need to keep abreast of 

developments in the general business press." 
-INFORMATION TODAY 

ATHE H. W WILSON COMPANY Sharing Knowledge Since 1898 

winter 1994 



At last! 
Information is under New Management! 

The software package everybody has been wait. 
ing for is now available! InfoMapper is the ONL3 
package that can: 

Inventory your information resources 
Establish a database-of-databases 
Develop strategic plans & link with infomatio 
requirements 
Find where info dollars are spent 
Expand your information assets for strategic 
competitive advantage 

Information Management Press, Inc 
P.O. Box 19166 
Washington, D.C. 20036 

InfoMapper includes excellent documentation. It  is no 
available for IBM PCs and compatibles 

InfoMapper costs just $644.90! 
Add $34.95 for the best-seller InfoMap: The Comple 

special libraries 

I Guide to Discovering Corporate Information Resources 
Write for details &/or a demo diskette to: 

-- 



Give Your Patrons "PLUS" Power 

Advertiser 
National Register Publishing's 

Acclaimed References 

) The Standard Directory of Advertisers 

& Agency 
b The Standard Directory of 

Advertising Agencies Red Books 
PLUS 

T M  Now - in seconds -you can 

b The Standard Directory of select, access and evaluate 

International Advertisers and Agencies key facts on agencies, 

b 
adverthers, and their products. 

With one compact disc, you can instantly access 
multiple databases targeting the advertising industry. 

This irlformntion can now be accessed Learn about 26,000 of the world's leading advertisers, 
quickly and eficientlyvia t ech  the products they promote and what media they 
nolokD' - drumatically reducing research use . . . Facilitate job searches with profiles of the 
time while improaing productivity. industry's 197,000 most influential professionals . . . 

Locate solid sales leads . . . Identify the top 12,000 
worldwide agencies' media breakdowns and budgets, 
product specialties, revenues and account rosters . . . 
Link advertisers and their agencies with simple 
"inter-product" searches. 

Information Plus Integrity! This powerful 
CD-ROM couples National Register Publishing's 
databases with the powerful search and retrieval 
sofbvare of the Plus System. Advertiser & Agency 
Red Books Plus features proprietary data you can't 
get anywhere else. This exceptional CD-ROM is. 
updated quarterly, with facts provided directly by 
the companies included in the databases. 

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1  

4a Electronic Publishing Rrro 
121 Chanlon Road REFERFUCL 

ELECTRONIC. 
PUBL14HIhG 

Yes! I want to instantly track the Advertising Industry! 
ation on Advertiser & Agency 

to get "Plus" power! 

STATE LIP 

I 
winter 1994 I 
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"A library with.. . books, serials, and maps to be 
cataloged may find the very inexpensive CDMARC 
Biblio[g~aphic] database to be the best choice.. . 
[and] a perfect product for collection development 
and reference smices with its numerous access points." 

-Peter Jacd  
The Encyclopedia of CD-ROM Databases 

................................................................................................................................ 
AFFORDABLE QUALITY DATABASES 

DATABASE TITLE / OPTION # OF FREQUENCY DISCS 
RECORDS (PER YEAR) PER ISSUE 

PRICE 

CDMARC BibIIographlc-English Only 
Awadable N o d  
Purchase options f r o m  $225. 
Call for detads. 
SINGLE ISSUE (One time purchase) 2,932,000+ n/a Four $225 * 

CURRENT YEARS SUBSCRIPTION 
(Records for the last SIX vears) 500.000 + Quarterlv (4) One $365' . , * ~ ,  

FULL SUBSCRIPTION 2,932,000 + Quarterly (4) Four $530* 

CDMARC Serials 
Top qual~ty serlal records 700,000 + Quarterly (4) One $395' 

CDMARC Subjects 
LC's sublect headlngs (the "Red Book") 
on CD-ROM' 204,000 + Quarterly (4) One $345' 
'Prtces subject to change w~thout notlce 

Use the records in LC databases for retrospective conversion, to replace Dewey numbers 
with LC classification, to create bibliographies and much more. CDMARC databases give 
you the most for your budget dollar. Call today toll-free for your FREE demo diskettes. 
1-800-255-3666 or FAX your request to 202-707-1334. 

All records can be exported In USMARC Communlcat~ons format 
L~brary of Congress records are rev~sed and revlewed to top standards 
You won? find more consistent record quality anywhere 

Send wrlnen lnquirles to 
L~brary of Congress. Cataloging DIstrlbution Sewice, 

The Library 
Customer Serv~ces SectlonIDe~aRment 20. Washington, Dc zo54i-5017 of Congress 

All prices include postage for shipment within ~ o z h  America. 
Subscriptions shipped outside NoRh America require addittonal payment. HISTORIC TR~~SURES. 

INNOVATIVE TOOLS. 

special libraries 



Let Your Researchers Be Partners 
in BIOSIS Searching. 

With BIOSIS' Biological Abstracts" on 
Compact Disc and Biological Abstracts/ 
RRM" on Compact Disc, your researchers 
don't have to be expert searchers to access 
the world's life science literature. Here's why: 

Comprehensive Coverage 
BIOSIS monitors nearly 7,000 international 
sources, covering all life science disciplines, 
for Biological Abstracts on CD and 
Biological Abstracts/RlW on CD - more 
than other life science compact discs! In 
1994, these compact discs will contain 
545,000 references to original research 
articles, meetings, books, reports, reviews 
and more. No other source matches 
BIOSIS' coverage. 

Easyto-use 
BIOSIS' compact discs employ SilverPlatteP 
Information, Inc.'s user-friendly software. so 
researchers can pinpoint relevant life science 
information - quickly and easily! 

Economical 
With up-front, flat-fee pricing, researchers 
can browse through citations and abstracts - 
without worrying about additional charges 
typically associated with online services. 

Enjoy a new partnership - let your 
researchers access BIOSIS' compact discs 
today. 

Call for a 30-Day Free hial  Disc! 
1-800-523-4806 (USA and Canada); (215) 
587-4847 (Worldwide). Or simply return the 
coupon. 

i 'Ikr! Send me the following: 

I A 30-Day free trial disc for (check one I 
I or both): 
I Biological Abstracts on 
I Compact Dlsc. 

Biological Abstracts/RRM on 
I compact Disc. I 

/ Brochure and prices. 
I 
I 
I 

I I 

I ~ r g m z a r r m  Phone 
I 
I 

I I 

I Adilrcri 
I 

I 

I C~IV Star 

I 
I ~uunrn .  P~N.II C U ~ C  

I Return th~s coupon to BIOSIS. Market~ng and Sales 
I Department SL194HCD. 21OO Arch Street. Philadelphia. PA I 
1 19103.1399 USA or to the Official Representatiw or I 
I Authmzed D~str~butor in your area Fax (215) 587-2016 1 I Contact BIOSlS bra the Internet, b~oais@al relay upenn.edu I 
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With So Much Helpfiil 
Information Availab16About 

The NEXIS8Service,We Could 
Write ABook SoWe bd !  

Mead Data Central is pleased to offer what is certain to become our next best-seller - the all new NEXIS" 
Reference Guide. It's everythmg you need to know about better searching on the NEXIS service, all in one book: 
documentation on new features like ATLEAST, ALLCAPS, SINGULAR and PLURAL; detailed references and 
"how to" mformation; even a chapter on Search Strategy by author and online searchmg authority Reva Basch. 

Th~s  new, comprehensive searchmg guide is nearly 400 pages in length, organized to assist the occasional 
and the frequent user. And its modular design, with divider tabs and chapter-oriented page numbering, makes 
it easy to use, and easy to update. It's also easy on your budget - just $15 (plus $2 shipping and handling). 

To order your copy of the NEXIS Reference Guide, call (513-865-1780) 
or fax (513-865-1780) Bob Bernard with your credit card information, or write 

NEXIS@'<=E -I-- 

to his attention at Mead Data Central, PO. Box 933, Dayton, Ohio 45401. Your Information Partners 

24A special libraries 



Effective Team Building 
and Personality Types 
by Vivienne Monty 

Special libraries are often managed by a small staff complement. These staff, 
by necessity, must function as a cohesive team. Effective and functional teams, 
in turn, must be developed and fostered. Application of personality profiles/ 
tests are frequently used in businesses for team building. Profiles such as the 
Myers-Briggs Type Inventory or Action Profiling specifically enable library 
managers to create and encourage a more effective team environment. 

Introduction 

Contemporary library managers must create 
and sustain an environment which fosters orga- 
nizational development. They must also foster 
an environment which enhances individual and 
group effectiveness. This is particular1 y critical 
in a special library setting where staff comple- 
ments are often small and the achievement of a 
smooth team environment is vital for organiza- 
tional effectiveness. To achieve some of this, 
staff are often sent at great expense to various 
workshops and seminars. 

All too often, however, seminars and work- 
shops only regurgitate what is already known. 
More frustratingly, people leave sessions with 
enthusiasm and promise themselves that they 
will go straight back to work and start applying 
the useful ideas they have learned. Unfortu- 
nately, everyday pressures and emergencies 
shortly put an end to their efforts, and partici- 
pants promise themselves to try out these meth- 
ods sometime, but not at the present. 

Why do most workshops and seminars fail 

to achieve their aims, especially when, on the 
whole, they are fairly good sessions? The 
reasons arequitesimple. The techniques which 
are taught seek to change the way in which 
peopleoperate. They attempt to overturn natu- 
ral management styles. They also work with 
individuals and not with the teams with whom 
these individuals work. The resulting tools 
that are provided run contrary to the "real" self 
and often the team as a whole. How can anyone 
become committed to such changes? Not sur- 
prisingly, library administrators and educators 
are beginning to ask why training does not 
work. l 

A.J. Anderson posed the question, "Do 
people change their management styles and 
practices as a result of taking courses and 
attending workshops?" He considered the work 
of physiologists (Kretschmer and Sheldon), 
psychologists (Freud and Jung) and a philoso- 
pher (Spranger), all of whom categorized hu- 
man beings into personality types in one way 
or another. The 'characterologists' examined 
by Anderson all concluded that modifications 
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must lie within the boundaries of one's origi- 
nal type or nature.* This is a conclusion which 
rests uneasily with many North American edu- 
cational and psychological values. 

There are a few forms of personal analyses 
and team building methods that have proved 
themselves in numerous organizations through- 
out the world. None of the proven methods 
seeks to change people, but all work with exist- 
ing character types. These analyses can be used 
for two major purposes: to help individuals to 
make the most of what they have naturally, and 
to be employed for team effectiveness. 

Personality profiles or psychological inven- 
tories can make an important contribution to 
this dual objective. The increased self-aware- 
ness which is the result of well-administered 
inventories or profiles enables individuals to 
build on strengths and anticipate where diffi- 
culties may arise. When members of a work 
group participate in the exercise, the shared 
knowledge contributes to team-building? 

Psychological inventories and profiles are 
not tests. A trait is not right or wrong, and an 
inventory is not a judgment. Nor is a profile a 
sentence which confines a person to a particu- 
lar set of responses. Rather, knowledge of 
personal traits will enable participants to build 
on strengths and compensate for weaknesses. 
One can manage a weakness, not by changing 
one's self, butby usingother people's strengths 
as props, intellectual controls, or systems. An 
inventory can give confidence in strong areas; 
it may confirm a dim awareness of a strength 
which hasn'tbeen usedfully. In thesesystems, 
which are mostly based on Jungian principles, 
"there is no 'good' or 'bad', no 'right' or 
'wrong,' only differences to be identified, val- 
ued, and even appreciated.'4 Organizational 
development and training programs which help 
participants develop an accurate self-aware- 
nessare more likely to havea continuing effect 
than those which ignore the reality of adult 
personalities. 

Background to and Application of Tests 

Personality tests, in the business sector where 
most special libraries are found, exist in greater 
and greater numbers. Companies have become 

aware that mere warm bodies filling positions is 
not enough. Rather, they must hire the "right" 
person,andemployees must perform in order to 
maintain productivity and thecompetitiveedge. 
Thus, tests are being used increasingly for hir- 
ing staff and in team-buildmg amongst current 
staffs A few libraries have followed this lead to 
date. In a recent article, Linda Rome enumer- 
ated how some libraries have successfully ap- 
plied the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory to cre- 
ate a better team environment. Such experi- 
ments are rare, however, despite their success in 
the few libmies that have applied them6 

Before any tests are considered or applied, 
the function and use of each type must be 
carefully considered. Experts warn that job 
performance is a multiplicative function ofabil- 
ity and motivation. Personality variables are 
valid only when used in conjunction with abil- 
ity tests.7 This is particularly important to li- 
brarianship in that it is a female-dominated 
profession. Generally, female managers exhibit 
important differences in their working styles 
compared to most male managen8 

There are definite pros and cons to personality 
tests, and they should be used in addition to other 
factors and not merely as a means to an end. 
Some of the common problems with personality 
tests that many businesses have identified are: 

Personality is difficult to measure and 
define; 

Performance on the job is more than a 
personality. Motivation is a critical factor? as 
are the workplace environment, job descrip- 
tions, etc.; 

There are many ways to do the same job. 
Assigning a person to a job by personality type 
would, in some ways, preclude how the job is 
carried out; and 

Using tests assumes that neither the job nor 
the personalities change, when both actually 
change constantly. Professional jobs require 
numerous and varied skills at different times.1° 

Another key problem with the application of 
various personality tests is that managers and 
staff often do not understand the results ob- 
tained, nor do they understand the differences 
between the mapping of scores in terms of those 
tests which are normative and those which are 
ipsative. Little is known or understood about 
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what to do with the results and how to use the 
results appropriately. For example, the Myers- 
Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI) is a normative 
type test while the Gordon Personality Profile 
(GPP) is ipsative. 

Normative test scales are independent and can 
usually be treatedas "measures ofdifferent quali- 
ties, on ipsative test scales they are not."ll On 
ipsative scales one cannot compare individuals. 
Normative scales measurelike qualities amongst 
people and thus can be used for comparative 
purposes. On ipsative scales, respondents can 
measure only their individual scores over time 
and these scores are not comparable to others. 
Ipsative scales are based on self-appraisal type 
inventories employing forced-choice or a ranked 
scale format. Thus, team building in this type of 
scale is much harder. Ipsative scales force indi- 
viduals to answer to choices which could be 
incorrect or which do not reveal various charac- 
teristics some claim. 

On the positive side, many companies find 
that applying tests such as MBTI promotes 
mutual understanding if they are not used as 
weapons.12 If they are used as weapons, con- 
flicts arise in lieu of the desired results. Tests, 
when well-used, make staff aware of each oth- 
ers' styles so they can work better together. 
They also improve communications and pro- 
ductivity. Indeed, these tests must be doing 
something right. In 1986, 1.5 million people 
took the MBTI in the United States. Of these 
test administrations, 40%were business related. 
Corporations such as Apple, AT&T, Citicorp, 
Exxon, GE, Honeywell and 3M have all used 
personality profile tests for management devel- 
opment. 

It is often argued that people of different 
personality types have difficulty working to- 
gether. Through personality testing and the 
sharing of results, people become aware of their 
own personality traits and other types amongst 
their co-workers. As a consequence, their com- 
munications and productivity usually improve. 
KnightRidder's Charlotte Observerused MBTI 
as a basis for team-building in a fractious news- 
room with positive results.13 As Rome says, 
"Comfort comes from being with people simi- 
lar to us; growth comes from the differences of 
an alternative approach. Different styles can be 

uncomfortable, but often are essential to good 
management."14 

Transarnerica Corporation offers a one-week 
course on MBTI at considerable cost, but has 
found the investment invaluable. "We've used 
the theory to help us change our corporate 
culture; it has tumed out to be one of the most 
meaningful things we've done," one company 
executive said.15 The company has used MBTI 
to avoid placing people in positions of potential 
conflict with each other. Personality tests make 
"people aware of which types they are and their 
co-workers are, and voila, communication im- 
proves and with it productivity ."16 Group feed- 
back is vital and managers gain a composite of 
a team or work group to help in their decision 
making. l7 

In libraries we are constantly changing our 
organizations18 to respond to technology and 
other advances. Personality trait assessments are 
powerful tools for such organizational change. 
Finally, by pointing out how people respond to 
change, the MBTI can help suggest strategies for 
managing transitions in libraries.19 Personality 
trait assessments provide managers with 'addi- 
tional' information once the manager decides 
what skills he or she is looking for.20 Many claim 
that hiring fdures have been reduced and pro- 
motions have been more successful as a result of 
using the tests.21 In other companies, high per- 
formance was duectly related to the use of tests 
for decision One critical factor to 
remember in all this is that team-building ses- 
sions will be of liale value if the library or 
organization does not create an environment 
which is conducive to teamwork.23 Most experts 
recommend incentives based on the performance 
of the team as a whole to encourage people to 
work together. 

Increasingly, effective team building is be- 
coming a critical management tool as was re- 
cently outlined in an article on "Management's 
new gurus." In each type of new approach, the 
management of well-organized teams is stressed. 
They must be effective and it is vital that people 
work together harmoniously. Time and effort 
must be devoted to fostering and developing 
vigorous teams. Too often present teams are 
dysfunctional and libraries are not immune to 
this dysfunction.24 
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Commonly Used Tests 

The personality profiles and inventoriescom- 
monl y used in libraries and other organizational 
development programs are often self-reporting 
instruments such as FRO-B, Thomas Kilman, 
the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI), and 
Action Profiling. Some of these instruments are 
also used for personal counseling in other set- 
tings. In the library environment, the instru- 
ments are generally used in a group setting 
under the direction of a consultant or facilitator 
who guides an open discussion to explore the 
results.25 The MBTI, motedin the Jungian type 
theory F6 is probably the most common of these 
basic preferences for collecting information 
and malung decisions. Myers-Briggs assess- 
ments derive from self-reports of common be- 
havioror reactions. This instrument can be self- 
administered and self-scored. It can be both 
quick and inexpensive to carry out, and can be 
conducted independently, although having a 
good facilitator is always advised. 

Action Profiles, on the other hand, are de- 
rived from natural movements displayed dur- 
ing an informal two hour discussion. The as- 
sessment is conducted by a certified movement 
analyst using a videotape. The same analyst 
prepares a verbal and graphic profile for discus- 
sion with the individual in apersonal interview. 
Action Profiling is based on a consultative 
process, and thus is time-intensive and expen- 
sive. Both methods assesscognitivestylesrather 
than personality. Action Profiling is more con- 
cerned with interpersonal traits and reveals 
more about the motivations which result in 
different perceptual and judgmental processes. 

Action Profiling 

Action Profiling "provides a logical system- 
atic rationale for a whole host of behavioral and 
personality phenomena which otherwise com- 
plicates and obscures the communication and 
the action."27 The information derived aids in 
making the best use of individuals' capacities. 
A multifaceted system based upon complex 
analysis, action profiling helps clarify how 
people, individually and collectively, under- 
take action. This knowledge helps explain why 

people with different decision-making styles 
may experience conflict even though they rec- 
ognize common objectives. Disagreement of- 
ten results from the way a decision is made and 
carried out rather than from the decision itself. 

Action Profiling assumes a three part frame- 
work for decision-making and problem-solv- 
ing: considering what is to be done; deciding 
on a course of action; and implementing that 
a c t i ~ n ? ~  In Action Profiling nomenclature, 
these three stages are: 

Attending, the analytical components in- 
cluding investigating and exploring; 

Intending, the planning phase including 
determining and evaluating; and 

Committing, which includes timing and 
anticipation. [See table in appendix]. 

These stages are analyzed in terms of three 
overall factors: dynamism (the number of non- 
routine cycles of decision-making a person ini- 
tiates simultaneously); adaptability (the willing- 
ness to alter basic attitudes to fit in with a situa- 
tion); and identifying (the readiness to respond 
and associate with the organizational environ- 
ment). At each stage in the decision-making 
process, indwiduals are either private orcommu- 
nicative about the process they use. 

What makes this management analysis tool so 
very different and usableis, aboveall, thecontext 
in which personal style is placed. No two people 
are identical. The percentage breakdown in each 
attending, intending, and committing stage var- 
ies. Within these stages, each person is either 
stronger or weaker at investigating, exploring, 
and so on. Also, at each stage, people are more 
private or communicative about the process of 
their thinking. Understanding the interplay of 
these complex style variations increases mutual 
understanding. For example, one person know- 
ing that he or she is a high "intender" with a 
particular strength in "determining" is a formi- 
dable opponent to anyone who has qualities 
which allow himself or herself to shift goals 
easily. A person with a highly flexible style 
cannot win unless heor she is willing to let blood. 
Knowing this can help avoid frustrating and non- 
productive situations. 

Also, a high "attender" who needs to study 
and think for longer periods can totally frustrate 
a high "committer" whose very nature is action. 
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Knowing this, the former can be allowed to 
develop plans and alternatives while the latter is 
asked to carry them out. 

While action profiling is not inexpensive, it 
has been used most effectively in both Canada 
and the United States to create well-func tioning 
teams from dysfunctional groups. It has also 
been used to help individuals understand what 
areas they function in best and how to avoid 
potentially disruptive situations. 

Myers/Briggs Type Inventory 

The MBTI is a much simpler analysis tool 
than Action Profiling. It is primarily con- 
cerned with the cognitive process rather than 
with the interpersonal traits 29 or value func- 
tion found in Action Profiling. It is rooted in 
Jungian theory. It is a personality inventory 
designed to identify basic preferences for in- 
formation collection, making decisions and 
relating both to the outer world of people and 
things and to the inner world of ideas and 
concepts. Barbara Webb's article. "Typecast- 
ing: Life with Myers-Briggs," includes an 
extensive discussion on the 16 different per- 
sonality types, how they work, and how differ- 
ent types inte~-relate.~~ln Myers-Briggs, sens- 
ing types think in terms of specifics and detail, 
while intuitives think in terms of context. 
Thinkers decide things logically and objec- 
tively, while feelers make decision son subjec- 
tive grounds. Extroverts are oriented to the 

outer world of people and things while intro- 
verts are oriented toward the inner world of 
ideas and feelings. Perceiving types tend to be 
flexible and postpone closure, whereas judg- 
ing types want to get things settled.31 "Put 
more simply, the most successful business 
compromises and decisions capitalize on the 
strengths of all types: the practicality of the 
Sensors, the systematic attention of the Think- 
ers, the human considerations of the Feelers, 
and the flexibility for growth and improve- 
ment provided by the ~ n t u i t i v e s . ~ ~  [See table 
in appendix.] 

MBTI is far less detailed in analysis but 
much cheaper to administer. Individuals usu- 
ally work on traits in groups together and 
without a facilitator. To the extent that MBTI 
and Action Profiling could be measured in 
comparison, MBTI usually validated the re- 
sults of the Action Profile method. 

Conclusion 

Effective people are those who know them- 
selves as well as the demands of the organiza- 
tion or situation. They also adapt their strate- 
gies to meet those needs. MBTI and Action 
Profiling both offer a potential role in develop- 
ing the self-awareness that is an important 
prerequisite for professional development. 
And both offer a viable and useful team-build- 
ing method for the libraries of the future. 
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Appendix4omparison of Typologies 

In both systems, the terminology needs to be understood in context. This chart displays some of 
the similarities and differences in the two typologies. 

I [MYERS-BRIGGS] I [ACTION PROFILE] I 
ORIENTATION 

Extrovert Introvert 

INFORMATION GATHERING 
Sensing Intuition 

DEClDING 
Thinking Feeling 

JUDGING 
Judging Perceiving 

INTERACTION 

ATIENDING/ANALY ZING 
Investigating Exploring 

COMMI'lTING/ACTING 
Timing Anticipation 

Vivienne Monty is Senior Librarian at York University Libraries in North York, Ontario, 
Canada. She has written numerous articles on business and government and is currently 
President of the Toronto Chapter of SLA. 
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AT&T Bell Laboratories Creates a Quality 
Team to Study Technical Reports 

by Laurie McFadden 

The AT&T Library Network maintains a Technical Reports Service within its 
Document Supply Service to provide university, corporate and government 
technical reports to the AT&T community. The Service received 16,229 unique 
document requests in 1989 and 10,452 unique document requests in 1991. In 
January of 1991, a Quality or Process Management Team was established to 
make improvements to the service and to understand reasons for the significant 
decrease in demand for the service. 

Introduction 

Quality improvement initiatives have been 
a major thrust throughout all of AT&T. The 
study of the alerting and dissemination of 
technical reports was one of the first quality 
initiatives undertaken by the AT&T Library 
Network. The Technical Reports Service was 
selected to be studied for quality improvement 
opportunities due to the following factors: 

Declining demand for the service; 
Mounting pressure to reduce the costs 
of library services; 
Mounting pressure to increase the speed 
of technical reports document delivery; 
Staffing changes (The system was be- 
coming too complex for adequate train- 
ing); 
Spacing constraints (The service was 
running out of room to store every an- 
nounced item); 
There were a number of problems in 
accessing the database on LINUS, such 
as: 

Inconsistent indexing. For example, a 
Carnegie Mellon Report could be under 

the subject heading "Carnegie" or 
"CMU." 
Inconsistent Cataloging. Some reports 
were not cataloged as technical reports 
but were added to a separate books 
database. 
Typing errors and inadequate records. 
Lack of maintenance of the database. 
Older records were never purged from 
the database. 

Clearly, the service was in need of strearn- 
lining, cost reduction, and improvement. At 
one of the first meetings, the team listed all of 
its issues and concerns regarding the service. 
When we easily came up with 39 issues and 
concerns, we felt overwhelmed by the task at 
hand. Many times we floundered, were un- 
clear of our direction, and simply felt the 
service could not be "fixed." I believe three 
factors led to the success of the team: the 
strong sense of commitment and teamwork 
from each member; the unique contribution 
from each member because the team members 
were from several library departments; and the 
continual support provided by aquality expert 
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who was available to the team as a consultant. 
The consultant was an in-house quality expert 
who was always able to pick the team up and 
put us back on track when we became frus- 
trated and unclear as to the next steps in the 
process. After just a year, each member of the 
team began to feel really good about the qual- 
ity process as we realized that we could boast 
the following accomplishments: 

Eliminated one full-time position; 
Began ordering "on-demand" to better 
meet business conditions; 
Eliminated the cost of microfiche copi- 
ers; 
Expanded access to technical reports 
by providing access to the entire NTIS 
database; 
Expanded access to corporate and uni- 
versity technical reports with enhanced 
searching capabilities; 
Enhanced ability to track circulation 
and usage; 
Enhanced the announcing of technical 
reports in alerting publications and cata- 
loging of technical reports; 
Established electronic service with our 
vendors for ordering and status reports; 
Negotiated high-volume discounts with 
vendors. 

Background 
- - - - - -- 

Before I outline the quality process, I will 
provide a brief background of the Technical 
Reports Service prior to the implementation of 
improvements as a result of the quality pro- 
cess. Each month, Defense Technical Infor- 
mation Center (DTIC) and National Technical 
Information Service (NTIS) sent a tape of 
selected new government reports based upon 
an automatic subject profile that each vendor 
set up with AT&T Bell Laboratories. The 
information from these tapes was republished 
in internally-produced alerting publications 
and the corresponding microfiche copies were 
sent to the technical reports service for docu- 
ment delivery and storage. In addition, the 
information from the tape was entered into a 
database of technical reports that was made 

available to library customers via an electronic 
library system called LINUS. 

Access to university and corporate technical 
reports was much less systematic. The bulk of 
the announced university technical reports 
came from a special subscription from Semi- 
conductorResearch Corporation (SRC). Other 
universities and corporations sent new techni- 
cal reports dlrectly to the technical reports 
service where they were reviewed for inclu- 
sion into an alerting publication and LINUS. 

Inaddition,govemment, university, and cor- 
porate technical reports were ordered "on de- 
mand," as requested by library customers. The 
Technical Reports Service staff would locate, 
order, and either copy or loan a requested 
document. These reports were also added to 
the technical reports database and made avail- 
able for end-user searching and ordering. 

The Quality Process at 
AT&T Bell Laboratories 

Quality is a major strategic thrust through- 
out all areas of AT&T. It is a long, systematic 
process of work redesign, analysis, and even- 
tual improvement. The foundation of AT&T1s 
Quality Policy is the belief that: 

Rules alone do not guarantee success, 
but the absenceofestablishedand defined 
principles or the lack of commitment to 
them almost certainly guarantees failure. 
AT&T's Quality Policy defines one over- 
riding principle in support of a corporate 
quality environment, challenging us to 
'consistently provide products and ser- 
vices that meet thequality expectations of 
ourcustomers.' Managers and employees 
are encouraged to meet this challenge by 
focusing work efforts on improving cus- 
tomer satisfaction and operating processes 
more efficiently. 

This challenge applies at every func- 
tional level of business--everyone has 
customers and suppliers. Effective pro- 
cess quality management demands that 
customer requirements guide day-to-day 
work activities. 
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The Quality Process at AT&T is dnven by the 
belief that the quality process is a continuously 
repeating cycle. Several methodologies were 
created to provide a structured approach to man- 
aging and improving quality steps. The Techni- 
cal Reports Service team used the seven-step 
Process Quality Management & Improvement 
(PQMI) methodology as a guideline for action. 
The seven steps of the PQMI Process are: (1) 
Establish Process Management Responsibilities; 
(2) Define Process and Identify Customer Re- 
quirements; (3) Define and Establish Measures; 
(4) Assess Conformance to Customer Require- 
ments; (5) Investigate Process to Identify Im- 
provement Opportunities; (6) Rank Improve- 
ment Opportunities and Set Objectives; and (7) 
ImproveProcess Quality. As Ioutline the techni- 
cal reports quality efforts throughout this paper, 
I will show how thePQMI process functioned as 
a road map to guide the team to success. 

The Technical Reports 
Service Quality Team 

Step One: Establish Process 
Management Responsibilities 

Team members were selected from various 
library departments and included representa- 
tives from Document Supply, Cataloging, 
Alerting, Internal Documents, and Copyright. 
The team fist met on January 17, 1991 to 
establish ground rules, establish the members 
of the team and the role of the team leader, and 
identify theProcessOwner. TheProcessOwner 
has the authority to make changes in the pro- 
cess. The team defined its statement of pur- 
pose as "Acquiring, alerting, maintaining and 
disseminating technical reports to the AT&T 
Library Network customer." 

Step Two: Define Process and 
Identify Customer Requirements 

The team designed a customer supplier model 
to identify the suppliers to the technical reports 
process, customer/supplier relationships, and 
the boundaries of the process. 

The PQMI Guidelines book describes the 
customer/supplier model as "the foundation of 

the process quality management and improve- 
ment methodology,providinga framework for 
establishing and maintaining effective rela- 
tions with customers and suppliers. The model 
begins with customer requirements and stresses 
active measures of customer satisfaction to 
provide ongoing feedback for process improve- 
ment.< [See Figure 1, p.111 

As you can see by the model, the technical 
reports process was complex. The team knew 
from the model that it needed to reduce the 
complexity of the service by reducing the num- 
ber of suppliers and/or achieving better cus- 
tomer/supplier relationships. 

A block diagram was created in order to 
further understand the process. According to 
the PQMI Guidelines, "The block diagram 
provides a macro-level view of the process as 
it currently operates. The diagram traces the 
various paths that materials and information 
can take between input from suppliers and 
final outputs. The diagram includes individual 
boxes or blocks representing activities per- 
formedby individual organizations/groups and 
connecting lines representing the hand-off 
points or interfaces between a~tivities."~ [See 
Figure 2, p. 131 

The block diagram showed that the technical 
reports process took too many paths, had too 
many hand-offpoints, andneeded tobe stream- 
lined. 

Identify Customer Requirements 
Customer requirements drive the quality 

process. Customer requirements werecollected 
in four ways: (1) three focus groups were 
conducted in three different AT&T Bell Labo- 
ratories locations; (2) a phone survey was 
conducted of customers who used the service 
10 or more times in 1990 and stopped using the 
service in 1991 to determine their reason for 
discontinuing use of the service; (3) a survey 
was inserted in all alerting publications to 
determine technical reports alerting needs; and 
(4) a survey was distributed to all technical 
reports customers over the last two years. 

Customers of the Technical Reports Ser- 
vice required the following: 

To be alerted to all technical reports 
published; 
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To have a faster document response 
time; 
To have a cheaper technical reports 
document; 
To have easy access to technical re- 
ports; 
To have the document citation accom- 
pany the request; 
To have the ability to receive the full 
text of technical reports electronically. 

Step Three: Define 
and Establish Measures 

Measures are needed to determine how well 
customer requirements are met and to provide 
a framework to evaluate the success of changes 
implemented as a result of the quality process. 
Measures were put in place to determine ven- 
dor response time, in-house document copy- 
ingresponse time, number of microfiche frames 
copied per month, number of documents cop- 
ied per month, average vendor document costs, 
and the date alerting tape was received vs. the 
corresponding microfiche shipment. 

The team believed that receipt of the tape 
used to announce technical reports from NTIS 
and DTIC was received before receipt of the 
corresponding microfiche shipments used to 
fill the requests. The team began to log the date 
of tape receipt and microfiche shipments and 
determined that microfiche shipments lagged 
about one month behind tape shipments. As a 
result of the lag time between tape and micro- 
fiche shipments, customers were waiting at 
least one month for a document upon request. 
Microfiche shipments from DTIC were fur- 
ther delayed because they went through an- 
otherdepartment in Whippany, NJ because the 
technical reports service in Warren, NJ did not 
hold the government contracts. As a result, a 
separate user account was established with 
DTIC for the service in Warren, NJ. 

Measures were also put in place to deter- 
mine how well the collection was maintained. 
When the technical reports collection was com- 
pared to the book collection, it was discovered 
that duplicate copies of reports existed in both 
collections and many documents cited in the 
technical reports database were missing. The 
reports in the technical reports database were 

not cataloged by a standard library cataloging 
system; thus, it was very difficult to locate an 
item in the database. Most of the titles in the 
technical reports database did not circulate 
and of those that circulated, 77% were re- 
quested only one or two times. 

The team also studied how much it cost to 
operate the service. In 199 1, the service main- 
tained an operating budget of $165,000 that 
included the costs of one and one-half staff 
personnel, tape leases, vendor supplied docu- 
ments, and lease of two high-speed Tameran 
microfiche copiers. 

Step Four: Assess Conformance 
to Customer Requirements 

The process was not conforming to cus- 
tomer requirements because it failed to pro- 
vide customers with easy access to technical 
reports, timely documents, and inexpensive 
documents. 

In addition, The AT&T Library Network op- 
erates on a charge-back basis. Each department 
is required to recover 100% of its costs. The 
service was not recovering its costs. Customer 
comments such as, "There's acultural shift away 
from using these ... we are going to very fast, 
product focused research and there will not be 
reports out there," challenges the team to im- 
prove service quality and make it cost-effective, 
despite predicted declining demand. 

Step Five: Investigate Process to 
Identify Improvement Opportunities 

The team began to investigate a pilot pro- 
gram between NTIS and another major corpo- 
ration. In this pilot, library customers have 
greater access to technical reports because the 
entireNTIS database is mountedon an internal 
library system and document requests are sent 
directly to NTIS for hard copy document ful- 
fillment. The team investigated several cost- 
cutting scenarios and decided to pursue a pilot 
with NTIS that was similar to the one at the 
other corporation, except that DTlC was also 
selected as a vendor because it could fulfill 
some document requests significantly cheaper 
than NTIS. The technical reports service would 
cease to store and collect microfiche copies of 
government documents. 
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TheNTIS database wouldreplace the present 
technical reports database, giving customers 
access to more records. In addition, response 
time from vendors would be decreased be- 
cause NTIS would be delivering hard copies of 
documents viaovernight mail andorders would 
be transmitted electronically via ATTMail, a 
commercially availableelectronic mailing sys- 
tem, so vendors could process orders sooner. 
In order to facilitate the order check-in pro- 
cess, the vendor would affix a unique bar code 
to each request. With this system, the vendor 
bar code would be wanded by a bar code reader 
in Warren, NJ and the order would automati- 
cally be marked complete in the internal pho- 
tocopy tracking system. 

Each corporate and university report record 
would be examined to see if it should be 
retained and recataloged according to stan- 
dard Dewey classification or discarded. The 
university and corporate reports that were re- 
tained were added to the books database be- 
cause some of them were already in that data- 
base. By cataloging these reports as books, 
better statistics could be gathered on circula- 
tion history and a weeding policy could be 
developed. 

After working on the collection mainte- 
nance issues, the team focused on the issues 
involved with acquiring the collection. In ad- 
dition to the government reports, customers 
wanted to know what was being published by 
universities and other corporations. The team 
compiled a matrix of what is available, costs, 
and accessibility. In compiling the matrix, 
employment was contacted for the names of 
schools the company recruits from, customers 
were contacted, and request history was stud- 
ied. The matrix showed that this information 
would be difficult to disseminate due to lackof 
standardization of these reports, lack of ven- 
dors or suppliers for these reports, and lack of 
electronic access to these reports. The team 
agreed that access and reporting of corporate 
and university technical reports is a gray area 
where little is known. The team will continue 
to work on obtaining access to these reports. 

Finally, a survey of all alerting bulletin 
subscribers was conducted in order to revamp 
the New Reports bulletin of technical reports. 

As a result of the survey, technical reports 
wereannounced by subject areas and expanded 
to be included in other alerting publications. 

Step Six: Rank Improvement 
Opportunities and Set Objectives 

The team set the following improvement 
opportunity objectives: 
Improvement Opportunity Time Table 
Negotiate NTIS tape agreement --- Completed 10191 
Stop microfiche ordering ----------- Completed 12191 
Give vendors our requirements ---- Completed 12191 
Revamp Alerting Bulletins --------- Completed 4/92 
Mount NTIS tape on LINUS ------ Completed 4/92 
Catalog University & 
Corporate Reports as Books ------- Completed 4/92 
Discard Microfiche Collection ---- Completed 5/92 

Step Seven: Improve Process Quality 
After over a year of bimonthly meetings, 

and a lot of hard work and perseverance, the 
team reached the last step of the process. The 
PQMI book describes the purpose for this step 
in the process as: 

The methodology is a cycle: you man- 
age the process and improve the process 
and, when you come to the beginning 
again, you repeat thecycleof activities to 
bring the process to a new level of perfor- 
m a n ~ e . ~  

Coincidentally, the block diagram was re- 
done to document the new process on April 9, 
1992~xac t ly  one year after the first block 
diagram was done. The new block dagram 
showed the process was streamlined as the 
number of steps in the process was reduced 
from 31 to 24. In addition, the entire column 
devoted to maintaining the process was elimi- 
nated. 

Conclusion 

The team encountered a number of chal- 
lenges on the way to achieving its accomplish- 
ments. Electronic mail to vendors often did not 
go through. Bar codes from DTIC were not 
immediately machine readable. Early on, we 
discovered that NTIS could not adequately fill 
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the NASA documents in its database. Many of 
the NASA documents in the NTIS database 
were what NTIS called "Mother/Daughter" 
documents in which a paper would be cited 
(daughter), and the entire conference proceed- 
ing (mother) would be sent. NTIS was not able 
to fill document requests for individual papers. 
Since our customers did not want the entire 
proceedings or "mother," another vendor, 
American Institute of Aeronautics and Astro- 
nautics, (AIAA) was brought in to fill orders 
for NASA documents. The team will be moni- 
toring this closely to ensure that the shift in 
vendor strategy will not affect the NTlS vol- 
ume discount. 

The number of document requests for tech- 
nical reports continued to decline in 1992, but 
as a result of the new system, we were not 
wedded to expensive equipment or staff and 
could adjust to the decline without effect on 
the internal operation. 

One of the biggest challenges that lies ahead 
is gaining access to university and corporate 
reports. A new vendor, Research Access, has 
emerged for university technical reports, and 
we are currently working with the company to 
receive new report announcements in elec- 
tronic form and as a document supplier. 

Finally, perhaps the biggest challenge of all 
lies within AT&T Bell Laboratories. We must 
make our customers aware that document sup- 
ply is a complex, expensive business that adds 
value to the technical community. A miscon- 
ception of document supply and library ser- 
vices exists with some customers at AT&T 

Bell Laboratories. Many believe that informa- 
tion should be free or available at very low 
costs. One customer commented in a recent 
customer survey, "I can say that a clerk ought 
to be able to locate, photocopy and mail a 
technical report in less than ten minutes." That 
belief is fine as long as you can easily locate 
the report. Other comments such as,"My orga- 
nization is actively discouraging the use of any 
LINUS services. It has become dangerous 
politically to use it," illustrate the resistance to 
pay for library services. 

The technical reports service process man- 
agement team has much work to do to change 
customer perception of the service. The team 
believes that better access to university reports 
will greatly enhance the value of the service to 
AT&T Bell Laboratories' customers. Two ad- 
vertisements were distributed to the entire 
AT&T Bell Laboratories community to in- 
form customers of the availability of univer- 
sity reports from Research Access, and a letter 
was written to Research Access to request that 
additional schools be added to its database. 
Some schools were contacted directly for elec- 
tronic access to their technical reports. The 
team is also investigating new charge-back 
systems such as one where the customer will 
be billed actual document costs plus a han- 
dling fee vs. paying a flat document fee. 

The technical reports service process man- 
agement team has emerged as both a model of 
the success of quality efforts and as a pioneer 
in the area of technical reports acquisition and 
dissemination. 

Laurie M a d d e n  is the Administrator of the Document Supply Service at ATBT Bell 
Laboratories. She holds an MLS from Rutgers University. 
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LIFENET/INTERNET and 
the Health Science Librarian 
by Lois Weinstein 

The Medical Library Center of New York, a cooperative library agency for the 
health sciences, developed a program to offer an electronic communications 
system (LIFENET) with access to the Internet for its members. Information on 
documentation and training as well as statistics on the subsequent use of the 
system and of the Internet are discussed in the article. Specific examples of 
how health science librarians are using the system include bibliographic 
verification, reference, research on integrated library systems, production of 
duplicate journal lists, and professional activities such as electronic mail and 
discussion groups (listservs). 

Introduction 

A revolution is coming not unlike that which 
took place in libraries in the early '70s. Prior to 
that revolution, most literature searching in 
health science libraries was done manually 
and a complete author search could take as 
much as three days to complete. After the 
introduction of automated on-line searching, 
the time to complete such a search was reduced 
to mere minutes. From terminals to PCs, from 
card catalogs to on-line public access catalogs 
(OPACs), from one database to hundreds, from 
reference books published on paper to those 
published in electronic form, from searches 
put together by cutting and pasting with scis- 
sors and glue to automated cutting and pasting 
by means of word processing, the role of 
automation in libraries has expanded. Health 
science librarians have adapted to these changes 
and grown as professionals. The latest expan- 
sion involvesa system now called the Internet. 
It is revolutionary in that, as never before, we 
can truly experience a "library without walls." 

Once again, it will change how librarians prac- 
tice their profession and will have a profound 
effect on the library of the future. This article 
will show how agroupof health sciencelibrar- 
ians are using the Internet and how they have 
grown professionally. 

History and Background 

According to Bruce Sterling, the Internet 
was the 1964 brainchild of the RAND 
Corporation's Paul Baran, who proposed an 
electronic communications network that would 
have no central authority and would operate 
from day one even though all the links were 
not established. All the nodes on this network 
would be equal, with each node being able to 
originate, pass, and receive messages. The 
system was first tested by the National Physi- 
cal Laboratory in Great Britain in 1968 and 
shortly afterward the Pentagon decided to fund 
a larger project. In 1969 the first node was 
establishedatUCLAand since then the Internet 
has grown by leaps and bounds. Scientists and 
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engineers in universities and in the military 
were the first to jump on the bandwagon in 
order to share data and exchange ideas.' To- 
day the Internet is open to all who want access, 
although there may be a cost for such access. 
It is used most heavily for electronic mail, 
discussion groups, access to online library 
catalogs, long distance computing, and file 
transfers of data and programs.2 Based on 
these capabilities, the Internet holds many 
opportunities for health science librarians in 
the management of a cost-efficient informa- 
tion services operation. 

The Medical Library Center of New York 
(MLCNY) is a not-for-profit, independent or- 
ganization chartered in 1959. It was established 
to facilitate access to health science information 
via thecoordination of union lists,promotion of 
technical services standards, and maintenance 
of a central repository collection of serials and 
government documents for resource sharing. It 
is a cooperative library agency that coordinates 
the mutual resource sharing activities of its 
members. While MLCNY members do have 
telefacsimile and vehicular delivery systems 
for resource sharing, there was no electronic 
communication system such as electronic mail 
(e-mail) linking all the members. 

In January of 1992, MLCNY administration 
learnedof a way that the memberscould evalu- 
ate Internet access and its capabilities. One of 
the librarians, Carolyn Reid, Associate Direc- 
tor of the Cornell Medical Library (a member 
institution), informed MLCNY administration 
about a system called LIFENET. This system 
was created by the National Aeronautical and 
Space Administration (NASA) in 1987 as part 
of an ongoing project that would provide the 
life sciences community with an effective 
method of exchanging ideas and information. 
LIFENET links to existing electronic commu- 
nication networks such as NSFnet, Internet, 
and BIT NET^^ and serves as a primary net- 
work for scientists, technicians, researchers, 
and bioengineers who are not already part of a 
network. LIFENET was "discovered" by a 
health science librarian in 1990. Greg Pratt, 
the outreach librarian toNASA from theHous- 
ton Academy of Medicine-Texas Medical 
Center Library, learned about LIFENET while 
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working at a NASA site. He applied for and 
received access to the system and subsequently 
informed his colleagues at the Academy about 
it. Marlene Englander, at that time an Acad- 
emy colleague and secretary of the Executive 
Board of the Hospital Libraries section of the 
Medical Library Association (MLA), proposed 
using the system as a cost-effective means of 
electronic communications for the members 
of that Board. Englanderrequestedpermission 
from the LIFENET administration for access 
to the system. The plan was approved by 
NASA officials and codes were assigned to the 
Section Board members. LIFENET continues 
to be used by them for e-mail and the posting 
of committee minutes and news. 

MLCNY administration contacted LIFENET 
administration at the Johnson Space Center in 
Houston, TX, where the system is maintained, 
and requested access for a limited number of 
personnel at all MLCNY member institutions. 
In February 1992, this permission was granted 
and the registration of the members began.* 
NAS Aassesses nocharges for using LIFENET. 
Additionally, we decided that there would be 
no MLCNY charges associated with start-up 
or passwords in order to eliminate as many 
barriers as possible in introducing the mem- 
bers totheLIFENETsystem and to thehternet. 
Therefore, the only charges that are incurred 
for using LIFENET are for the local SprintNet 
phone connection. 

The Training Process 

The LIFENET system is not difficult to use 
since it is in menu format (see Figure l) ,  but 
having a comprehensive manual was essential 
for the training program and, later, for giving 
assistance over the phone. The booklet that is 
distributed by NASA to explain the system 
was not detailed enough for those librarians 
whose only experience with on-line systems 
was DOCLINE and MEDLINE. Additionally, 
this booklet had no information on the Internet. 
The MLCNY LIFENET manual was created 
by downloading screens of information to a 
hard disk of a computer and word processing 
the results. Information on the Internet and its 
resources was added. Finally, a descriptive 
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table ofcontents wasadded toassist in locating 
information (see Figure 2). 

Training sessions were divided into Novice 
and Experienced classes. Novice classes were 
for those who had little computer experience 
and Experienced classes were for those who 
had used electronic mail and were more com- 
fortable with on-line systems. Each class was 
three or more hours in length and consisted of 
two hours of lecture and at least one hour of 
hands-on training. The number of students in 
each class was kept to less than five to ensure 
that each student would have theopportunity to 
log in and try various functions. 

The topics covered in the Novice class in- 
cluded the logon and logoff process, how to 
change the two passwords (The NASA admin- 
istration is very security-conscious and requires 
two passwords that must be changed on a regu- 
lar basis), how to read the bulletin boards, 
search the user directories and create a distribu- 
tion list, read and dispose of e-mail messages, 
store non-LIFENET e-mail addresses and send 
mail to both LIFENET and non-LIFENET us- 
ers. TheExperienced class covered these topics 
in a less intense manner and included topics on 
the Internet such as the history of the Internet, 
etiquette on thehternet, what is availableon the 
Internet that might be of relevance to health 
science librarians (for example, on-line cata- 
logs, discussion lists, gophers, bulletin boards) 
and how to access this information. 

Classes were held at MLCNY headquarters 
and at various members' locations. MLA Con- 
tinuing Education credits were approved and 
promoted as an added incentive for class atten- 
dance. Forty-one individuals took the Novice 
class and 45 individuals took the Experienced 
class. Several individuals took both classes 
although only one MLA certificate for CE cred- 
its was issued. 

In August 1992, NASA announced that they 
were suspending the issuance of LIFENET 
codes until a policy on membership require- 
ments could be developed and approved. The 
policy was completed and implemented as of 
January 1 ,  1993 and the issuing of LIFENET 
codes is being prioritized. Those who work in 
the space program receive the highest priority. 
LIFENETis only one way toaccess thehtemet; 

therearemany However, LIFENET 
is currently the only way for the health science 
librarians of MLCNY to access the Internet for 
the cost of a local phone call. 

Statistics 

LIFENET codes are assigned to individuals 
and not to institutions due to strict NASA 
security regulations. Individuals from 62 of 
the 68 MLCNY member institutions applied 
for LIFENET codes between February 1992 
and August 1992. Eighty-four codes were is- 
sued to individuals, while 22 individuals who 
applied for codes were notable to get them due 
to the timing of their requests. Individuals in 
four member institutions never applied for 
codes. 

The following statistics were obtained in a 
March 1993 survey of MLCNY members who 
applied for LIFENET codes (including mem- 
bers who applied for LIFENET codes and 
already had access to the Internet through their 
institutional system). Eighty-eight surveys 
were distributed and 58 were returned for a 
66% rate of response. 

Table 1 analyzes the access activity for the 
survey respondents for LIFENET and the 
Internet. Table 2 analyzes the members' usage 
of the LIFENET and Internet systems. 

Internet Benefits for 
Health Science Librarians 

Bibliographic verification 
The Internet offers a communication link to 

a multitude of library systems that have on- 
line public access catalogs (OPACS).~ This 
access offers a low-cost method of verifying 
citations and locating holding institutions for 
monographs. By doing the verification on the 
OPACs of MLCNY members, the librarian 
can then usetheNational Library of Medicine's 
DOCLINE system to order the material. This 
procedure reduces the amount of time needed 
to receive the material since an exact match is 
made within the consortium. 

Reference Resources 
Many OPACs also have full-text databases, 
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such as the CIA World Fact Book on the 
Rutgers Library system, that are used to re- 
spond to queries from the patrons. The com- 
munity freenets offer helpful information on 
local government, businesses, events and ser- 
vices to medical students, interns and others 
who are moving to those comm~nities.~-l~ 
For hospital administrators who need the most 
current information on the status of theClinton 
health plan, the librariancansubscribe to White 
House press releases.1° Listservs (which are 
electronic discussion groups) cover many top- 
ics of interest to health science librarians. 
There are Listservs on medical librarianship 
(MEDLIB-L),'~ serials (SERIALST), gov- 
ernment documents (GOVDOC-L), reference 
questions (STUMPERS-L), and many on 
health science topics.12 

Research 
The Internet can be used to explore various 

integrated library systems to understand the 
benefits and disadvantages of each should the 
opportunity to purchase such a system arise. 
Merril Schindler, Assistant Director at Mount 
Sinai Medical Center's Levy Library, used 
this approach during a recent investigation to 
identify an appropriate system for her institu- 
tion. Using the Internet to access a variety of 
on-line catalogs eliminated the time that would 
have been necessary to visit the institutions 
and allowed the investigation to take place in 
a more relaxed atmosphere. An added benefit 
occurred when, using several computers, the 
on-line catalogs were accessed at the same 
time for exactly the same search. This allowed 
comparison of response times, user interfaces, 
indexing, and retrieval results. 

Patrons doing research can be assisted by 
demonstrating various data banks and in ob- 
taining information from these data banks on a 
regular basis. For example, Francine Tidona, 
Chief, Library Service of the Department of 
Veterans Affairs Medical Center in Brooklyn, 
knew that molecular biologists on the staff 
were investigating gene sequencing. She dem- 
onstrated the genetic sequence database pro- 
vided by the National Center for Biotechnol- 
ogy Information (GENBANK) and accessed 
via LIFENET and the Internet. She has now 

become a much more active participant in the 
project by searching gene sequencesand down- 
loading the results. 

DOCLINE 
The National Library of Medicine distrib- 

uted a message requesting that users access 
DOCLINE, their electronic interlibrary loan 
ordering system, by means of the Internet to 
save the government the money it was spend- 
ing on communications charges. Ruth 
Hoffenberg, Library Director at Queens Hos- 
pital Center, implemented this procedure and 
finds that it works very well. 

Duplicate Journal Lists 
A non-member hospital librarian has been 

using LIFENET to publish a duplicate journal 
list. It is a cost-effective, timely way of reach- 
ing many institutions in order to list "wants" 
and "offers." Using this system can save the 
cost of purchasing missing items while insur- 
ing that acomplete run is available for binding. 
It also offers a unique way to dispose of un- 
needed materials and saves the cost of distrib- 
uting the lists in the mail. 

Professional Activities 
Most health science libraries have small 

staffs and may only have one professional 
librarian. Due to time and budget constraints, 
that professional may not be able to interact 
with other library professionals on a frequent 
basis. The Internet overcomes this problem 
through the use of e-mail and discussion groups 
such as MEDLIB-L.' It is common to see the 
following types of messages on MEDLIB-L: 
requests for information that a librarian has 
been unable to locate for a patron, surveys for 
input on equipment purchases or library pro- 
cedures, debates on government policies re- 
garding information access or delivery, meet- 
ing notices, and results of those meetings. 

The Internet can save time in arranging and 
publicizing meetings through the use of elec- 
tronic mail and distribution lists because no 
manual processing of memos or envelopes is 
necessary. Patricia Gallagher, Acting Director 
of Beth Israel Medical Center Library in New 
York, routinely sends out such messages to 
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announce meetings of the New York/New 
Jersey MLA chapter's microcomputer users 
group. 

Problems 

mail and the Internet. Although they can re- 
apply for a code, the new NASA policy priori- 
tizing access means that they may have to wait 
a long time and, even then, may not be granted 
one. 

The problems that developed with this project 
were mostly human ones. LIFENET users 
forgot their passwords, how to log on, change 
their passwords, dispose of mail, send mail, 
and how to use other functions of the system. 
These questions were usually answered over 
the phone and did not require a site visit. A 
frustrating problem for those who use the 
system regularly is that it occasionally discon- 
nects and the user has to log back in. The most 
serious problem was that persons who had 
acquired a code and did not use it for one year 
were dropped from the system by LIFENET 
administrators. Members who had LIFENET 
codes and were dropped due to lack of use 
have now come to understand the value of e- 

Conclusion 

LIFENET has given The Medical Library 
Center of New York access to a national elec- 
tronic communications system at a very mini- 
mal cost. It has provided a unique opportunity 
for health science librarians to experiment 
with electronic mail and access to the vast 
treasures on the Internet. In turn, they have 
been able to provide "just-in-time" access to 
databases, catalogs, and texts rather than pur- 
chasing these materials "just-in-case." The 
system has also given the health science librar- 
ians a unique low-cost way to grow as profes- 
sionals and to experience the front edge of the 
revolution that is sweeping the nation. 

*I  wish to thank R. Heyer, G. Varsos, and K. Wiker, all of NASA, for giving us this opportunity 
and for their assistance and encouragement. 
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Figure 1 

Sample Menus (General and Mail Menus) 

LIFENET Top Menu 

1 About LIFENET 
2 LIFENET Mail System (0 new, 0 unread) 
3 User Directories 
4 Send and Receive Files 
5 Access Other Systems 
6 Bulletin Boards 
7 LifeLines, A Discussion & Comment System 
8 Special Committee Activities 

H Help and User Profile 
Q Quit LIFENET 

22-APR-1992 08:07: 10 
Enter Desired Option and press RETURN: 2 
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MAILSYSTEM 9-JUN-1992 14~01 

For: LifeNet 

1 Read Mail (0 new, 0 unread) 
2 Send Mail 2E Send Mail Using Editor 
3 Send Document Options 
4 Create Distribution List 
5 Modify Distribution List 
6 Review Distribution List, Document 
7 Nickname Menu 
8 Create a Mail Address to Another Network 

T=Return to top menu, P=Return to previous menu, Q=Quit LIFENET, H=Help 

Enter Desired Option and press RETURN: 

Figure 2 
MLCNY LIFENET Manual - Table of Contents 

TABLE of CONTENTS 

TOPIC 
GENERALLY IMPORTANT INFORMATION 
HOW TO LOG ON TO LIFENET 
PSCN (NASA) PASSWORD-HOW TO CHANGE 
HOW TO REGISTER A NEW USER 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ACTIVITIES 
HOW TO STORE AND USE AN INTERNET ADDRESS 
HOW TO SEND MAIL (LIFENET EMAIL SYSTEM) 
HOW TO READ MAIL (LIFENET EMAIL SYSTEM) 
HOW TO LOCATE A USER AND CREATE A DISTRIBUTION LIST 
HOW TO ACCESS THE INTERNET 
BULLETIN BOARDS-LIFENET AND MLCNY 
DISCUSS ION GROUPS-LIFENET 
LIFENET PASSWORD-HOW TO CHANGE 
TERMINAL TYPE-HOW TO CHANGE 
HELP 

PAGE 
2 
3 
4 
5 

12 
21 
27 
3 9 
46 
54 
82 
87 
9 1 
9 1 
9 1 
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Table 1: Frequency of Access to  LIFENET or the lnternet 

EMBED MSGraph k \* mergeformat 

40% 

36% 

30% 

26% 

20% 

t6% 

10% 

6% 

0% 
llday 2+/day llweek 2+week llmonth never 

Table 2: Use of LIFENET or the lnternet 

Email ........................................................... 79% 
........... Discussion Groups on the Internet 43% 

................... Bulletin Boards on LIFENET 38% 
On-line catalogs ......................................... 35% 
Bulletin Boards on the Internet 

................................... (e.g. GENBANK) 26% 
....................................... DOCLINE access 26% 

.................................. Committee activities 19% 
Database access 

............................... (e.g. OCLC, Dialog) 12% 
................ Discussion Groups on LIFENET 7% 

Lois Weinstein, MLS, i s  currently the Director of The Medical Library Center of New York 
in New York, NY. She was formerly the Technical Information Manager for the General 
Foods Technical Information Centers in Tarrytown, NY and Cranbury, NJ. She can be 
reached on the Internet at WEINSTEBLIFE.JSC.NASA.GOV. 
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Activity Based Costing for Services: 
The Corporate Information Center 
by Gene Danilenko 

Activity based costing (ABC) has been used in manufacturing as a way to 
more accurately assign costs to products. Althou h product definition is more B complex in services, ABC can also be used by in ormation centers to provide 
better cost information. B allocating costs to activities that cause the expenses 
to vary, managers gain a 1 etter understanding of the true cost of a product, an 
insight to excess capacity, and a tool to use in total quality management/ 
continuous improvement. 

Introduction 

Activity based costing (ABC) has been used 
for several years by many manufacturing firms 
where there was a need for a more accurate 
way to assign costs, especially overhead, to 
products. Traditional accounting uses direct 
labor or machine hours to assign overhead 
costs to products. However, as labor dimin- 
ished as a percentage of the cost of goods, the 
traditional accounting methods distorted the 
true costs of goods. Although labor is still the 
most important part of most service industries, 
many service organizations also lump many 
different types of costs into overhead, distort- 
ing the true product costs. Activity based cost- 
ing is a method to accurately distribute these 
unassigned costs to the activities, and thus the 
products, that caused them. 

Activity Based Costing (ABC): Definition 

An activity based cost system is one that 
first traces costs to activities and then to prod- 
ucts.' Activity based costing reveals the links 
between performing particular activities and 
the demands those activities make on an 

organization's re~ources.~ Thus, ABC tries to 
determine the cause of acost and then to assign 
that cost to the product that caused it. Using an 
ABC system allows a manager to analyze 
overhead and determine theactivities that drive 
the costs. 

When Activit Based 
Costing Shou I' d Be Used 

ABC can be successfully used when an 
organization has a diversity of products, pro- 
cesses, and customers; significant overhead 
costs not easily assigned to individual prod- 
ucts (That is, individual unit direct costs do not 
make up most of the cost); and individual 
products and customers placing demands on 
overhead resources not proportional to vol- 
ume. (That is, products do not consume over- 
head resources equally).3o4 

Most service organizations meet these con- 
ditions. The products are usually highly varied 
or custom, it is often difficult to determine 
which overhead costs are attributable to a 
particular product, and volume (usually mea- 
sured as labor hours) is often not a good 
predictor of the demands placed on overhead. 
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Product Definition for Services 

One problem service organizations may have 
in implementing ABC is defining their prod- 
ucts. Manufacturers produce tangible items like 
clocks or balls. They make items that can be 
seen and felt. These items can be produced in 
advance and stockpiled. This is not the case for 
a service organization's product. The two basic 
characteristics of a service's products are intan- 
gibility and ~imultaneit~.~ 

Intangibility means that the service product is 
not, for the most part, a material good. An 
example is an education product for end user 
searching (aclass). The service product, knowl- 
edge or skill in searching, is purchased, but it is 
not a material good that can be held or traded. 
There may be material components to the prod- 
uct such as a workbook or reference guide, but 
those material aspects are not theentire product. 
The product also consists of the instructor's 
time and knowledge, the physical surroundings 
of the class area, and the paperwork handled by 
administrative staff. 

Not only are service products intangible, but 
the production and consumption of a service 
product takes place at the same time at the same 
place (simultaneity). Refemng to the above edu- 
cation example, the studentkustomer and the 
instructor are at the same place. and the service is 
rendered and consumed at the same time. 

Twoother characteristics of a service product 
are the involvement of the buyer in the produc- 
tion process and the fact that the product does 
not exist before purchase and cannot be pro- 
duced for in~entory.~ The buyer is in direct 
contact with the production process and intro- 
duces hard-to-control uncertainty into the pro- 
cess. The buyer has substantial influence over 
the amount and type of resources consumed for 
the product, and the result is often a custom- 
designed product for every buyer. 

Because of the complexity of the product 
concepts and the heterogeneous types of prod- 
ucts offered by most service organizations, the 
products must be viewed as a series of activities 
that consumeresources. Thus, similarproducts, 
such as information on a state-of-the-art tech- 
nology and competitive information on a com- 
pany, may consume different resources in dif- 

fering amounts. Therefore, they should be 
treated as different products with different 
costs and prices. 

The ABC System in Depth 

The first step in using an ABC system is to 
identify the activities that are involved in each 
product or process. Activities can be divided 
into fourcategories: unit-level, batch-level, prod- 
uct-sustaining, or fa~ilit~-level.~ Unit-level ac- 
tivities are those that occur every time a single 
product unit is made. An example of a unit 
activity is the labor needed to complete one 
interlibrary loan request. Batch-level activities 
are associated with a group of products. The 
equipment set up to run a series of journal 
payment invoices (units) is a batch-level activ- 
ity. Product-sustaining activities consume re- 
sources that allow products to be developed, 
produced, or sold. They provide the overall 
capability that enables the organization to make 
aproduct. In manufacturing,engineering change 
notices or product specifications are examples. 
In services,continuing education or the mainte- 
nance of needed tools (like computers) are 
examples. Facility-level activities areconcerned 
with maintaining the production area, office 
area, or plant. A few examples are heat and 
light, management (managers), and spacecosts 
or facility depreciation. 

Facility-level costs are common to many 
products, and it is often impossible to assign 
these costs to individual products. A pure 
ABC system would treat these costs as period 
expenses. That is, these would be fixed costs 
that would be expensed in the period that they 
occur. These costs represent a capacity deci- 
sion by the organization to provide facilities 
for a particular level of se r~ ice .~  However, 
most companies that adopt ABC systems usu- 
ally allocate the facility-level cost to indi- 
vidual  product^.^ 

Cost Drivers 

After activities have been grouped by one of 
the four category levels, cost drivers that re- 
flect a causal relationship between the re- 
source consumption of activities and cost can 
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be determined. That is, activities that cause 
costs to vary are cost drivers. Determining the 
cost drivers is often the most difficult and time- 
consuming task in establishing an ABC sys- 
tem. Good records of all the activities related to 
products are needed. The simplest method is to 
obtain the total cost of providing groups of 
products and divide by the number of units 
provided (the average activity cost). The prob- 
lem with the average is that, for most services, 
the custom products result in varied activity 
times and resource usage. Thus, the less time- 
consuming products subsidize the ones with 
higheractivity times. Averagesonly workwhen 
the products are basically identical at the unit 
level. Invoice processing is an example of an 
activity with units that are basically identical. 
Another method of obtaining cost driver infor- 
mation is to design a study to sample employee 
work activity at representative points in time. 
From these sample estimates, the time and 
resources involved in various overhead tasks 
can be determined. Combined with employee 
and other resource cost information, the sample 
can provide total cost inf~rmation.'~ 

When assigning costs from batch and prod- 
uct-sustaining activities back down to each 
unit, it is important to realize that the resources 
consumed by these activities do not vary at the 
unit level. They alsocannotbecontrolledat the 
unit level. That is, the resources consumed at 
the batch level go up with the number of 
batches, not the number of units within the 
batches." For example, there are costs associ- 
ated with setting up and printing a new items 
acquisition list that are independent of the 
number of individual pieces announced. These 
costs vary with the number of lists produced, 
but not the number of items on the list. 

Examples of Cost Drivers 

To better illustrate how cost drivers relate to 
activities, a sample of some typical activities 
and their potential drivers is shown at the 
bottom of this page. 

Often labor hours are used to explain cost 
behavior for activities such as accounts pay- 
able or personnel. However, the spent labor is 
a result of a demand on that activity and does 
not drive it. 

The Corporate Information Center 

Activity based costing can also be used in 
corporate information centers to help manag- 
ers better understand the costs of their prod- 
ucts. One main product category most infor- 
mation centers offer is answers to research 
questions. There is a tendency to group all of 
these requests together, even though there is 
great product and activity consumption varia- 
tion among the different types of question/ 
answer products. A prior art search on a prod- 
uct or process consumes different types of 
resources than a background search on a com- 
pany and its officers. It is easy to assign the 
direct labor hours and direct online database 
charges to the individual product. However, 
how does the manager account for the electric- 
ity, computer maintenance, space costs, com- 
puter depreciation, or the cost of books or 
journals used in providing the product? 

Using computer maintenance as an example, 
the cost of the maintenance may be determined 
to be based on the number of research ques- 
tions answered. The total cost of maintenance 
is divided by the number of questions, and a 
maintenance cost per question is assigned to 

Examples of Cost Drivers 

special libraries 

Activities 

accounts payable 
personnel recruiting 
data processing 
special reports 
utilities 
collection weeding 

Cost Driver 

# of vendor invoices 
# of new hires/# of openings 
# of reports requested 
programming hours 
direct usage/occupied space 
# of items examined 



every question. The base used to divide the 
maintenance cost should be based on the total 
capacity to answer questions and not the ex- 
pected number of questions. By using the 
expected number of questions to be answered 
instead of the total capacity, the cost of the 
excess capacity is charged to individual prod- 
ucts. This will lead to overpricing of products 
and will cause future demand to drop. This, in 
turn, causes even greater unused capacity 
charges to be assigned to products. The prod- 
ucts become more expensive, leading to a 
"death spiral" where eventually the product 
must be dropped or outsourced. 

A more difficult problem pertains to the use 
of an information center's collection as a re- 
search question product. Books, journals, re- 
ports, and videotapes, etc. are treated as fixed 
period expenses, the costs of providing a cer- 
tain level of service expensed during the pe- 
riod of purchase. Because of the expense of a 
collection and the continual need to justify 
continued purchases and storage costs, a 
method to assign costs to products is desirable. 
Unless the resource is used in a product, it 
becomes a cost of idle capacity. Several issues 
are involved in this process: the total cost of 
the initial purchase of the item, the capacity of 
the resource per year, the expected life of the 
resource, and thecosts of the resource after the 
initial year. 

The first issue is the most direct. The initial 
total cost of an item is the cost paid to the 
vendor, the cost to receive it, and the cost to 
process it so it is available for use. Add to this 
cost the cost to store it for the year. The item 
requires shelf space, and rent and utilities are 
required for that space. A cost of dollars per 
inch can easily be derived for storage space. 

The next issue, the capacity of the resource, 
is much more difficult to determine. The judg- 
ment of professionals familiar with the infor- 
mation resource is necessary to evaluate how 
the resource is used. For example, new jour- 
nals might be used for half an hour, on average, 
by customers browsing through the contents. 
Assuming a 10-hour day to accommodate per- 
sonal flexible schedules, the capacity of that 
journal is 20 uses per day. Assume that this 
same journal is no longer browsed after the 

fist year. It is only used to provide copies to 
answer specific research questions. Assuming 
five minutes per photocopy, the capacity of the 
journal issue becomes 120 uses per day. 

The third issue, expected life of the re- 
source, is also based on professional judg- 
ment. Some reference directories may have a 
life of one to two years. Some types of scien- 
tific information may have a life expectancy of 
one to 10 years or may be considered to have 
significant historical value and have a life 
expectancy of 100 years. Despite the uncer- 
tainty, some time frame must be assigned to 
indicate the expected usefulness and value of 
the resource. 

Lastly, the cost of the resource past the 
initial year is based in part on the cost to store 
and provide access to the resource and also in 
part on the perceived value of the information 
in the resource. Because the information in the 
resource has no value until it is used in a 
product, and the perceived value of the infor- 
mation will vary with the customer of the end 
product, an objective measure is needed to 
determine thevalueof the activity of accessing 
this information resource. Exponentially de- 
preciating the cost of the initial investment 
over the expected life of the information re- 
source would be an objective measure of the 
remaining value of the materials. Depreciating 
the cost exponentially takes into consideration 
that current information is usually perceived 
as having the most value. Adding this value to 
storage costs and dividing by the capacity 
gives a cost per use of this resource. 

Cost drivers for all other products can be 
assigned by a similar analysis. The important 
items to look for are the true causes for an 
activity that results in a cost. In addition, 
capacity for each activity needs to be deter- 
mined in order toaccurately reflect the costper 
unit and avoid the death spiral. 

The determination of the cost drivers can be 
extremely time-consuming. Intensive inter- 
views and time tracking must be done, large 
amounts of records need to be reviewed, many 
assumptions need to be made where informa- 
tion is not available, and new methods to track 
different types of information may need to be 
developed. The benefits of establishing an 
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ABC system need to be weighed against the 
cost of establishing and maintainingthesystem. 

Benefits and Implications 
for the Information Center 
- -  

One benefit of an ABC analysis is identify- 
ing excess capacity. Managers purchase re- 
sources to acquire capacity to perform activi- 
ties. A person hired to answer research ques- 
tions may be able to complete 20 per week. If 
that person only has work for 16, there is an 
excess capacity of four questions, which may 
uanslate to about eight hours. By comparing 
usage versus capacity, managers can deter- 
mine how much of the available resources are 
being used and the cost of the excess capacity. 
Because excess capacity implies flexibility, 
the excess allows the manager to use resources 
to meet other needs of the organization. An 
ABC analysis gives the manager a better un- 
derstanding of how much capacity costs and 
how much individual resources are being used. 

Another benefit of an ABC system is the 
information it provides on product costs. m e  
ABC system can redefine how information cen- 
ter managers view the costs of their products. 
Rather than assuming most costs are overhead 
costs, ABC allows managers a means to calcu- 
late meaningful product costs. Because of this, 
ABC can be used as a tool for continuous im- 
provementltotal quality management. High cost 
activities will be more easily identified. These 

activities can then beanalyzed for improvement, 
or barring improvement, outsourcing. 

A final benefit of ABC is the information it 
provides to assist managers in budgeting, fore- 
casting, and performance measurement. The 
system helps predict resource usage for up- 
coming fiscal cycles by providing an accurate 
model of the past.'2 Information center bud- 
gets are usually based on last year's cost rather 
than future activity. Since an ABC system 
gives managers costs of activities and helps 
identify where resources were used, the man- 
ager has a better basis for developing budgets 
based on future business levels. 

Conclusion 

Although defining products, activities, and 
cost dnvers in an information center is difficult, 
an activity based costing system will provide 
value for both cost recovery and discretionary 
expense centers. The system provides a more 
accurate reflection of product costs by linking 
activities with demands on resources. The analy- 
sis also shows where excess capacity occurs so 
managers can shift excess resources to areas 
that need them. In addition, knowing a more 
accurate cost allows managers to price products 
accurately and pinpoint activities that have high 
costs and need improvement. Finally, an ABC 
system helps managers in forecasting and bud- 
geting by allowing a more accurate analysis of 
past resource usage. 
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Managing Information Resources in a 
Telecommuting Environment 
by Blcrire Glory 

Organizations are implementing telecommuter programs which meet legal, 
personnel, and cost constraints. Before implementation of such a program, 
advantages and disadvantages to the organization and to the participating 
employees must be considered. Some advantages include lower costs, better 
recruitment and retention of employees, and better morale. Disadvantages 
include loss of management control and the need to change management styles. 

I n Megafrends2000, the authors make apredic- 
tion that a significant percentage of people 

would work from their homes in the future, 
keeping in touch with the outside world through 
electronic means. While this has not yet hap- 
pened on a major scale, there is evidence that 
c o n f i s  an increasing number of employees, 
including librarians, are relocating from their 
work sites to their homes or satellite offices while 
continuing to work for their organizations. 

These workers are called "telecommuters," 
a term coined in the early 1980s, which means 
the telecommunication linkage of workers at 
home andlor altemative work sites with co- 
workers and management at an office site. An 
estimated seven million people telecommute, 
and this practice is becoming more prevalent 
because it is closer to home and more conve- 
nient for employees to work at an alternative 
site than at the main 0ffice.l Information flow 
from the organization to the employee and 
vice versa is maintained through a variety of 
electronic means, including telephones, fac- 
simile machines, computers, modems, print- 
ers, and an extensive array of software. This 
paper will explore how the practice of 
telecommuting affects both employees and 
their parent library organizations. 

Reasons for Telecommuting 

There are several reasons why a library may 
choose to have some or all of its employees 
work from home/altemative work sites. One 
rationale relates to legal requirements. There 
are many local, state, and federal regulations 
requiring employers to implement variousprac- 
tices which will reduce harm to the environ- 
ment. For example, as of November 1992, 
employers with 100 or more workers in cities 
with significant air pollution are required un- 
der federal law to reduce automobile commut- 
ing by 25%.2 Moreover, the state of California 
has trip-reduction requirements which compa- 
nies must comply with in order to reduce the 
amount of time it takes employees to get to 
work (thus spending less time in their cars)? 
For example, the first large-scale use of 
telecommuting by companiesoccurredin 1983 
as an interim solution to traffic congestion 
during the Olympic Games in Los Angeles, 
C A . ~  

Libraries have found that one way to keep 
valued employees is by allowing them to 
telecommute. Employees often have life situ- 
ations that can make a difference as to whether 
they remain with their organizations. Library 
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management may decide that it is beneficial to 
both the library and the employee to work out a 
telecommuting arrangement. Consider the situa- 
tion of an excellent employee who might need to 
leave the library in order to stay at home with a 
young child or an elderly parent, or to avoid a 
long and stressful cornm~te.~ If satisfactory ar- 
rangements can be worked out between the em- 
ployer and employee about certain job issues, it 
might be possible to retain that employee. 

In a poor economy, when libraries are strug- 
gling to contain costs in order to survive, and 
office space and services represent a major 
part of administrative overhead, anything that 
can be done to reduce this expense and still be 
efficient may be worth the effort. A 
telecommuting program allows libraries to 
reduce space needed for employees because 
the total work force does not need to utilize 
work space and equipment at the same time. 

Advantages for Libraries 

In addition to the advantages associated with 
telecommuting of retaining valued employees, 
complying with legal regulations, and saving 
on overhead expenses, research reveals other 
assets. Several studies have indicated that 
telecommuting programs have enhanced pro- 
ductivity by at least five percent and usually 
even higher per~entages.~ When J.C. Penney's 
used its mail-order business as apilotproject for 
telecommuting, customer satisfaction increased, 
as did employee satisfaction. Consequently, 
Penney 's has expanded its program and made it. 
a permanent project.7 Similarly, Information 
Access Co. (IAC) implementeda telecommuting 
program which began as a way to retain skilled 
employees, but expanded to become an integral 
part of the corporate culture. IAC considers this 
program successful and vital to keeping em- 
ployee morale high.8 

Having a telecommuting program enables 
library management to recruit from a broader 
work force, such as the physically challenged 
or those lacking transportation. A telecom- 
muting program would enable both groups to 
work at home and also helps employers to 
comply with regulations of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act. 

Disadvantages to Libraries 

The most important disadvantage manage- 
ment faces in undertaking a telecommuting pro- 
gram is that the management styleof monitoring 
employee work must be altered? That change 
could entail evaluating employee performance 
based upon results, rather than time spent ac- 
complishing the work. With telecommuting, 
employee motivation and accountability may be 
more difficult and time-consuming unless em- 
ployees are self-starters. Another drawback con- 
cerns the lack of or decreased interaction be- 
tween employees and employer, as well as 
among employees.10 In a telecommuting situa- 
tion, it is not possible to walk across the hall or 
into another office to resolve a business issue or 
clarify an assignment. Some issues can be po- 
tentially disasmus if not handled carefully. 
While keeping employee morale and motiva- 
tion high in an organization is difficult in the 
best of times, if an employee is out of the sight 
of the employer much of the time, it is even 
harder to maintain or increase morale because 
the employee may feel overlooked or ignored. 

Confidentiality and security issues present 
additional challenges to library management 
contemplating a telecommuting program.ll 
These problems could be exacerbated by the 
lack of organizational control over the work- 
place, coupled with the greater use of techno- 
logical equipment 

Still another disadvantage in telecommuting 
is that library culture and workplace identity can 
be negatively impacted by having employees 
who do not participate in the central workplace 
setting every day. By the very name of such a 
program, employees tend to be more indepen- 
dent and self-motivating, which in turn leads to 
the perception that they are not strictly "com- 
pany men." 

The high start-up costs for implementation of 
a telecommuting program can be a deterrent.12 
Studles show that the cost of equipping an 
employee's home or an alternate work site 
can be as high as $6,W10,000 per em- 
ployee. In addition, for such a program to be 
successful, there must be similar and compatible 
equipment and software at the employee site 
and at the library site. 
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Advantages to Employees 

Employeesoforganizations that have imple- 
mented telecommuting programs report that 
this practice eliminates long daily commutes 
and the attendant costs of parking and car 
maintenance. Working at home also allows 
for lower child care costs, either on a daily or 
irregular basis. Clothing costs can also be cut, 
as employees can dress more casually at home 
and have a less extensive wardrobe than is 
needed for working at the library work site.13 

Many employees report that working at 
home in more comfortable surroundings and 
relaxed dress is much more conducive to pro- 
ductivity. Withoutotherworkersaround them, 
constant telephone interruptions, and other 
distractions, employees find that they can 
achieve a greater amount of work in the same 
period of time that they would otherwise spend 
in the library. 

Another favorable factor for telecommuting 
employees is that they have more control over 
their environment and comfort levels at home 
or at alternative work sites than is possible at 
the primary work site. They are able to adjust 
temperatures, eliminate noise pollution, and 
rearrange their work areas for maximum effi- 
ciency. This in turn leads to greater produc- 
tivity on the employee's part. 

Working in a telecommuting situation also 
allows employees to tailor their work sched- 
ules in order to meet personal goals and objec- 
tives. For example, one employee worked 
around college classes. Another was able to 
work as a volunteer in the community while 
still maintaining high productivity. Workers 
whose peak working hours are not those of a 
normal eight-to-five day also benefit from 
telecommuting. Consider an employee who 
works best from 4:00 a.m. to 9:00 a.m. A 
telecommuting program would allow that 
worker to do hislher best work, which in turn 
would benefit the library.14 

Finally, employees report a reduction in 
overall stress, because less frustration and 
fewer minor irritations are experienced when 
working at home than in a typical library 
environment. Employees feel empowered be- 
cause they have more say in how they are 

doing their jobs and in controlling the condi- 
tions around them. 

Disadvantages to Employees 

Overwhelmingly, the greatest single disad- 
vantage for telecommuting employees is their 
sense of isolation.15 The loss of an informal 
network of communications with the com- 
pany is felt keenly by many employees who 
sense that they are left out of the communica- 
tions loop on small, but important, daily hap- 
penings. By the very nature of telecommuting, 
those employees have the disadvantage of lack 
of opportunity to interact with other workers. 

Reduction in salary and fringe benefits could 
occur as a result of telecommuting. Although 
many employees do not suffer a loss of ben- 
efits, others do if they are classified as "con- 
tract" or part-time workers. This is a growing 
issue for unions which have member organiza- 
tions trying to cut costs by using home-based 
workers who are not paid on an equitable scale 
compared to on-site office workers.16 

Finally, telecommuting employees can lose 
out on promotion opportunities. An "out-of- 
sight, out-of-mind" mentality can become the 
norm in a company, and this could mean that 
promotions are offered less quickly or not at 
all. Because it is much harder to evaluate 
telecommuting employees, there is potential 
for the abuse of performance appraisals and 
their rewards.17 

Key Issues to Consider in Telecommuting 

The single most important factor which must 
be kept in mind by organizations considering 
telecommuting is that both the employer and 
the employee must clearly understand their 
roles and duties in such aprogram. What work 
is to be done, how it is to be done, and when it 
should be communicated back to the office are 
all vital issues which need to be agreed upon 
before embarking on a telecommuting pro- 
gram. How work performance will be judged 
must be resolved at the start to avoid potential 
disagreements about evaluation. 

It is also vital for libraries to implement and 
maintain a system of regular meetings or peri- 
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odic office visits for any employee in a 
telecommuting program. The most successful 
programs provide a mixture of time spent at 
home and at the office, such as a schedule in 
which the employee works three days a week 
at home and spends theother two in the library. 
Some organizations have employees work 10 
days at home and then spend 10 in the office for 
regular departmental meetings or for training. 
This allows the communication channels be- 
tween employee and employer to remain open 
and helps prevent the sense of isolation often 
experienced by telecommuting employees. 

Establishing a process of reporting or infor- 
mation exchange is another vital component 
of any successful telecommuting program. 
Successful programs usually have set times 
that are agreed upon by both the employer and 
the employee for reporting in or being reached 
in case of emergency situations. Many organi- 
zations have utilized electronic or voice mail 
capabilities to keep employees informed of 
important news or actions within the com- 
pany. Whatever is decided, it is essential that 
a vehicle for consistent communication be 
established and followed for maximum ben- 
efit to both employer and employee. 

It is generally acknowledged that a 
telecommuting program is not for all employ- 
ees or types of positions. It is not suitable for 
some kinds of work, such as reference. There- 
fore, it is essential for libraries to identify 
which positions are most amenable to such a 
program. Typically, effective telecommuters 
are individuals who are self-starters, indepen- 
dent thinkers, and self-motivators. It is vital to 
the success of a telecommuting program that 
the right kind of employees and duties be 
matched to fit a telecommuting program. 

Finally, the success of such a program will 
be dependent upon the organization's provi- 
sion of appropriate equipment and software 

for the employees to perform the responsibili- 
ties their jobs entail away from the library. An 
organization cannot give employees old, out- 
dated equipment to use at home and expect 
them to be productive. Instead, library man- 
agement should make every effort to closely 
match the equipmentplaced in the employees' 
homes to that which is in thecentral site, so that 
maximum efficiency can be achieved. Careful 
consideration should also be given to how 
information is sent and received. In addition, 
any updates of equipment or software in the 
central site should also be provided for the 
employees' home equipment in order to stay at 
maximum efficiency. Any changes must also 
becommunicated to employees so that they do 
not need to spend time trying to figureout what 
has been done to the system. 

Summary 

A telecommuting program such as the one 
discussed in this paper is a developing and 
increasing trend of library operations manage- 
ment. There are numerous advantages and 
disadvantages, both to the employees and to 
the organization sattempting to implement such 
programs. Results of pilot programs show that 
telecommuting is not suitable for every orga- 
nization and every employee. However, if the 
program is carefully developed and managed, 
it will benefit both the participatingemployees 
and the organization. 

Telecommuting is an exciting management 
prospect which offers unique opportunities to 
people and organizations looking for ways to 
better their working lives and to "do more with 
less." There are problems, as with any new 
concept, but the possibilities far outweigh the 
negatives. As technology advances and orga- 
nizations change, the future of telecommuting 
holds great promise for our profession. 
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Current Awareness Service for 
Special Libraries Using Microcomputer 
Based Current Contents on Diskette 

by Robert 5. Allen 

The intent of this paper is to demonstrate a method for developing and 
implementing a current awareness service to researchers using the Current 
Contents on Diskette software and data. Methods to plan, develop, test, and 
finally offer this service are given. Data collection and analysis are employed in 
the planning process. The benefits gained by inte rating this service with B complimentary services offered by libraries, especial y document delivery, are 
examined. Substantial benefits to researchers, organizational administrators 
and the library are possible as a result of this service. A successful working 
model of this service currently in use at the Purdue University Physics Library 
and Earth & Atmospheric Sciences Library is discussed. 

Introduction 

Providing a current awareness service or 
selective dissemination of information (SDI) 
is by no means a new idea. A discussion of the 
history of this subject and its influence on 
productivity in the corporate research envi- 
ronment was given by ~ondschein.' Gener- 
ally, current awareness services make research- 
ers awareof new publications that may interest 
them. 

This paper describes a simple method for 
providing a current awareness service to re- 
searchers served by a special library. Tech- 
niques for incorporating this service into a 
library's document delivery service are also 
presented. This method uses the microcom- 
puter based Current Contentson Diskette soft- 
ware and data files 23,4*5 to provide weekly 
updates to participating researchers. This sys- 
tem operates by running a profile for each 
participating researcher against weekly up- 

dates of the database. The profile is created to 
extract citations to articles that match a 
researcher's interests. Extracted citations are 
forwarded to the researcher each week as a 
report via electronic mail. These reports are 
used by the researcher to request items of 
interest. 

Using such a system, a special library can 
make researchers aware of a broad spectrum of 
information while providing access to the 
needed documents through local collections 
and document delivery services. Care should 
be taken to collect data regarding user expec- 
tations and current library use prior to apply- 
ing this service. By using this data, improve- 
ments can be made in the benefits provided to 
users of special libraries and in the work flow 
of staff in thelibraries employing this method. 
The key to building a successful service lies in 
careful planning. It is hoped that this paper will 
assist interested special librarians to build stron- 
ger libraries through service orientation and 
user involvement. 
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About Current Contents on Diskette 

Current Contents on Diskette is produced by 
the Institute for Scientific Information (ISI). 
The diskette version contains the same book 
and journal coverage as the paper "Current 
Contents," and significantly improves upon the 
paper version, as it is searchable as a local 
computer database. This weekly product con- 
tains information from the tables of contents of 
books and journals. The journals are chosen 
based on "impact" to the scientific community 
and represent a core of literature in the disci- 
plines covered. Some versions of Current Con- 
tents on Diskette are also available with ab- 
stracts. Subscribers to this product are sent 
diskettes on a weekly basis. Current Contents 
on Diskette is available in the following seven 
subject versions : 

Life Sciences J- 1200 (covers 1,200 jour- 
nal titles)* 
Life Sciences 5-600 (covers 600 journal 
titles) 
Agriculture, Biology & Environmental 
Sciences* 
Physical, Chemical & Earth Sciences* 
Clinical Medicine * 
Engineering, Technology & Applied 
Sciences 
Social & Behavioral Sciences 

Titles marked with a * are also available in a 
version which includes author-generated ab- 
stracts. 

When a subscription is started, the sub- 
scriber is provided with the Current Contents 
Search & Retrieval Program. This software 
allows users to browse, search, view, and print 
or export. The browsing feature allows users 
to browse contents of journals or whole disci- 
plines. The searching feature allows users to 
enter queries based on subject key words, 
authors of interest, journals of interest, etc. 
Results of searches can be printed directly or 
stored as a computer file in a variety of for- 
mats. A search strategy can be saved as a 
profile, thus eliminating the need to re-key the 
same strategy each week. A profile may con- 
tain pages of commands, but all that is neces- 
sary to execute these commands are two key- 
strokes. This software also has a built-in com- 

ponent which uses document delivery services 
available from ISI. 

Current Contents on Diskette can be used on 
a stand-alone microcomputer or on a local area 
network. For use on a network, special licens- 
ing arrangements must be made with the pub- 
lisher. Microcomputer versions are available 
for IBM, Macintosh, and NEC. Licensing 
agreements stipulate that illegal copies of soft- 
ware and data should not be made, and that 
conducting SDI searches cannot be done for a 
fee. There are other stipulations, and these 
should be examined before beginning to de- 
velop a service with this product. 

Examining Computer Use By Researchers 
- 

As the heart of this service is microcomputer 
based, it is worthwhile to examine the current 
use of computers by potential library users. It is 
important to note that this examination covers 
all computer use of researchers, not just library- 
related use. There are a number of significant 
questions that must be answered. Is there a 
computer network in place in the organization? 
Do most researchers have microcomputers on 
theirdesks? If so, what typeof microcomputers 
are used most-Macintosh or DOS-based? Are 
there variations in the size of disk drives used? 
Do all researchers have access to some type of 
electronic mail? Do some researchers presently 
use Current Contents on Diskette at their per- 
sonal work stations? If so, what are their expe- 
riences with the product? 

The best method to gather this information 
will vary from organization to organization. It 
might be helpful to conduct a survey of users. 
Another technique would be to seek out a com- 
puter support person if one is available in your 
organization. Though this information is impor- 
tant in planning, one should try not to get bogged 
down. If there are a large number of researchers 
supported by your library, it might be better to 
examine a sample of users rather than the entire 
population. For a group of 100 users, it might 
suffice to systematically sample every fifth per- 
son. This will give a representative picture of 
computer use without taking too much time. 

Once the computer use of researchers has been 
examined, it is important to look at how the 
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library computer equipment compares to that 
used by researchers. Typically, a microcomputer 
with some type of network access is present. The 
very minimum needed to begin providing this 
service is a microcomputer and printer. There are 
a number of variations possible. It is imperative 
to examine how you, as an information provider, 
can use computer equipment to communicate 
with library users. This servicecan bemost easily 
provided if the special library has electronic mail 
capabilities within the organization. This need 
not be Internet access, but access to the user 
population through electronic mail will speed the 
mechanics of this service greatly. 

Potential Improvements 
in Document Delivery 

When these questions have been answered, it 
is possible to use the data gathered to predict 
improvements that can be made by using an 
integrated current awarenessldocument deliv- 
ery system. As mentionedearher, Current Con- 
tents on Diskette provides a document delivery 
component built into the product. By using this 
component, it may be possible to greatly im- 
prove your present document delivery service. 
Just the process of examining data reflecting 
your current document delivery practices can 
be quite beneficial in improving the service and 
integratingitwithcurrentawareness. Oneshould 
compare the data gathered regarding present 
document delivery with data that can be ob- 
tained by testing an integrated current aware- 
nessldocument delivery service. 

If a current awareness service is successful, 
there should be an increase in need for docu- 
ment delivery, as a typical document delivery 
service is driven by requests from researchers. 
It is essential to examine how researchers in 
your organization arecurrently finding out about 
items to request. Information-seeking behavior 
has been examined in some detaiL6p7- In most 
discussions of this topic, current awareness 
services offered by libraries play a minor role 
at best. The service described in this paper is 
intended to insert the library into a position of 
increased importance by assuming a much 
stronger role in driving researchers' informa- 
tion needs. A current awareness service is not 
intended to replace the way researchers cur- 
rently findout about information, but it should 
enhance this process. 

Another critical point to examine is the 
manner in which researchers currently make 
requests for document delivery. This request- 
ing process might have a heavy impact on the 
work flow of the library staff. There are ques- 
tions that should be answered. Does library 
staff spend much time interpreting requests? 
Are researchers using forms to request items? 
What improvement in forms might speed the 
process? How long does it take to fully process 
a typical document delivery request? What is 
the average cost of a document delivery re- 
quest? How long is the turnaround time for the 
entire document delivery process? 

Planning to Start the Service 

The initial planning steps are to answer the 
questions posed in the previous sections of this 
paper. Once a thorough understanding of com- 
puter use and document delivery in your orga- 
nization is gained, a service model can be 
developed. Once this model has been devel- 
oped, a sample population can be chosen to test 
it. Information gained from this test can be used 
to refine the model into a working service. 

Testing a service model against a sample 
population is crucial. The sample population 
should be chosen to represent the entire user 
population. It is important to communicate to 
researchers in this sample that they are being 
used simply to test the method, and that there 
will probably be many refinements made to 
arrive at a working service. 

Using data from the test sample, it is possible 
to predict fairly accurately what will be required 
to offer the service to the entire population. If 
the test data indicates that the service model 
cannot be offered with existing resources, extra 
support from the organization should be gained 
or the model should be changed. Important data 
to examine are staff time used, researcher time 
saved, researcher satisfaction, potential cost 
increases to the organization, potential cost 
savings to the organization, and equipment 
needs of the library. 

Once the final service model is ready to be 
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offered, it is time to start advertising. At the 
onset, the workload will be heaviest on upper 
level library staff. The process of setting up 
profiles is time-consuming and requires a thor- 
ough knowledge of researcher interests and 
software application. After profiles have been 
set up, the mechanics of the service can be 
transferred to the least expensive method of 
getting the job done. This is when care must be 
taken to ensure that time-saving measures are 
taken. Anything that can be automated should 
be automated if it saves time. See descriptions 
of "aliaswand "macro" given later in this paper 
for examples of time-saving measures. 

Description of a Working Service 

The service described here has been offered 
to faculty members in the Physics Department 
and the Earth & Atmospheric Sciences De- 
partment at Purdue University since Decem- 
ber 1991. The library system at Purdue Uni- 
versity is decentralized, and has 15 depart- 
mental libraries. Due to their sizes and the 
research interests of the population served, the 
Physics Library and the Earth & Atmospheric 
Sciences Library are essentially special librar- 
ies in a university environment. Reaction to 
the service from participants has been ex- 
tremely favorable. The core of this service is 
basedon a collection ofpersonalizedresearc her 
interest profiles. These profiles are run against 
weekly updates of the Current Contents On 
Diskette for the Physical, Chemical and Earth 
Sciences database, with some selectively run 
against the Life Sciences 1200 version. Results 
from each weekly update are transferred to 
researchers by electronic mail. 

Participants in this service do not currently 
receive abstracts. The number of citations re- 
ceived each week varies from around five to 
50, depending on the participant's profile and 
what was published thatweek. Participantsare 
encouraged to change their profiles as their 
interests change, but much attention is paid to 
setting the initial profile to satisfy researchers' 
information needs. Approximately 35 faculty 
members have individual profiles. A number 
of the profile results are sent to multiplerecipi- 
ents. As 35 out of approximately 100members 

have chosen to participate, this service is being 
provided to approximately 35 percent of eli- 
gible researchers. The number of participants 
continues to grow. Current Contents on Dis- 
kette is available for public searching in the 
library, but faculty members do not routinely 
use the product. 

Setting up the Profiles 

The most complicated aspect of beginning 
this service is creating the individual researcher 
interest profiles. As each profile is personal- 
ized to an individual researcher, time must be 
allotted to schedule initial meetings and re- 
view sessions with researchers. A standard 
form was made to facilitate the creation of 
profiles. This form contains a simple explana- 
tion of the service, and a few sample profiles 
are provided to help researchers understand 
the method used in building profiles. Research- 
ers provide their e-mail addresses and are 
invited to have copies of their results sent to 
others. The form also contains a short survey 
that gathers data on library use, information 
seeking in general, and use of electronic mail. 

Profiles in this service are based on search- 
ing for specific authors and subject key words. 
The subject key words are not from a con- 
trolled vocabulary, but are true subject key 
words. 

It takes 15 to 30 minutes for a researcher to 
complete the form. After it is complete, a short 
meeting is scheduled with a librarian to for- 
malize the profile and discuss methods for 
refining the profile in the future. The profile is 
then entered and saved by the librarian and run 
against six weeks of the database. The results 
of the six-week interval allow the researcher to 
examine what will be received in a typical 
week and recommend adjustments to the pro- 
file. The process of entering and saving the 
profile takes only minutes, but the preliminary 
work necessary tocreate the profile often takes 
nearly an hour. Once these adjustments have 
been made, the researcher need only review 
the weekly results and then apply the docu- 
ment delivery services of the library. 

Publicizing the service is important. Send- 
ing out the initial forms is prefaced by an- 
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nouncements at faculty meetings. After forms 
are sent and researchers who desire to partici- 
pate respond, a second round of publicity is 
done via electronic mail. The electronic pub- 
licity method seems to reach people more 
directly, as it includes a sample of the type of 
report participants might receive each week. It 
is certainly cheaper than using paper. 

Mechanics of the Service 

Each participating researcher is assigned 
one floppy diskette, which contains the per- 
sonalized profile and is also used to store the 
downloaded results of each weekly update. 
Diskettes are searched against the weekly da- 
tabase in an assembly line fashion. Results are 
saved in ASCII text format, which is a good 
choice for electronic mail. Researchers are 
given a choice between full or shorter format 
when beginning the service. Full format in- 
cludes all fields contained in the Current Con- 
tents on Diskette records, while the short for- 
mat is a bibliographic citation only. Most 
researchers prefer the short format. Once the 
parameters for saving a file are set, they re- 
main the same for all following diskettes. Each 
resulting file has the same name which identi- 
fies the specific issue searched. Once all dis- 
kettes have been searched, they are once again 
used in assembly line fashion to e-mail results 
to participants, which is done by simply up- 
loading an ASCII file to the participant's elec- 
tronic address. Care was taken to assign an 
"alias" to each address to eliminate unneces- 
sary keystrokes. This process makes each ad- 
dress no more than two characters in length. 
As some e-mail addresses can be 40 characters 
in length before alias creation, the time saved 
by eliminating excess keystrokes is signifi- 
cant. One alias can also be made for multiple 
recipients, which saves even more time. This 
means that an e-mail message, the weekly 
report in this case, can be sent to a list of many 
people with only a few keystrokes. Macros are 
also used to save key stroking time. A generic 
message is used as a subject heading for each 
weekly report. A subject heading is a short 
description of the message whichcan beviewed 
without viewing the entire message. Another 

generic message is used to inform researchers 
that no citations were found in a particular 
week. Using macros allows such often re- 
peated messages to be assigned to one key- 
stroke, thus saving time. Once the weekly 
update has been sent, the ASCII file is erased 
to eliminate confusion. If a researcher notifies 
the library of an impending trip, the files can be 
saved on diskette. This accumulation of files is 
then sent, assuring the researcher is kept up to 
date without cluttering the mailbox. 

This process is repeated on a weekly basis. 
For approximately 40 researchers, the time 
spent mechanically performing the searching 
and mailing is less than two hours per week. 
The process described above is currently per- 
formed by a clerical worker who has very little 
library experience. It took about two hours to 
train this staff member to perform these tasks 
proficiently. Care was taken to assure minimal 
keystrokes and changes in mechanics. Experi- 
ence has shown that this investment of two 
hours per week has had a very strong positive 
impact on both the library and participating 
researchers. 

The costs incurred to provide this service were 
minimal, as existing computer hardware and 
personnel were used, and theonly extraexpendi- 
ture was for the subscription to Current Contents 
on Diskette. Personnel was relocated to do the 
mechanical searching and mailing. 

Evaluation of the Service 

A survey of this service was conducted to 
assess its success in fulfilling user needs and to 
plan for future enhancements of the service. 
The survey was sent to 38 service recipients 
via electronic mail. These recipients had par- 
ticipated in the service for the longest time 
period. Twenty-three responses were received 
for a response rate of 61 percent. The results of 
this evaluation are summarized below. 

A. Has the service made you more aware 
of current literature in your field? 

Often = 82% 
Sometimes = 14% 
Never = 5% 
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B. Has the service caused you to use the 
library and its services to a greater 
extent? 

Often = 35% 
Sometimes = 61 % 
Never = 4% 

C. How pleased are you that this service 
is offered? 

Extremely = 96% 
Somewhat = 0% 
Not = 4% 

D. How would you describe the amount 
of information that you receive each 
week? 

Too Much = 26% 
Just Right = 70% 
Too Little = 4% 

E. Would you like to receive abstracts 
of the articles you are alerted to? 

Yes = 22% 
No = 78% 

This evaluation was done during an interim 
period when classes were not in session, which 
may account for the partial return rate. From the 
results received, it is apparent that many partici- 
pants feel that this service makes them more 
aware of current literature in their fields. Par- 
ticipants are almost unanimously pleased that 
this service is offered. Most respondents feel 
that the amount of information they currently 
receive is adequate, and do not want to have 
abstracts routed to them as part of their weekly 
report. This is an important finding in planning 
future enhancements to the service, as adding 
abstracts was being considered. This informa- 
tion allows us to predict the amount of extra 
time it would take to provide abstracts to the 
portion of participants who desire them. Over- 
all, the evaluation shows that the service is 
successful as it now exists and provides infor- 
mation for future planning and enhancements. 

Applying a Similar Method Elsewhere 

The service model described above can be 
applied as is with a minimal amount of equip- 

ment. All that is necessary are a microcom- 
puter with at least 5 12K RAM, a hard disk, and 
access to e-mail through a 2400 baud connec- 
tion. Significant improvements can be made 
with a faster data transmission. The time spent 
e-mailing can be cut drastically if there is 
access to ethernet or other types of high-speed 
networks. This benefit is realized by the much 
greater data transmission speed allowed using 
high-speed networks. 

If access to electronic mail is not available, 
either from the library or from the user, the 
service could be provided using conventional 
paper printouts. The time spent printing would 
be significantly more than the time spent e- 
mailing, but the printout can be used as a 
convenient method of requesting document 
delivery, as there is no need for the researcher 
to spend time filling out forms. The printed 
weekly update could be scanned by the re- 
searcher and articles of interest could be high- 
lighted. Using e-mail, researchers should be 
encouraged to make printouts of citations to 
articles of interest. Allowing researchers to 
use the printouts as document delivery request 
forms may greatly streamline the entire pro- 
cess. This is certainly the case if there are 
problems in interpreting requests from patrons 
in the current document delivery system. Pro- 
viding researchers with a means of making 
easily interpreted requests without filling out 
time-consuming forms can benefit both re- 
searchers and library staff. 

Discussion 

Starting such a service is labor-intensive for 
upper level library staff at the beginning. Plan- 
ning and profile creation can be complex and 
can require a great deal of initial attention. 
Once the service is in place, much of the labor 
should be transferred to lower level staff or 
automated. Upper level staff will be required 
to make refinements in profiles as researcher 
interests change. There will be a continuing 
need for user education and publicity. 

The impact of this type of service on the 
entire organization is significant. Administra- 
tion will find it beneficial, as the service allows 
researchers to become more productive. Busy 
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researchers can keep up-to-date without per- 
forming someof the time-consuming mechan- 
ics of information discovery and acquisition. 
Researchers will begin to rely on the current 
awareness service instead of browsing through 
print journals. Other forms of information 
gathering will be enhanced becauseof the time 
freed by this service. Such a service, as it 
covers many disciplines at once, benefits in- 
terdisciplinary researchers tremendously. A 
biophysicist can benefit by having the profile 
searched against literature in the life sciences 
and being alerted only to items that are of 
specific interest. This is literature not com- 
monly encounteredby physicists which would 
probably beoverlooked otherwise. Those who 
participate in such a service may tend to be 
more productive  researcher^.^ 

The impact of this service on the library is 
noticeably positive. As researchers begin to 
rely on the library to alert them to interesting 
items, the library becomes a more high-profile 
and dynamic component, helping to fulfill the 
organization's research goals. Libraries may 
also see a revitalized need for many compli- 
mentary services, such as document delivery, 
that have been offered in the past but were 
perhaps underutilized. The library will make 
researchers aware of needed items and the 
library will ultimately supply those items. As 
researchers become more and more dependent 
on the library for this valuable service, the 
library's service will change from what many 
consider an archival function to one of a nec- 
essary component in the research process. 

This public relations change will also affect 
individual library employees in a positive way. 
The process of creating and maintaining the 
research interest profile allows for personal 
contact with individual researchers, and al- 
lows the librarian a better chance to discover 
the true information needs of the organization. 
This should enhance the librarian's ability to 
develop collections, 9710*  l 2  learn ofoppor- 
tunities for user instruction, and become a 
much more active member of the research 
team ingeneral. Personalexperience has shown 
that this contact brings library matters to the 
attention of members of the organization who 
previously did not think much about the li- 

brary in their daily lives at all. Receiving such 
an important ongoing service on a weekly 
basis causes researchers to regard the library 
as a supportive and respected partner in re- 
search. 

This service is much cheaper than SDI ser- 
vices available from other sources. A rough 
comparison, based on receiving 25 citations 
weekly from SCISEARCH through Dialog 
versus the service described in this paper, 
shows that this service costs approximately 
five percent of the Dialog cost. Costs for this 
service were based on $12.00 per week in 
personnel time and $730.00 per year for a 
subscription to Current Contents on Diskette. 
Costs for the Dialog service werederived from 
the most recent prices available at the time of 
writing. l3 Subscribing to other subject por- 
tions of the Current Contents data files would 
increase the price of the service described in 
this paper. 

In addition to the current awareness service, 
subscribing to Current Contents on Diskette 
allows a library to maintain a short run biblio- 
graphic database of interdisciplinary science 
literature. The Multi Issue searching function of 
Current Contents on Diskette allows profiles to 
be searched against six-week intervals of the 
database. Repeating the search nine times al- 
lows a researcher to discover what has been 
published in the past year on a subject. This 
process can be done rather quickly, and my 
experience has shown that this can be quite 
helpful as a precursor to a regular on-line litera- 
ture search covering a much longer time span. 
Being able to find what has been published on 
a subject over the past year is also very helpful 
to students in the university environment. 

Conclusion 

The effect of a current awareness service is 
overwhelmingly positive. The cost of provid- 
ing this service is much less than running SDI 
searches on commercially available databases. 
Adjustments may need to be made as expecta- 
tions and needs of users develop. Once a 
current awareness service is begun, research- 
ers will start to want and expect more from the 
services that are already in place. Increased 



demand may place stress on existing services. 
There will be more demands placed on librar- 
ians who do liaison work, as they will be 
responsible for creating and refining the pro- 
files. There will also be greater demands placed 
on those who provide user instruction. Re- 
searchers will be discovering more publica- 
tions and will expect access to them. This will 
increase the demand for existing interlibrary 
loan and document delivery services. Unfore- 
seen changes in operations may need to be 
made. Personal experience has shown that 
even binding schedules may need adjustment. 
This was demonstrated by a researcher who 
seldom used the library in the past but sud- 

denly wanted access to journal articles as a 
result of his participation in the current aware- 
ness service. He found that whenever he was 
alerted to items in certain journals, these jour- 
nals were often at the bindery. It just happened 
that the alerting service coincided with the 
library's predetermined binding schedule. 
Though this problem was easily rectified, the 
situation is indicative of unforeseen adjust- 
ments that may be needed when a library 
begins increasing its business. But if success- 
ful libraries have anything in common with 
successful corporations, then increasing busi- 
ness is probably not such a bad thing to do. 
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On the Scene 
1994/95 Candidates for SLA Office 

For President-Elect 

JANE I. DYSART is a principal of Dysart & Jones Associates, a 
newly formed consulting company specializing in library and 
information management and change processes. She is located in 
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Prior to setting up this company early in 
1993, Dysart spent 17 years as Manager, Information Resources, at 
Royal Bank of Canada. 

Past Employment: Manager, Information Resources, Royal 
Bank of Canada (1975-93); Librarian, Canadian Standards Asso- 
ciation (1974-76). 

Education: BSc, University of Toronto (1972); MIS, Univer- 
sity of Toronto (1974). 

SLA Member Since: 1973. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Toronto Chapter: Co-Chair, Senior 
Management Roundtable (1992-94); Representative to the Na- 
tional Summit on Information Policy (1988-92); Representative to 
SenecaCollege Advisory Council (1982-88); President-Elect,Presi- 
dent, Past-President (1978-81); Program Chair (1975-77); Student 
Liaison (1974-75). 

SLA Division Activities: Library Management Division: Fund 
Development (1993-94); Program Planning for 1993 Cincinnati 
Conference (1991-93); Nominating Committee (1989-90); Busi- 
ness and Finance Division: Awards Committee (1990-9 1); Mem- 
bership (1979-80); Information Technology Division: member. 

SLA Association-level Activities: Meckler Award for Innova- 
tions in Technology Committee (1991-93); Nominating Commit- 
tee (1991-92); Instructor, SLA Continuing Education Program 
(1989-94); Director (1 985-88); Chair, Long Range Planning Com- 
mittee (1986-87); Chair, 76th Annual SLA Conference Program 
Planning Committee (1983-85); Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect & 
Chair (1980-82); Joint ChapterDivision Cabinet Archives Study 
Committee (1978-79). 

Other Professional Memberships: Editorial Board, Database 
Magazine; Canadian LibraryAssociation; Canadian Association of 
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Special Libraries and Information Services; ASIS, Program Co- 
Chair, 1990 Conference in Toronto, Seneca College of Applied 
Arts & Technology, Library Techniques Advisory Committee, 
member (1981-92). 

AwarddHonors: Fellow of the Special Libraries Association 
(1989); Special Libraries Association, Toronto Chapter Member of 
the Year (198 1). 

Publications: Co-author of one book and author of 10 articles. 
Recently edited the Fall 1993 issue of Special Libraries, "Standing 
in the Future," for the Library Management Division. Publications 
include: Business Online: A Canadian Guide, published by John 
Wiley & Sons (1989); "CD-ROM products in Canada," in CD- 
ROM Enduser (August 1990); and "Banking and Finance Collec- 
tions in Cana&,"inSpecial Collections,vol. 2,no. 3 (Spring 1983). 

Other Professional Activities: Taught over 20 continuing educa- 
tion courses for the Special Libraries Association, Medical Library 
Association, University of Toronto Faculty of Library and Informa- 
tion Science, and Canadian Association of Special Libraries and 
Information Services. Taught semester courses for the Ryerson 
Polytechnical Institute Professional Development for Online Search- 
ers program, the Special Libraries course for Seneca College Library 
Techniques program, as well as numerous lectures at the Faculty of 
Library and Information Science at the University of Toronto. Has 
spoken at many SLA Chapter and Division programs and numerous 
library conferences and functions, including: OnlineICD-ROM, 
Computers in Libraries Canada, National Online, Toronto Associa- 
tion of Law Librarians, Canadian Association of Information Sci- 
ence, 4th International Conference of Geoscience Information, 
Concordia Library Studies Program, and McGill Online User's 
Group. Is a founding member of the Canadian Online Conference 
and is currently Program Chair for Computers in Libraries Canada. 
On behalf of theQuetico Foundation, participated in the development 
of the John B. Ridley Library at Quetico Park in 1985 and continues 
on the Foundation's Library Advisory Committee. 

L. SUSAN HAYES is Manager of Information Resources at Encore 
Computer Corp. in Ft. Lauderdale, FL. 

Past Employment: CorporateLibrarian,EncoreComputer Cop. 
(1977-92); Reference Librarian and University Archivist, Florida 
Atlantic University (1973-77). 

Education: BA, Albion College (1970), MSLS Wayne State 
University (1972), SLA Middle Management Institute (1987). 
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SLA Chapter Activities: Michigan Chapter: student member; 
Florida & Caribbean Chapter: Chair, Government Relations Com- 
mittee (1992-93); member, Nominating Committee (1992-93); Direc- 
tor (1989-92); Chair, Consultation Committee (1975-76; 1987-89); 
Secretary (1985-86); Chair, Nominating Committee (1978-79); Presi- 
dent-Elect, PresidenhPast-President (197679); Bulletin Editor(1976- 
77); Chair, Membership Committee (1974-75). 

SLA Division Activities: Sci-Tech (1972-80): Chair, Special 
Projects (1 978-79); Engineering: Anniversary Committee (1987- 
88); Chair-Elect, Chair, Past-Chair (1982-85); Chair, Nominat- 
ing Committee (1979-82); Library Management: Career Guid- 
ance Committee (1991-92); Information Technology: member; 
Business and Finance: member. 

SLA Association-level Activities: Director, SLA Board of 
Directors (1990-93); Secretary, SLA Board of Directors (199 1- 
92); Chair, Strategic Planning Committee (1991-92); member, 
SuategicPlanning Committee (1990-91); member, Special Com- 
mittee to Review Special Libraries (1990); member, Professional 
Development Committee (1987-90); Career Advisory Service 
counselor (1986, 1987, 1989, 1991); Chair, Joint Cabinet Com- 
mittee on Conference Publications (1983-84). 

Other Professional Activities: Adjunct Professor, University 
of South Florida SLIS; USF SLIS regional advisory council 
(1992- ); Florida State Library Networking Committee (1984- 
85); special libraries delegate to Florida Conference on Libraries 
(1979); member, Broward County Library Association, includ- 
ing Treasurer (1978-79); member, Association of Records Man- 
agers and Administrators; member, Toastmasters International; 
seminar speaker for SLA and other groups. 

AwarddHonors: Florida & Caribbean Chapter Presidential 
Citation (1993). 

Publications: editor, Florida Online newsletter (1982-83); 
numerous articles in Chapter and Division Bulletins; co-author of 
Information Surfing slide presentation. 
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For Treasurer 

DONNA A. SCHEEDER is the Senior Team Leader for Congres- 
sional Reference Services at the Congressional Research Service, 
Library of Congress, Washington, DC. 

Past Employment: Congressional Reference Division, Li- 
brary of Congress Resources Development Specialist (1975-79); 
Reference Librarian (1970-75); Reference Assistant (1969-70). 

Education: BSFS, Georgetown University School of Foreign 
Service (1969). 

SLA Member Since: 1977. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Washington, DC Chapter: Past-Presi- 
dent (1989-90); President (1988-89); First Vice-Presidenflresi- 
dent-Elect(1987-88);Recording Secretary(1983-85); Chair, Schol- 
arship Benefit (1983); Hospitality Chair (1981 -82; 1985-87). 

SLA Division Activities: News Division: Chair-Elect, Chair 
(1992-94); Chair, Bylaws Committee (1990-92); member, Awards 
Committee (1988-89); Chair, Washington, DC Group (1985-87); 
Chair, Social Science Legislative Reference Section (1980-82). 

SLA Association-level Activities: member, International Rela- 
tions Committee (1991- ); Chair, Government Relations Commit- 
tee (1987- ); member, Nominating Committee (1986-87); member, 
Government Relations Committee (1985-87). 

Other Professional Activities: member, Library of Congress 
Professional Association (1977- ); guest lecturer, Investigative Re- 
porters and Editors Conference, "Making the Most of Federal Librar- 
ies in the Washington, DC Area," (1993); guest lecturer, The Free- 
dom Foundation, "Government Data On-Line," (1989- ); appear- 
ances on behalf of SLA on Worldnet and the League of Women 
Votersradio show; member,Library Advisory Board,DukeEllington 
School of the Arts (1984-86). 

Publications: guest editor, Special Libraries 8 l(1) (Winter 1990); 
"The SLA Government Relations Program," Special Libraries 79(3) 
(Summer 1988). 

Other Board Experience: member, District of Columbia Civil- 
ian Complaint Review Board (April 1992- ); member, Board of 
Directors, Horizons Theater, (1991- ); Advisory Neighborhood 
Commissioner, Capitol Hill (1990-92). 
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RICHARD E. WALLACE is Manager of the Technical Information 
Center at the A.E. Staley Manufacturing Company in Decatw, IL. 

Past Employment: Manager, Information Services, Archer 
Daniels Midland Company, Decatur, IL (1971-85); Science Li- 
brarian, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland, OH (1970- 
7 1); Assistant Supervisor, Library Systems, Deere & Company 
(1968-70); U.S. Army (1966-68); Engineering Research Refer- 
ence Librarian, Deere & Company, Moline, IL (1965-66); Reader 
Services Librarian, Cuyahoga County Public Library, Cleveland, 

Education: BS (mathematics), Michigan Stateuniversity (1963); 
MS, (library science), Case Western Reserve University (1964); 
MBA, Illinois State University (1977). 

SLA Member Since: 1963. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Illinois Chapter: Board of Directors 
(1980-82). 

SLA Division Activities: Library Management Division: Chair, 
Finance Committee (1989-91); Treasurer (1986-88); Food, Agri- 
culture & Nutrition Division: Chair (1975-76); Business & Fi- 
nance, Chemistry, Solo Librarians, and Information Technology 
Divisions: member. 

Association-level Activities: Treasurer (199 1-94); Committee 
on Committees (1988-89); 1982 Conference Program Committee 
(1980-82); Publisher Relations Committee (1976-80; 1982-84). 

Other Professional Activities: Instructor, ILLINET/OCLC Us- 
ers Group; Illinois Library Association; Illinois Heartland Online 
Users Group; Rolling Prairie Library System, Board of Directors 
(1980-84); American Library Association, Oberly Awards Commit- 
tee (1977-79). 

AwarddHonors: SLA Scholarship Award (1963); Phi BetaMu. 

Publications: Editor and contributor, Food Science & Technol- 
ogy: A Bibliography (National Agricultural Library, 1978); co- 
editor of March 1980 issue of Illinois Libraries. 



For Chapter Cabinet Chair-Elect 

SUSAN S. DIMATTIA is a Business Information Consultant special- 
izing in market research, evaluation of and long-range planning for 
information centers, staff training and development, and special 
subject collection development. She is editor of Corporate Library 
Update and Library Hotline. 

Past Employment: Business Reference Specialist, Suffolk Co- 
operative Library System, Bellport, NY (1973-74); Business Ref- 
erence Librarian, Huntington Public Library, NY (1971 -73); Head 
Librarian, Bank of New England, Boston, MA (1965-71). 

Education: BA (English/Economics), Wilson College (1964); 
MLS (Special Library Administration), Simmons College Gradu- 
ate School of Library and Information Science (1965); MBA 
(Marketing), University of Connecticut Graduate School of Busi- 
ness Administration (1981). 

SLA Member Since: 1966. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Fairfield County Chapter: Govern- 
ment Relations Chair (1991-94); Past-President and Long Range 
Planning Chair (1988-89); President (1987-88); President-Elect 
(1986-87); Public Relations Chair (1985-86); Career Guidance 
Chair (1984-85); Bulletin Editor (1982-84); Director (1982-83); 
Long Island Chapter: Bulletin Editor (1972-76); Boston Chapter: 
Treasurer (197 1). 

SLA Division Activities: Business & Finance Division: Nomi- 
nating Committee Chair (1992-94); Past-Chair and Awards Com- 
mittee Chair (1991-92); Chair (1990-91); Chair-Elect (1989-90); 
Library Management Division: Bulletin Editor (1987-89). 

SLA Association-level Activities: Professional Development 
Committee (1992-94). 

Other Professional Memberships and Activities: American 
Library Association: member and chair of several committees in 
the Library Administration and Management Association and the 
Referenceand Adult Services Division since 1966; Public Informa- 
tion Office Advisory Committee (1992-94); Awards Committee 
(1992-94); President,Reference and Adult Services Division (199 1 - 
92); Speaker's Network (1991- ); Presenter of SLA CE Course, 
"Adding Value to Corporate Library Services," (1991 & 1992 
Annual Conferences); frequent speaker and workshop moderator at 
SLA Chapter and regional meetings, and instructor at graduate 
library schools. 
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AwarddHonors: Alumni Achievement Award, Simmons Col- 
lege Graduate School of Library and Information Science (1989). 

Publications: Annual Business Books Roundup, March 15 
issue, Library Journal (1977- ); Guest Editor, Special Libraries, 
Spring 1990, special issue on empowerment; contributor, Finan- 
cial Analysts Handbook, Business One Irwin (1988); Editor, The 
Simmons Librarian, quarterly newsletter of the Simmons College 
Graduate School of Library and Information Science Alumni 
Association (1972-78); reviews and articles have appeared in 
Library Journal, The Journal of Education for Librarianship, RO, 
and other professional publications. 

SANDY SPURLOCK is Library Unit Supervisor at the Inhalation 
Toxicology Research Institute in Albuquerque, NM. 

Past Employment: Librarian,EngineeringLibrary, Honeywell, 
Inc., Defense Avionics Systems Division, Albuquerque,NM (1987- 
92); Science and Engineering Library Planning Coordinator, Gen- 
eral Library, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM (1984- 
87); Assistant Director for Academic, Clinical and Information 
Services, Medical Center Library, University of New Mexico 
(1981-84); Director, Health Sciences Libraries, Long Island Jew- 
ish-Hillside Medical Center, New Hyde Park, NY (1979-81); 
Assistant Science Librarian, ScienceLibrary, Massachusetts Insti- 
tute of Technology, Cambridge, MA (1976-79). 

Education: BS (Biology), Marietta College (1969); MSLS, 
Simmons College (1976); MA (Computer and Information Re- 
source Management), Webster University (1993). 

SLA Member Since: 1976. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Rio Grand Chapter: Program Co- 
Chair for Military Librarians Workshop, Albuquerque, NM (No- 
vember 1993); Treasurer (1993- ); Chair, Employment Committee 
(1991- ); Chair, Long Range Planning Committee (1988-92); 
President (1987-88); President-Elect (1986-87); member, Nomi- 
nating Committee (several times). 

SLA Division Activities: Aerospace Division: Treasurer (1991 - 
93); Secretary (1990). 

SLA Association-Level Activities: Nominating Committee, 
(1991-92; Chair, 1991); Scholarship Committee (1987-90; Chair, 
1990). 

Other Professional Activities: Association for Information and 
Image Management (1992- ); Honeywell Information Network 
[(1987-92), Program Chair and Host for Annual Meeting, (1991)l; 
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New Mexico Academic and Research Librarians [(1987- ), Execu- 
tive Board Member and Treasurer (1987-89)l; American Cancer 
Society President of the Board of Directors, Albuquerque Unit 
(1986-87); New Mexico Library Association [(1983- ), Library 
Development Committee Chair (1987); Newsletter Advertising 
Coordinator(l988)]; American Library Association (1976-); Ameri- 
can Society for Information Science (1976-78, 1992- ). 

Publications: Several articlesand book chapters. The three most 
recent include "Journal Availability at the University of New 
Mexico" (co-authored with Jan Derthick Bachmann); Advances in 
Serials Management (1989); "Lester del Rey," in Reader's Guide 
to Science Fiction, ed. by Marilyn Fletcher, Simon & Schuster 
(1989); and "Selected List of Medical Journals for the General 
Collection: an Annotated Bibliography ," (co-authored with Beatrice 
Kovacs), Serials Librarian (1986). 

For Division Cabinet Chair-Elect 
FRANK D. LOPEZ is Team Leader, Technical Library, at Chevron 

Research and Technology Company in Richmond, CA. 

Past Employment: Supervisor, Technical Files, Chevron Re- 
searchco. (1990-91); Information Analyst, Chevron Research Co. 
(1990); Library Supervisor, Chevron Chemical Co. (1984-89); 
Associate Librarian, Stauffer Chemical Co. (1981-84); Library 
Director, Palmer College of Chiropractic-West (1980-81); Li- 
brary Assistant, University of California, San Francisco (1976-80). 

Education: BS (Biology), University of San Francisco (1978); FRANK D. LOPEZ 
MLS, University of California, Berkeley (1979). 

SLA Member Since: 1979. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Sun Francisco Bay Region: member, 
Nominating Committee (1992-93); member, Elections Committee 
(1991-92); Chair, Strategic Planning Committee (1989-90); mem- 
ber, Strategic Planning Committee (1988-89); Chair, Finance 
Committee (1986-87); Chair, Professional Development (1985- 
86); member, Professional Development Committee (1983-85). 

SLA Division Activities: Chemistry Division: Chair (1992-93); 
Chair-Elect (1991-92); Chair, Government Relations (1990-91); 
member, Nominating Committee (1989-90); Chair, Logo Commit- 
tee (1988-89); Division member: Chemistry, lnformution Technol- 
ogy, Library Management, Petroleum & Energy Resources, Science 
& Technology; Diverse Issues Caucus member. 
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SLA Association-Level Activities: member, Affirmative Action 
Committee (1992-93). 

Other Professional Activities: member, American Petroleum 
Institute, Technical LiteratureTaskForce (1993); member, Chevron 
Libraries Advisory Committee (1985-92); Treasurer, Northern Cali- 
fornia and Nevada Medical Library Group (1980-82). 

Other Professional Memberships: American Chemical Society; 
American Society for Information Science. 

AwarddHonors: SLA Middle Management Institute graduate 
(1993). 

Publications: Articles and write-ups for Chemistry Division 
Newsletter and San Francisco Bay Region Chapter Bulletin. 

BARBARA M. SPIEGELMAN is Manager of Technical Information 
and Communication for Westinghouse Electric Corporation's En- 
ergy Systems Business Unit. 

Past Employment: Manager, Information Resources, 
Westinghouse Electric Corporation (1989-90); Associate Librar- 
ian through Senior Information Specialist, Westinghouse Electric 
Corporation (1974-89); Project Manager, The Rogers Project, 
University of Pittsburgh, School of Library and Information Sci- 
ence (1984-85); Technical Writer, Maynard Research Council 
(1968-70). 

Education: BA (English, Education), Chatham College (1968); 
MLS, University of Pittsburgh (1974). 

SLA Member Since: 1983. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Pittsburgh Chapter: Bulletin Editor 
(1988-90); member, Nominating Committee (1987-88); Market- 
ing Chair, SLA Winter Meeting (1987); member, Awards Com- 
mittee (1985-86). 

SLA Division Activities: Library ManagementDivision: Chair- 
Elect and Chair (1992-94); Chair, Strategic Planning Committee 
(1991-93); Chair-Elect and Chair, Marketing Division (1990-92); 
Nuclear Science Division: Local Arrangements Chair, Annual 
Conference (1 990). 

Other Professional Activities: member, Industrial Technical In- 
formation Managers Group; Chair, University of Pittsburgh School of 
Library and Information Science Alumni Executive Board. Selected 
presentations and guest lectures: SLA Northeast Regional Confer- 
ence, 1993: 'TQ Audits: Process for Success"; SLA, 1993 Annual 
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Conference: "LMD Video Theatre: Using Video to Add Value," 
"Total Q d t y  Management," "Dealing with Downsizing and Liking 
It"; University of Pittsburgh School of Library and Information Sci- 
ence: "Managing the Special Library," "Everything You Always 
Wanted to Know About Marketing and Public Relations in the Special 
Library or Information Center-But Were Afraid to Ask," "Comput- 
ers in Today's Libraries"; Pittsburgh Chapter, SLA: "Marketing the 
Special Library," "AV and the Special Library: Choosing and Using 
Videotape to Benefit Your Organization"; SLA, Annual Conference, 
Pittsburgh: "Marketing Library Services: Where to Begin and How to 
Succeed"; SLA 1992 Great Lakes Regional Conference: "There's Life 
After Downsizing"; Pennsylvania Library Association Annual Con- 
ference, Pittsburgh, 1992: 'Total Quality Management in Libraries"; 
Panel presenter, Pittsburgh Regional Library Center (PRLC) Annual 
Meeting, 1990: "Libraries and the Intemet,""Pathways to the Future"; 
75th Anniversary of SLA, State College, 1983: "Effective Use of the 
Part-Time Professional"; 20th Annual Clinic on Library Applications 
of Data Processing, University of Illinois, 1983: "Competencies: A 
Format that Works." 

AwarddHonors: Technology Transfer Award, Westinghouse 
Information Systems Advisory Council (1992); Management Lead- 
ership Award, Library Management Division, Special Libraries 
Association (1990); Leadership Pittsburgh (1989-90); ESBU Re- 
sources Quality Achievement Award (1989); Westinghouse Com- 
munity Service Award (1988). 

Publications: (selected): "Relationship Management: Helping 
Employees Succeed at Change," Library Management Quarterly 
(Winter 1994); "El Cheapo RidesAgain: An Annual Report Format 
that Won't Cost You an Arm and a Leg," Library Management 
Quarterly (Fall 1992); "Total Quality Management in Libraries: 
Getting Down to the Real Nitty Gritty," Library Management 
Quarterly (Summer 1992); "Taming the Swap and Shop Monster," 
Library Management Quarterly (Summer 1991); "Building a Mar- 
keting Team," Marketing Library Services (1989); "Celebrating the 
Profuse Dr. Seuss," American Bookseller (May 1987); "Profiles in 
Professionalism: Mary Vasilakis," Sci-Tech News (1987); "Access 
to the Neighborhood of Mister Rogers: Creating a Source for Re- 
search," simultaneous publication in Library Journal and School 
Library Journal (November 1985); Audiovisual productions: "It 
Means Life," videotape marketing Westinghouse Blood Drive; hon- 
ored at Annual Meeting, Council of Community Blood Banks, 
(1988); "World of Information," videotape presenting database 
capabilities of the ESBU Information Resource Center (1984); 
"Information Power-The Information Resource Center," six-pro- 
jector slide show marketing NES Technical Library (1982). 
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For Director 

CHARLENE M. BALDWIN is a Librarian at the University of 
Arizona, Tucson, AZ. Appointments at the University of Arizona 
Library from 1984 to the present include Head Map Librarian, 
Manager of the Newspaper and Microform Room, and Science- 
Engineering Librarian. 

Past Employment: Chief Reference LibrarianJAutornation Li- 
brarian/Head of Circulation: Lockheed Corporation, Burbank, CA 
(1 980-82); Corporate Librarian, Tetra Tech, Inc., Pasadena, CA 
(1976-80); Cataloger, University of IfeLibrary, Ife, Nigeria (1975- 
76); Librarian, Munger Africana Library, California Institute of 
Technology, Pasadena, CA (1974-75). 

Education: BA (with honors), California State University, Sac- 
ramento (1970); AM, Graduate Library School, University of 
Chicago (1973). 

SLA Member: 1977-83; 1984-present. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Southern California Chapter: mem- 
ber, Program Committee (1981-82); Chair, Community Relations 
Committee (1982); Arizona Chapter: member, International Rela- 
tions Committee (1992- ); Past-President (1989-90); Co-Chair, 
Long-range planning Committee (1989-90); President (1988-89); 
member, School of Library Science Curriculum Advisory Com- 
mittee (1988-89; 1992-93);President-Elect (1987-88); Chair, Posi- 
tive ActionIAffirmative Action Committee (1987-89); member, 
SLA/GLS ColleagueProgram (1987-90); member, By-laws Com- 
mittee (1987-88); NTIS Liaison Representative (1986-87); Profes- 
sionalDevelopment Officer (1985-87); member,Nominating Com- 
mittee (1985-86). 

SLA Division Activities: Information Technology Division: 
member; Program Planner, 199 1 San Antonio Annual Conference 
(1989-199 1); Chair, Government Information Section (1989-1990); 
Chair-Elect, Government Information Section (1988-1989). Ge- 
ography & Map Division: member. News Division: member. 

SLA Caucus Activities: International Information Exchange 
Caucus: founding member. 

SLA Association-level Activities: SLA Awards Committee 
(1992-93); Board of Directors (1991-93); Chapter Cabinet Chair- 
Elect and Chair (1991-93); DACOLT Planning Committee (1991- 
93); H.W. Wilson Award Committee (1988-89). 

Other Professional Activities: Transborder Library Fo~m/Foro 
Binational de Bibliotecas, member, Steering Committee (1989-93); 
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International Librarianship Round Table: Chair (1989-90), Program 
Committee (1988-89), founding member (1988); Arizona State 
Library Association (1987- ); Arizona Online User Group [(1984-) 
Chair (1985-86); Program Chair (1984-85)]; Friends of the Caltech 
Libraries [(1979-83): founding member; member, Board of Direc- 
tors, Vice President (1982)l; American Library Association [(I97 1- 
75; 1987-93): member,MapandGeography RoundTable (1989-90); 
member, International Relations Round Table (1988-90)l. 

AwardslHonors: PhiKappaPhi; Who's WhoofAmerican Women; 
Who's Who Worldwide; Directory of Librarians in International 
Development; Directory of Library and I$onnational Profession- 
als; ALA Librarian Career Resource Nehvork Directory. 

Selected Publications: Interests include automation, interna- 
tional librarianship, andbibliography. Authored over 70 publications 
and presentations, including monographs, journal articles, research 
reports, newsletter articles, book reviews, instructional manuals, and 
in-house bibliographies. Presentations to Chapter,regional, national, 
and international organizations have been published in conference 
proceedings and other sources. 

Most recent works include "Automation and Librarianship: Three 
Issues," Bulletin, SLA Geography and Map Division, No. 173 
(September 1993), pp. 24-28 (joint author); "Advances in Map 
Librarianship-Automation Now and Into the Future," presented at 
the ASLA Annual Conference, Phoenix, AZ (Oct. 1992), and pub- 
lished in the ASLA College and Universities Libraries Division 
Contributed Papers (1992), pp. 19-27 (joint author); "Arizona Pro- 
motes International Librarianship," Special Libraries (82)3 (Sum- 
mer 1991), pp. 203-205; "Information Management Projects in 
Developing Countries: The Challenge of Working with Varying 
Levels of Infrastructure" (joint author), presented at the IAALD 1990 
VIII World Congress, Budapest, Hungary (May 1990), and pub- 
lished in its Proceedings, "Information Access in Niger: Develop- 
ment of a West African Special Library," Special Libraries (80)l 
(Winter 1989), 31-38; "From Stacks to Stacks: A Look at Informa- 
tion Management in Developing Countries," presented at the Annual 
Business Meeting of the Arizona Chapter, SLA, May 1990. 

ROBERT BELLANTI is Head of theManagementLibrary, University 
of California, Los Angeles, CA. 

Past Employment: Associate Director, Pacific Southwest Re- 
gional Medical Library Service, Biomedical Library, UCLA (1979- 
82); Head, Interlibrary Loan Division, Biomedical Library, UCLA 
(1974-79); Serials Librarian, University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
(1969-73). 

Education: BA (Psychology), University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
(1968); ML, University of Washington (1 969); MBA,UCLA (1981). 
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SLA Member Since: 1982. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Southern California Chapter: SLA 
Winter Meeting, Local Arrangements Committee (1992-93); Stra- 
tegic Planning Committee (1991-92); Area Meeting Coordinator 
(1991 -92); Nominating Committee (1991-92); Chapter Represen- 
tative to the California Library Networking Task Force, Network 
Steering Group (1990); President (1989-90); President-Elect & 
Program Chair (1988-89); Hospitality Committee, Chair (1987- 
88); Management Seminar Planning Committee (1985-86); Ad 
Hoc Committee on Chapter Finances (1985-86); Treasurer (1984- 
85; 1986-87); Ad Hoc Committee on Long Range Planning (1983- 
84). 

SLA Division Activities: Business & Finance Division: Chair 
(1 992-93); Chair-Elect (1 991 -92); Director (1988-89; 1989-90); 
College and University Business Libraries Roundtable Coordina- 
tor (1985). 

SLA Association Level Activities: Special Committee on Fund 
Development (1993); Joint Cabinet Task Force on DACOLT and 
Winter Meeting Structure (1989-90). 

Other Professional Activities: California Academic and Re- 
search Librarians (CARL): Program Committee (1984; 1987-88), 
Nominating Committee Chair (1987); Academic Business Librar- 
ians Exchange (a CARL Interest Group): Co-founder and Chair 
(1983-85); Librarians Association of the University of California 
(LAUC): Nominating Committee (1988), President (1985-86), 
President-Elect and Chair, Research Committee (1984-85); Li- 
brarians Association of the University of California, Los Angeles 
Division (LAUC-LA): Various offices and committees, including 
Chair (1982-83), Chair-Elect (I 98 1 -82), Secretary (1978). 

AwarddHonors: Special Libraries Association, Southern Cali- 
fornia Chapter: Continuous Service Award (1989). 

Publications: "Excellence in Library Management," special 
issue ofJournal ofLibrary Administration, vol. 6, no. 3 (Fall 1985); 
co-author "Business and Management," in Selection of Library 
Materials In Applied and Interdisciplinary Fields, ed. by Beth J. 
Shapiro and John Whaley, Chicago: ALA (1987); contributor, 
Business Journals of the United States, ed. by William Fisher, New 
York: Greenwood Press (1991). Other publications inlcude 
"President's Remarks" column in the Newsletter of the SLA 
Southern California Chapter (nine issues) and "Notes from the 
Chair" column in the Bulletin of the Business & Finance Division 
(three issues). 
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COLIN M. MCQUILLAN is the Manager of the GE Investments 
Research Library in Stamford, CT. In addition to managing the GE 
Investments Research Library, he is President, McQuillan Informa- 
tion Services, an information brokerage firm providing research 
and consulting and specializing in marketing/business research and 
consulting on optical information systems. 

Past Employment: Coordinator of Library Services, WNET/13 
Research Library (Public Television NYC), (1985-87); Informa- 
tion Specialist, WNET/13 Research Library (1982-85); Library 

COLIN M. MCQUILLAN Assistant, WNETl13 Research Library (1980-82). 

Education: BA (English), Fairfield University (1976); MA 
(Communications), Fairfield University (1978); MS (Library & 
Information Science), Pratt Institute (1987). 

SLA Member Since: 1986. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Fairjield County Chapter: Fundraising 
(1993-94), President (1991-92); Professional Development Chair 
(1989-91); Chair, Salary Survey Committee (1991); New York 
Chapter: Speaker, Information Technology Meeting (1992). 

SLA Division Activities: Library Management Division: 
Fundraising (1993-94). 

SLA Association-Level Activities: None. 

Other Professional Activities: Speaker, National Online Meet- 
ing (1992); Judge, Dow Jones Essay Contest (1991); Acquisitions 
Reviewer, Business One Irwin (1991- );Library Journal, "Special 
Libraries: The Next Decade" Focus Group (1990); Speaker, Finan- 
cial Investment Management Conference (1989). 

AwarddHonors: Management Leadership Award, SLA Li- 
brary Management Division (1992); Disclosure Achievement 
Award, SLA Business & Finance Division (1990); GE Manage- 
ment Award (1988,1989, 1990). 

Publications: Forward, Business One Irwin Investment Alma- 
nac (1993); National Online Meeting Proceedings (1992), "Cus- 
tomer Service: Everybody's Business"; SLA Business & Finance 
Bulletin, "The Librarian as a Revolutionary," (Winter 1991); nu- 
merous Chapter bulletin articles. 
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HOPE N. TILLMAN is the Director of Libraries at Babson College, 
Babson Park, MA. 

Past Employment: Assistant Director for Public Services and 
Access, Tufts University Arts and Sciences Library, Medford, MA 
(1990-91); Head of Reference Services, Tufts University Arts and 
Sciences Library, Medford, MA (1989-90); Coordinator of Informa- 
tion Services, Rider College Library, Lawrenceville, NJ (1982-89); 
ReferenceLibrarim, Rider College Library,Lawrenceville, NJ (1 97 1 - 
82); Branch Librarian, TrentonPublicLibrary,Trenton, NJ (1968-69); 
Library Trainee,FreeLibrary of Philadelphia,Philadelphia, PA (1 965); 
Special Librarian, Fels Institute of Local and State Government, 
University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA (1963-64). 

Education: BA (English), University of Pennsylvania, Philadel- 
phia,PA (1964); MLS ,Rutgers University Graduate Schoolof Library 
Service, New Brunswick, NJ (1966); MBA, Rider College School of 
Business Administration, Lawrenceville, NJ (1979). Also attended 
Middlebury College and Goucher College. 

SLA Member Since: 1974. 

SLA Chapter Activities: Boston Chapter: President (1993-94); 
List Manager (1993-94); President-Elect (1992-93); Princeton-Tren- 
ton Chapter: Chair of the 20th Anniversary Commitee (1987); Direc- 
tor (1985-86); President (1984-85); President-Elect (1983-84); Chair, 
Networking Committee (1982-83); Chair, Hospitality Committee 
(1982-83; 1980-81); Business Manager, Bulletin (1981-82); Chair, 
Nominating Committee (1978-79). 

SLA Division Activities: Education Division: Chair, Nominating 
Committee (1992-93); Past Chair and Membership Chair (1989-90); 
Chair (1988-89); Chair-Elect (1987-88); Editor, Education Libraries 
(1985-88, 1990); Information Technology Division: List Manager 
(1993-94); Chair, Networking Section (1992-93); liaison from SLA 
Networking Committee (1991-92); member, Business & Finance, 
Geography and Map, and Library Management Divisions. 

Association-level Activities: StrategicPlanning Committee (1993- 
94); Chair, Networking Committee (1990-93); Representative to 
Library of Congress Network Advisory Committee (1990-92); Long 
Range Planning Committee, Chapterand Division Programming Task 
Force (1984-85). 

AwarddHonors: Beta Phi Mu; Biographical listing in Who's Who 
of American Women, Directory of Library and Information Profes- 
sionals, Who's Who in American Education; Education Division/ 
SLA Award for Professional Excellence (1992). 

Other Professional Activities: ALA; BAABL (Boston Area 
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Academic Business Librarians); NENON, Chair of the Informa- 
tion Technology Committee (1990-92). 

Publications: "The Internet: Use it Now!" SpeciaLisf 16(3) 
(March 1993) p. 1, 3; Special Librarians and the Internet: Use, 
Training and fhe Future (with Sharyn J .  Ladner) Washington, 
D.C.: Special Libraries Association (1993); Co-authored with 
Sharyn J. Ladner a number of articles and a book chapter on their 
1991 and 1992 surveys of special librarians' use of the Internet. 
Has presented many programs at Annual Conferences and SLA 
Chapter meetings, including a CE course, most recently on the 
topics of the Internet and the library as an information utility. 
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IFLA 1 993: The Universal Library: 
Libraries as Centers for the Global 
Availability of Information 

by Emily R. Mobley 
SLA Delegate, IFLA 

T he fireworks for delegates were real and 
exploded overhead in cascades of mag- 
nificent color during a reception in the 

Poble Espanol. Thus ended another late evening 
of consuming tapas, Spanish champagne, and 
professional networking after a full day of 
meetings. Barcelona, Spain was the host city 
for the 59th International Federation of Li- 
brary Associations and Institutions (IFLA) 
Council and General Conference held August 
22-28,1993. Over 2,700delegates from around 
the world attended. The American delegation 
was the largest after that of Spain, and Special 
Libraries Association members were well-rep- 
resented in overall numbers and in those giv- 
ing papers and assuming elected office in 
sections and round tables. 

The Conference theme, "The Universal Li- 
brary, Libraries as Centers for theGlobal Avail- 
ability of Information," inspired sessions on 
networking, electronic access, document de- 
livery, copyright, electronic publishing, and 
management of information. The program 
choices seemed to be more abundant and sub- 
stantive than in earlier years, and the exhibits 
were also well done. Automated systems and 
computers dominated the exhibition space, 
reminding attendees that thecurrent issues and 
challenges in library and information science 
are global and that we speak a common lan- 

guage when we discuss the future of informa- 
tion access. 

The Council, which meets biennially to vote 
on officers, dues, and other business, met 
twice in Barcelona. Robert Wedgeworth, In- 
terim University Librarian at Illinois and IFLA 
President, opened the Council meeting with a 
call for IFLA to engage in long-range planning 
in order to avoid repeating mistakes of the 
past. The recent events in the world, particu- 
larly those in Eastern Europe and the Soviet 
Union, have had a significant impact not only 
on global political relations but also on IFLA. 
The results of those events, with their attend- 
ing financial and monetary chaos, have had a 
deleterious impact upon IFLA finances. A 
great number of members could not and/or did 
not pay dues, which meant that IFLA had to 
dip into its reserves, and 113 members were 
scheduled for formal deletion at this Council 
meeting due tonon-payment of dues. The dues 
policy requires that members who let their 
memberships lapse must pay the accumulated 
arrears before becoming members in good 
standing again. However, due to the impact of 
this policy, the Council approved a motion to 
temporarily set aside the IFLA statutes con- 
cerning dues payment and offer to all IFLA 
members scheduled for deletion in Barcelona 
the option to apply for a moratorium effective 
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when membership dues for 1993 have been 
paid in full, but before December 3 1, 1993. 
The Council also approved a motion to raise 
the dues of Personal Affiliates from NLG 150 
to NLG 200 in 1994. 

Changes in procedural rules to provide bet- 
ter focus for IFLA's professional work by 
disbanding program management committees, 
preventing overlap, and bringing groups closer 
together were approved by the Council. 

The Secretary General's report noted the 
need for a strong membership base. Although 
the organization averages about 1,300 mem- 
bers and new members outnumber those leav- 
ing, a stable membership is not enough. A 
stronger membership base and diversity in 
representation is needed. Therefore, a mem- 
bership campaign will be mounted where re- 
gional offices will play a key role in recruiting 
new members. The report also noted that IFLA 
is moving into the modem day, as the Secre- 
tary General now can be reached via e-mail. 
There is, however,cautious optimism and IFLA 
is expected to end the year with a balanced 
budget. 

David W.G. Clements, outgoing Chair of 
the Professional Board, stated in his report that 
the role of the Professional Board is to oversee 
all professional programs and activities and to 
advise the Executive Committee. During a 
retreat earlier in the year, the Board looked at 
the strengths, weaknesses, threats, and oppor- 
tunities to professional programs. They will 
now look at the actions needed for the next 
medium-term program. The issue of whether 
IFLA should continue to have annual confer- 
ences is still under discussion, and has been 
left unresolved for a number of years. 

Russell Bowden reported that the Publica- 
tions Committee looked at the financial viabil- 
ity of IFLA publications and identified gaps in 
the market. He noted that there is a need to 
obtain sponsors to get IFLA publications to 
Third Worldcountries. The Committee isplan- 
ning to recommend the cessation of the IFLA 
Annual and requests comments on this action. 
With the cessation of this publication, two 
additional issues of the IFLA Journal would 
be published. 

Nancy John, Chair of the Copyright Com- 

mittee, noted theaccomplishments of the Com- 
mittee, such as the commissioning of five 
articles, two of which have been published, 
and the workshop on copyright issues held in 
New Delhi, India. She said the Committee 
needs to work with other organizations and to 
make the voice of library users heard in other 
UNESCO organizations. The Committee's 
recommendation that IFLA appoint a perma- 
nent copyright adviser was approved and the 
adviser was appointed. A series of brochures 
on copyright and intellectual property rights is 
planned, along with a 1996 pre-conference in 
Beijing, China. 

A lengthy reportonPresident Wedgeworth's 
fact-finding mission in South Africa was given 
by A.O. Banjo of Nigeria, the leader of the 
mission, which was funded by the British 
Council. The main conclusions were: (1) the 
South African social context is better, but 
legacies of past policies remain and are likely 
to persist in the interim; (2) services are im- 
proving but are being undermined by various 
groups and financial conditions; and (3) there 
are few black professionals, most of whom are 
at the lower levels of theirorganizations. Their 
advancement is undermined by the disparity 
of education; and (4) there is a need for an 
honest broker in facilitating relations and that 
IFLA should play that role. There are a number 
of recommendations regarding IFLA's role in 
helping to change conditions in South Africa. 
Noneof therecommendations were acted upon; 
the report was simply presented for informa- 
tion at this meeting. It will be distributed and 
written comments from the IFLA membership 
are encouraged. 

Three people were elected to the Executive 
Board. Russell Bowden (United Kingdom), 
was reelected. The Board's new members are 
Ekaterina U. Genieva (Russia) and Sun Beixin 
(China). Continuing members of the Execu- 
tive Board are: Robert Wedgeworth (USA), 
President; Warren Horton (Australia); Robert 
D. Stueart (USA); Maija-Eeva Tammekann 
(Finland); andMartaTerry (Cuba). Ian Johnson 
(United Kingdom),who succeeds David 
Clements as Chair of the Professional Board, 
also sits on the Executive Board. Bowden was 
re-elected 1st Vice-president, MartaTerry was 
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elected2nd Vice-hesidenkand Warren Horton 
was elected Treasurer. These three positions 
areelectedby theExecutive Board from among 
its members. 

At the second Council meeting a resolution 
on the destruction of libraries in Croatia and 
Bosnia-Herzegovina was passed and two new 
Round Tables were announced. The Round- 
tables will address the subjects of women and 
user education. A new discussion group on 
Performance Measurement in Academic Li- 
braries was also formed. A number of profes- 
sional resolutions were received; these will be 
acted upon later. 

The full membership of the Professional 
Board was also announced at the Board's 
second meeting. SLA's Nancy Anderson. 
(USA) is on the Board, which is comprised of 
the chairs of the eight divisions and an elected 
chair drawn from the membership of the pre- 
ceding Board. Lucille Thomas (USA) gave the 
report of the pre-conference on school librar- 
ies and noted that this was the first IFLA pre- 
conference on this type of library. Anumber of 
awards were announced during this Council 
meeting, along with the usual formal invita- 
tions to the next two IFLA meetings. This 
rounded out a very full agenda for the Council. 

Programs 

The programs were numerous and varied, 
and attendees often had difficulties selecting 
from the many sessions. Fortunately, all meet- 
ing rooms were in close proximity so that one 
could move among the various selections. 
From my perspective, the best papers were 
presented in the session on quality manage- 
ment issues. While some of the information, 
particularly on Total Quality Management, 
was quite familiar to those of us experiencing 
it every day, the discussions on the various 
applications of quality management was very 
pertinent andoften enlightening. Many of these 
papers are listed on pages 64 and 65. 

Many SLA members are active in IFLA's 
various working groups, standing committees, 
round tables, and sections. Reports received in 
timc for this publication follow. 

SLA Executive Director David Bender at- 

tended the Association of International Li- 
braries meeting held during the IFLA Confer- 
ence. He learned much about the Association, 
its general mission, and its focus of activities. 
The Association formed 13 years ago when a 
group of librarians came together to discuss 
how to cope with the huge number of docu- 
ments being released by various international 
agencies. This remains the main focus of the 
group today. The Association also addresses 
various concerns which face librarians work- 
ing in international libraries. It appears that 
most of its active members are from agencies 
connected to the United Nations or various 
worldwide organizations. Bender urged the 
grmp to share and/or exchange information 
with SLA's European Chapter and, as appro- 
priate, SLA's International Relations Com- 
mittee or International Information Exchange 
Caucus. The meeting also addressed the future 
of the organization and the need for it, a name 
change, and how to get librarians positioned 
into better and more visible roles. No answers 
surfaced, but the group urged that subgroups 
be formed within various countries or regions 
to further discuss the issues. 

Bender also reported on the work of the 
Round Table for the Management of Library 
Associations, which held one Executive Com- 
mittee meeting during the Conference. Its 
agenda focused on the completion of activities 
which have occurred since the Delhi and 
Antwerp meetings. These activities include 
the development of workshops on various as- 
pects of association management reflective of 
the Guidelines published for the Round Table 
by UNESCO. Further discussions centered 
around the assistance provided for the devel- 
opment of library associations around the 
world. The results of a survey of library asso- 
ciations in Eastern and MiddleEuropean coun- 
tries were also reported. Elections were also 
held, with Tuula Haavisto of the Finnish Li- 
brary Association continuing as Secretary, and 
David Bender elected Chair. During the open 
meeting, Bender presented a paper, "Taking 
Control of the Future," which focused on the 
pleasures and demands of being an activist in 
a library association. The paper will be pub- 
lished in the Round Table's newsletter. 
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Nancy Anderson reported on the activities 
of the IFLA Science and Technology Section. 
On August 24, just as the program on sci-tech 
information for non-scientists was about to 
begin, a bolt of lightning hit the main trans- 
former near Barcelonaand knocked out power 
for three-quarters of Catalonia. After milling 
around in the dark for several hours, officers 
cancelled the session and rescheduled it for the 
following week as part of the workshop, 
"Charging for Science & Technology Infor- 
mation: Does it Help or Hinder Access?" Both 
sessions generated considerable discussion, 
especially on a paper by Suzanne Ward, who 
described PurdueUniversity's technical infor- 
mation service. SLA members active in the 
IFLA Sci-Tech Section are Jimmy Ward, who 
is finishing preparation of the section's World 
Survey ofAvailability of Theses in Science and 
Technology; Patricia Yocum, and Nancy 
Anderson. Anderson has been secretary of the 
section's Standing Committee for the past four 
years. This year she was elected Chau of the 
Standing Committee and Chair of the Coordi- 
nating Board for the Special Libraries Divi- 
sion, which includes membership on IFLA's 
Professional Board. 

Martha McPhail reported that the Standing 
Committee on Education and Training attracted 
over 100 participants to its program, "Teach- 
ing International Librarianship." Four speak- 
ers covered the principal research methods 
used in library and information science, train- 
ing international librarians, educating across 
borders, and teaching mathematicaVstatistical 
methods in library schools. A workshop held 
jointly with Libraries Serving Disadvantaged 
Persons and Libraries for the Blind concerned 
education of librarians for outreach and ser- 
vice to disabled people. A project of the Stand- 
ing Committee is coming to fruition with a 
mid-1994 publication of the revised World 
Guide to Library, Archive, and Information 
Science Associations. The Committee's 1994 
program will examine equivalencies of cur- 
ricula offered in library science education 
worldwide. Evelyn Daniels of UNC-Chapel 
Hill was elected Secretary. 

Stanley Kalkus reported that the Social Sci- 
ence Standing Committee held a workshop 

and a joint open session with the Round Table 
on Management. The open session addressed 
library management, with emphasis on total 
quality management. The workshop was a 
continuation of previous workshops on new 
developments in CD-ROM technology. 

Ekkehart Seusing of Germany was elected 
Chair and Kyllikki Ruokonen of Finland was 
elected Secretary of the Standing Committee. 
Thecessation of theSSID Liaison Bulletin was 
announced, and a proposal was prepared for 
publishing the Bibliography of Social Science 
Information andDocumentation Literature on 
an annual basis. 

Barbara Perry reported on the work of the 
Statistics Standing Committee. Progress re- 
ports were made on three Statistics Committee 
projects. The newest project will interest the 
American library community-it proposes to 
identify a standard list of recommended statis- 
tical indicators for a library's electronic re- 
sources/services. The draft presented in 
Barcelona is being reviewed by interested par- 
ties. A fuller version of the original paper will 
be presented during the 1994 IFLA Confer- 
ence. The second project deals with the publi- 
cation of pricing trends in nations worldwide. 
Frederick Lynden of Brown University is han- 
dling this multi-year project, to be completed 
in 1995. The third project is a directory of 
library statistics agencies. The Committee also 
sponsored an open meeting which featured 
three presentations related to statistics and 
pricing. 

Dorothy McGany reported on the Section 
on Classification and Indexing. The Guide- 
lines for Subject Authority and Reference 
Entries were approved and submitted for pub- 
lication. It is expected that they will be pub- 
lished by October in the UBCIM publication 
series. 

A satellite meeting,"Subject Indexing: Prin- 
ciples and Practices in the '90s" was held in 
Lisbon, Portugal just prior to the IFLA Con- 
ference. The members of the Working Group 
on Principles Underlying Subject Heading 
Languages met following the satellite meeting 
to discuss the underlying principles of the 
presentations made at the meeting. Section 
members will also participate in planning an 
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international conference on national biblio- 
graphic scrviccs to be held in 1997, and in the 
revision of the "Names of Persons" project. 
The Section continues to publish an annual 
newsleuer for members and interested parties. 

McGany has served as the Section chair for 
four years, and was elected the new secretary for 
thenext two years. Asaresult of theelections this 
year, the Standing Committee now has members 
Erom Canada, Estonia, France, Germany, Iran, 
Italy, The Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, 
Senegal, Spain, Sri Lanka, theunited Kingdom, 
and the United States. In addition, it will have 
corresponding members from Brazil, Croatia, 
India, and Russia, which will increase the repre- 
sentation of various systems and practices of 
classification and indexing represented within 
the Standing Committee. 

Papers 

The papers listed below may be of particular 
interest to SLA members. Copies have been 
forwarded to the Information Resources Cen- 
ter at SLA Headquarters and are available 
upon request. The numbers in parenthesis re- 
fer to the paper number. 

New management in Central-Eastern 
Europe: the effects of political, social 
and economic changes in the librar- 
ies. Viola Batonyi, Hungary. (044) 

Automated systems as tools of use 
studies and management. Abdus 
Sattar Chaudhry, Saudi Arabia. (023) 

Document delivery: a world solution 
to a world problem? Frederick J. 
Friend, UK. (03 1) 

Progress Report of the IFLA 
Programme for UAP and Office for 
International Lending 1992193. Gra- 
ham P. Cornish, UK. (072) 

IFLA Universal Dataflow and the 
Telecommunications Core 
Programme. Leigh Swain and Paula 
Tallim, Canada. (127) 

National bibliographies on CD-ROM: 
development of a common approach. 
Robert Smith, UK. (012) 

Satisfying researchers' needs for ac- 
cess to newspapers: are there new 
solutions to an old problem? Geoffrey 
Hamilton, UK. ( 1  14) 

The impact of the electronic informa- 
tion on serials collection 
management. Hazel Woodward, UK. 
(085) 

Relating quality management to stra- 
tegic planning. Maurice B. Line, UK. 
(053) 

Can the IS0  standards on quality 
management be useful to libraries, 
and how? Carl Gustav Johannsen, 
Denmark. (054) 

The quality audit at the Stockholm 
University Library. Tomas Lidman 
and Margareta Torngren, Sweden. 
(055) 

Quality management in the Apple Li- 
brary. Monica Ertel, USA. (056) 

Professional responsibilities of librar- 
ians and information workers. Russell 
Bowden, UK. (057) 

Purdue University's technical infor- 
mation service: providing information 
to business. Suzanne M. Ward, USA. 
(0 16) 

Document delivery: some consider- 
ations for the future. Lois Ann 
Colaianni, USA. (092) 

Anticipating the future library: 
strengthening collaboration and com- 
munication among the providers of 
continuing professional education. 
Duane E. Webster, USA. (049) 
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Instruction for networked resources: 
U.S. experiences. Martin Kesselman 
and Mary Page, USA. (189) 

Online access to United Nations sys- 
tem information. Lilia M. Vkquez, 
USA. (144) 

Concepts of quality and quality man- 
agement in industry and the service 
sector. Brian Moores, UK. (141) 

Copyright issues related to electronic 
media. Graham P. Cornish, UK. (148) 

Alternatives to CD-ROM: issues and 
prospects. Edward J. Valauskas, 
USA. (146) 

Full-text and bibliographical data- 
bases on CD-ROM in research 
libraries-costs, services, and tech- 
nology. Lars Nondal, Denmark. (150) 

The 60th General Conference of IFLA, "Li- 
braries and Social Development," will be held 
August 21-28, 1994 in Havana, Cuba. The 
theme is designed topromoteexperience-shar- 
ing on the role played by libraries in the im- 
provement of living conditions. Subtopics in- 
clude: libraries, family and society; library 
policies for social and cultural development; 
new library technologies for social develop- 
ment; library research and training for social 
development; library cooperation; library ser- 
vices for disadvantaged persons; and libraries 
and conservation of the environment. Mem- 
bers interested in attending may contact IFLA 
Headquarters for registration materials. Please 
be aware that the U.S. Treasury Department 
has placedrestrictions on Americans traveling 
to Cuba. The U.S. Association members of 
IFLA will provide information concerning 
these restrictions to their members. For this 
information, contact SLA Headquarters. 

Connectivity and protocols-the tech- 
nical side, OSI and TCP/IP FTP, 
TELNET, SR, ILL, update. Liv A. 
Holm, Norway. (153) 

Author's Note: 
This will be my last IFLA report for Special Libraries due to the end of my appointment as the 

SLA delegate. Dorothy McGarry has been appointed the next delegate and you may look forward 
to her reports in the future. She is very knowledgeable about the workings of IFLA and is a good 
person to contact for information on getting active in IFLA. 

Emily R. Mobley is Dean of Libraries, Purdue University, and a Past-President of Special 
Libraries Association. She is the 1993 SLA delegate to IFLA. 
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Information 

The Special Libraries Association 
85th Annual Conference 
Atlanta, GA 
June 1 1-1 6, 1 994 

T he challenges of the 21st century are be- 
ginning to crystalize and it is time for 
information professionals to develop and 

implement an information vision that will en- 
able them to be full-fledged participants in the 
future. By developing this Information Vi- 
sion, it is hoped that you will see not only 
applicable uses, but the means to utilize those 
uses to complete day-to-day operations, stra- 
tegic planning, and your professional develop- 
ment. 

To assist you, Conference programming will 
stress such concepts as the need to be innova- 
tive, learning to anticipate critical changes, 
and developing new measures to excellence. 
This program will be enhanced by vendor 
exhibits and other Conference activities. Divi- 
sion Conference programmers are requested 
to make concerted efforts to coordinate their 
programming in order to provide all Confer- 
ence attendees a high quality learning experi- 
ence. You need to be there. As professionals, 
SLA members must continue their quest for 
quality and this year's Conference progrhm- 
ming will enhance all participants' ability to 
effectively satisfy the needs of their clientele. 
Come, join us in Atlanta in 1994 and help us 
build an INFORMATION VISION for the 
future! 

Atlanta... 

One should not be surprised that Atlanta's 
symbol is the phoenix, the mythical bird that 
burned itself toashes and recreated itself again 
and again. Atlanta, the site of the 1994 SLA 
Annual Conference, rose from the ashes of the 
Civil War to become the economic and politi- 
cal capital of Georgia. Few would compare 
Georgia's thoroughly modem metropolis with 
the fiery wreck that served as a backdrop for 
Rhett and Scarlet's passion in Gone with the 
Wind (GWTW). Today's Atlanta is the jewel 
of the New South: a bastion of bustling, exu- 
berant industry. It is the hub of landmark 
American companies Coca-Cola, Georgia- 
Pacific, United Parcel Service, and more re- 
cently, Ted Turner's communications empire. 
And while Turner may own its mythical, cel- 
luloid past, Atlanta's present and future is 
there for everyone to read and experience. 

Locatedon theChattahoocheeRiver in north 
central Georgia, Atlanta has a population of 
more than 391,000. Thecity's 20-county met- 
ropolitan area population has grown to some 
three million. She was born in 1837 as Termi- 
nus, the southern end of the Western & Atlan- 
tic Railroad, and grew quickly to become 
Marthasville in 1842 and Atlanta in 1845. 
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Rebuilding her railroads after Sherman burned 
them, she has remained a transportation hub. 

Today, Atlanta is a crossroads of three 
interstate highways, I-20,I-75, and 1-85. She 
boasts the world's largestand sixth busiest air 
passenger terminal complex, which handled 
41.9 million travelers in 1992, 67% of them 
connecting passengers. Hartsfield Atlanta In- 
ternational Airport also moves more than half 
a million tons of cargo annually. A major hub 
for Delta Air Lines, Hartsfield is served by 27 
passenger carriers, among them American, 
British Airways, Continental, Air Jamaica, 
Japan Airlines, KLM, Lufthansa, Northwest, 
Swissair, TWA, United, and USAir. Atlanta 
is also a hub for two major railroads, Norfolk 
Southern and CSX. 

The city's rapid transit system (MARTA) 
can take you on air-conditioned trains from 
inside the Hartsfield terminal to within a block 
or two of the SLA Conference hotels. Her 
Amtrak station, on Atlanta's main street, 
Peachtree, is located on a major MARTA bus 
route, only a few minutes ride from the same 
MARTA rail line leading downtown. Atlanta 
is on Amtrak's Crescent line running from 
Washington, DC to New Orleans, LA. 

If you come to Atlanta looking for Tara, the 
plantation house in GWTW, you will not find 
it. But you will find at least one GWTW- 
related museum: the Road to Tara, at the 
Georgian Terrace on Peachtree Street, and 
maybe the beginnings of a GWTW theme 
park. A fund drive is also underway torestore 
"The Dump," the house including the apart- 
ment in which ManhaMitchell wrote muchof 
her famous novel. Civil War-related attrac- 
tions such as Kennesaw Mountain, Stone 
Mountain Park, and the Cyclorama are in the 
Atlanta area also. 

You will also find the Martin Luther King 
Jr. Historic District, including the Nobel Peace 
prize winner's birthplace, hischurch, Ebenezer 
Baptist; the King Center for social change, the 
APEX black history museum, and the At- 
lanta-Fulton County public library system's 
black history research library. Former Presi- 
dent Jimmy Carter's library and innovative 
poverty-fighting Atlanta Project are there, too. 

Amongotherattractionsare the Atlanta Sym- 
phony Orchestra, Zoo Atlanta, thegold-domed 
state capitol, The Wren's Nest, Six Flags Over 
Georgia, The World of Coca-Cola, Under- 
ground Atlanta, and the Fernbank Natural His- 
tory Museum. 

The "A" in Atlanta is sometimes referred to 
as "appetite" and "action." Hundreds of restau- 
rants and a host of international cuisines- 
from French and Cajun to Korean and Ethio- 
pian-complement the Southern staples for 
which the region is famous. After hours, the 
beat goes on all over town, from high brow to 
hoe down. Atlanta is a capital of culture, with 
a wide choice of symphony, theater, ballet, 
opera, and music, from jazz to rhythm and 
blues. It's also a magnet for aspiring artists in 
all fields, giving the city an appealing avant 
garde scene and a lively nighttime allure. 

The latest "in" spot is Underground Atlanta, 
the Rouse Company development that puts the 
spotlight back on the heart of downtown. The 
revitalized Underground includes a wide vari- 
ety of restaurants and nightclubs both above 
and below street level. It's a lively spot day and 
night and often the scene of free concerts and 
other entertainment. The six-square-block com- 
plex brims with boutiques featuring coffee 
beans to fine apparel; "outdoor" vendors offer 
even more wares from their unique vintage 
vehicles and street carts. 

Atlanta is a southern "Mecca" for shopping 
mavens, with several of the nation's largest 
shopping malls and thousandsof specialty stores 
andone-of-a-kind boutiques. Tiffany, Saks,Lord 
& Taylor, Macy's, and Brooks Brothers rub 
shoulderswith southern mainstays such asRichls 
and Neiman-Marcus. But don't neglect the art 
galleries, antique emporiums, flea markets, dis- 
count malls, and quaint village shops through- 
out the metropolitan region. Many shopping 
areas are accessible by MARTA. 

Atlanta's ambience is ever-growing and ex- 
panding. Like her weather, it is temperate but 
changeable-and seldom boring. So bring cool 
clothes and comfortable shoes and be prepared 
toenjoy your stay in this city whose abundance 
of trees and interesting neighborhoods comple- 
ment its business strength. 
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Conference Highlights 

This year's Annual Conference will beam 
with brilliant opportunities for members to 
learn, network, and explore. After you register 
and pick up your Conference material, make 
sure you stop by the SLA Exhibit Hall, which 
will feature the latest and most up-to-date 
resources available on the market today. More 
than 400 booths will provide thecreativestrat- 
egies you need to enhance your own "Informa- 
tion Vision." Among the products and services 
to be featured in this year's exhibit hall are: 

source of competitive advantage. Ross is cur- 
rently working with clients to build organiza- 
tions that learn faster and better than they did 
in the past. This effort to effect organizational 
change requires leaders to visiondevelop 
new ways of looking at their world (mental 
models), new roles (designer and developer), 
new skills (systems thinking), and the ability 
to use new tools (action science) for managing 
and leading. The organizational change effort 
develops a purpose-driven, customer-focused 
culture that learns faster and better than the 
competition and teaches executives new ways 
to conceptualize their organizational worlds. 

CD-ROM; Richard B. Ross will address the attendees 
Information storage and retrieval; Monday, June 13 at 9:00 a.m. 
Library automation software; 
Optical publishing; 
Specialized books, periodicals, and 
directories; 
Library furnishings and suppliers; 
Alerting and search services; 
Government information services; 
Indexing and abstracting services; 
Subscription agencies; 
and much, much more.. . 

General Session Speakers 

Richard B. Ross 

SLA is pleased 
to announce 
that the speak- 
er for General 
Session I will 
be Richard B. 
Ross. Previ- 
ously a scien- 
tist in learning 
research, a li- 
censed clinical 
psychologist, 
an executive, 
and now a 

management consultant, Ross brings a wide 
variety ofexperiences and skills to his work with 
public and private sector organizations around 
the world. His presentation at the Annual Confer- 
ence will be on the subject of "Visioning." 

New research indicates that an organization's 
ability to learn may be the only sustainable 

Charles Garfield 

The speaker 
for General 
Session I1 will 
be Charles 
Garfield. "My 
mission is to 
translate the 
real lessonsof 
your nation's 
high achiev- 
ing organiza- 
tions and their 
people into 
cons i s t en t  

bottom line results," says Garfield, originator 
of the concept of peak performance. For over 
20 years, Garfield has conducted the nation's 
most respected continuous study of business, 
high achievers, and theircompanies. His con- 
clusions form the basis of some of today's 
most advanced management strategies. Basic 
to his findings is that regardless of age, educa- 
tional background or profession, America's 
peak performers in business share the same set 
of basic skills and these skills are learnable. 

As founder and CEO of SHANTI Project, 
the most successful organization in its field, 
Garfield inspired service excellence for peak 
performers of another kind, patients and farni- 
lies facing life-threatening illness. His empha- 
sis on total quality management and his re- 
sults-oriented leadership style has made 
SHANTI an internationally acclaimed volun- 
teer organization. For his work with SHANTI, 
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Garfield was named National Activist of the 
Year. This is the highest American award 
given to individuals making voluntary contri- 
butions to public service. 

Garfield currently serves as Associate Clini- 
cal Professor at the University of California 
Medical School in San Francisco, CA. He is 
alsoCEO of theCharlesGarfieldGroup, where 
hecontinues his work with leaders in business, 
health care, and governments worldwide. 

Charles Garfield will address Conference 
attendees on Tuesday, June 14 at 9:00 a.m. 

Professional Development Opportunities 

SLA is committed to providing professional 
development programs to meet the needs of 
both new and experienced special librarians. 
The Atlanta Annual Conference will again 
offer attendees a wide variety of continuing 
education courses specifically tailored to the 
needs and requirements of the profession. This 
year's Conference features more than 20 pro- 
fessional development events, including con- 
tinuing education courses, the Middle Man- 
agement Institute, and the Executive Manage- 
ment Program. 

SLA's professional development programs 
have earned the reputation among information 
professionals for high quality programming at 
a reasonable cost. Take full advantage of your 
Conference attendance by participating in a 
professional development program. The fol- 
lowing is a partial listing of tentative titles 
planned for Atlanta. Full course descriptions 
will be listedin thePreliminary Program mailed 
to the full membership in March 1994. 

Course titles include: 
CD-ROM: Local and Wide Area Net- 
working; 
Reference Triage; 
Special Libraries: Increasing the In- 
formation Edge; 
Linking Strategic Objectives to the 
Budget; 

Researching Eastern European Com- 
pany Information; 
Internet Access: Implementation Op- 
tions; 
Fee-Based Services: Entrepreneur- 
ship; 
How to Work with Difficult People; 
Tools to Maximize Your Effective- 
ness; 
How to Work Smarter; 
Management of Information Tech- 
nologies; 
Inside the PC: The Basics; 
Introduction to Internet: Browsing the 
Shelves; 
Mainstreaming the Special Library; 
and more.. . 

Plan Now! 

Your participation at SLA's 1994 Annual 
Conference is beneficial to you and your orga- 
nization. You will have the opportunity to: 

Learn how the information center will 
change in the future; 
Discover how you can turn your in- 
formation center into a profit center; 
Use technology to boost productivity; 
Observe techniques that will help you 
work better with your staff; 
Meet other special librarians/informa- 
tion professionals to exchange ideas; 
Learn how to market your informa- 
tion center inside your organization; 
Learn techniques to work better with 
top management; and 
Learn how to solve problems in your 
information center. 

Be on the lookout for the Preliminary Pro- 
gram booklet in March. Non-members inter- 
ested in SLA's Annual Conference should 
write to Special Libraries Association, Annual 
Conference, 1700 Eighteenth Street, NW, 
Washington, DC 20009-2508 and request a 
copy of the Preliminary Program. 
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Preliminary Planning Information 

Registration Rates: 
Member "Early Bi rd  (May 1) $150 
Member Full $190 
Member One Day $1 10 

Retired and Student $85 
Nonmember "Early Bird" (May 1) $245 
Nonmember Full $290 
Nonmember One Day $140 

Hotel Accommodations: 
Co-Headquarters Hotels 

Atlanta Marriott Marquis S-$119 
D-$129 

Atlanta Hilton & Towers* S-$124 
D-$134 

*Towers S-$164 
D-$174 

Additional Properties: 
Radisson Hotel Atlanta S-$80 

D-$90 
Ramada Hotel S-$75 

D-$80 
Travelodge S-$68 

D-$74 

To obtain the Conference rates listed above, 
attendees must use the "Housing Form" that 
willbeavailable in the Preliminary Program- 
available in March 1994. 

Air Travel Discounts: 
Delta Air Lines is the official conference car- 
rier for the Atlanta Annual Conference. To 
take advantage of Delta's quality service, con- 
venient schedules and special fares: call 1- 
800-241 -6760andrefer toFileNumber: J 1072. 
Restrictions may apply; seats are limited. 

See you in Atluntu!!! 
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The SLA Salary Survey: 
Recommended Improvements 
by Donald 1. Basch and James M Matarazzo 

The SLA Biennial Salary Survey 1993 contains a wealth of useful and 
interesting information on the salaries and salary trends of special librarians 
and information personnel. An important aspect of the survey is provided in 
Tables l a  and 1 b and in Figure 1 (hereinafter referred to as SLA I), which show 
how changes in mean and median basic annual salaries since 1970 compare to  
changes in the cost of living as measured by the U.S. Consumer Price Index 
((PI).' Our maior focus is on the misleading picture presented by SLA 1 of the 
trend in salary increases relative to CPI increases. 

Graphical Representation of 
Salary and Cost of Living Trends 

SLA 1 can be defended as technically cor- 
rect: the data are accurately graphed against 
the respective vertical axes. Yet, the incompa- 
rability of the vertical axis for salaries and the 
vertical axis for the CPI provides the reader 
with the false impression that from 1967 to 
1992, salary increases outstripped increases in 
the CPI. We have provided an adjustment 
which is technically correct and one which 
offers the membership an accurate representa- 
tion of the changes in salaries relative to the 
CPI since 1970. We achieve this dual purpose 
by converting the mean salary, median salary, 
and CPI data to respective indices where the 
1970 value for each of these corresponds to a 

value of 100. The index data are presented in 
our Table 1 and graphed in our Figure 1 with 
adj~strnents.~ 

The index data, both in our Table 1 and when 
graphed, show salaries and the CPI increasing 
by roughly similar percentages from 1970 to 
1992. With all indices equalling 100 for 1970, 
the CPI increases to an index value of 362 (a 
percentage increase of 262%) while median 
salaries increase to 361 (a 261 % increase) and 
mean salaries increase to 353 (a 253% in- 
crease). The table and graph also serve to 
highlight a distinct break in trend which oc- 
curred after 1982: through 1982, percentage 
increases in the CPI outpaced those for sala- 
ries; after 1982, percentage increases in sala- 
ries outpaced those for the CPI. 
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Figure 1 

Table 1 

Median lndex Mean lndex - Consumer Price lndex 

1990 1992 

special libraries 

Percent 
Increase 

1970-92 
Percent 
Increase 

1970-82 
Percent 
Increase 
1982-92 

1 
253% 

106% 

71% 

261% 

109% 

73% 

CPI 

262% 

149% 

4 5% 



Consistency Across Salary Surveys 

One of the most valuable features of the 
SLA Salary Survey across years is the ability 
to compare tables from year to year. The 
reader must assume that the data are compa- 
rable. This is true only if the authors of the 
salary surveys have provided internally con- 
sistent flgures. We point out two areas which 
should be considered for improvement and 
clarification. 

Treatment of Canadian Salaries 
In the 1993 Salary Survey the salary data for 

1979 and earlier are apparently for the U.S. and 
Canada combined, while the salary data for 
post-1979 are for the U.S. alone. Thus, the 
graphed salary data are not internally consis- 
tent. The information in SLA Table 5 provides 
no information for 1970 but reveals that: for 
1973, the median salary in Canada ($1 1,500) 
was lower than the combined U.S. and Canada 
median salary ($12,800); for 1976, the median 
salary in Canada ($15,800) was higher than the 
combined U.S. and Canada median salary 
($15,000); and for 1979, the median salary in 
Canada ($20,000) was higher than the com- 
binedU.S. andCanadamediansalary ($19,300). 
If one were to exclude the Canadian salaries for 
years 1973, 1976, and 1979 (in order to make 
the data comparable to the post- 1979 data used 
in SLA l), the medians for the U.S. alone would 

be higher in 1973 and lower in 1976 and 1979 
than the combined data actually used. Some 
adjustment would presumably also be required 
for 1970 and for the mean salary datagraphed in 
SLA 1. 

Use of Consumer Price Index 
For the years 1990 and 1992, and apparently 

for 1988 (although it is not so cited in the Salary 
Survey), the CPI for thefirst halfof these years 
is used while for all previous years the CPI for 
the full year is used. With prices typically in- 
creasing during the course of the year, the CPI 
for the full years 1988, 1990, and 1992 are 
somewhat higher than for the first halves of 
these years. The CPI for the full years 1988, 
1990, and 1992 are 118.3, 130.7, and 140.3, 
respectively (compared to the 117.0,128.6, and 
139.2, respectively, used in the SLA Salary 
Survey). For the sake of consistency (assuming 
the timing of the salary surveys is similar across 
the years), it is desirable to use the same basis 
for the CPI in all the included years. Our Table 
1 and Figure 1 use such full-year CPI data. 

These suggestions are offered to improve a 
most useful publication. The most significant 
recommendation made in this short paper is to 
correct the strikingly misleading graph pre- 
sented in the SLA Biennial Salary Survey of 
1993 of the trend in salary increases relative to 
increases in the CPI. 

- --- 
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Book Reviews 

Library Services for Career Ph~'tn~ lob Search- 
in5 and Employment Opportunities. Byron 
Anderson, ed. Binghamton, NY: The Haworth 
Press, 1992. 183p. ISBN 1-56024-303-1. 

In the past when a person entered a career, he 
or she was expected to stay in that field until 
retirement. Most people stayed with the same 
fm as well. If a person changed careers or "job 
hopped," that person was considered weird or 
unstable. Today it is considered normal for 
people tochangecareers. Many peoplemay stay 
at a job for a few years and then leave. Changes 
in careers or jobs may be caused by company 
reorganization or downsizing, shifting personal 
priorities or relocation, but these changes are 
accepted as a part of today's society. 

Many librarians may consider supplying 
career information and advice to patrons as a 
part of the ac~vities of college placement 
centers, state employment offices or private 
job search firms. This is far from the truth. 
Libraries can supply more than a copy of What 
Color is your Parachute or a list of books or 
audiovisual sources on how to write an effec- 
tive resume or develop successful interview- 
ing skills. The library is often the first place a 
job hunter may come for advice. People con- 
sidering career changes may come to libraries 

to look for information on self-assessment or 
careers in a specific field; those beginning a 
job search may look for information on com- 
panies in their fields and for information on 
resume writing, networking or otherjob search 
skills; others may be looking for information 
on a place where they are planning to relocate 
after a job offer. 

Libraries looking to develop their career 
collections or looking for information on how 
to offer career services or programming will 
not find a lot of material on this subject. There 
are a few articles on developing successful 
career programs and on selecting materials for 
libraries, but few books. Byron Anderson's 
publication works to reduce that deficit of 
information. (Another new entry is Serving 
Job Seekers and Career Changers: A Plan- 
ning Manualfor PublicLibraries, ALA, 1993.) 

Anderson's book, which wasalso published 
as the Reference Librarian #36 (1992), is 
divided into three parts. Part one includes an 
overview of career development theory, a dis- 
cussion of how librarians can make career 
information more accessible to users, what 
kind of information is needed, and a discus- 
sion of how subject access to career material 
must be improved so that library users can 
more easily locate information. Part two pro- 
vides details on actual programs that integrate 
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career programming and library services. These 
include programs in academic, special, and 
public libraries which have served many pa- 
tron populations, including one where librar- 
ians were trained to work with adults in career 
transition and another which assisteddisplaced 
blue collar workers. Part three discusses the 
development of career collections in libraries, 
with specific articles on collecting materials 
for disabled users, for users who are planning 
to relocate, and on selecting audiovisual or 
computer software programs for libraries. 

The articles are written by both librarians 
and career development specialists and provide 
information from outside the library informa- 
tion sphere, which readers will appreciate. Bib- 

liographies are included with each article and 
the collection development section includes 
citations of items that librarians may want to 
purchase to supplement their collections. 

Because there is a lack of literature on the 
field of career development in libraries and a 
growing patron base that needs information on 
career issues, this book should be added to the 
professional collections of libraries that are 
considering the development of or presently 
have career development programs and col- 
lections they wish to improve. Thisbook should 
also be a part of library school libraries so 
students can learn about this important part of 
librarianship before they enter the professional 
work force. 

Donna C. Bell-Russel, Reference Librarian and Coordinator of Library Instruction at 
Marymount University in Arlington, VA. 

Andrews, Christopher. The Education of a CD- 
ROM Publisher. Wilton, CT: Eight Bit Books. 
1993.205~.  ISBN 0-91 0965-1 0-2. 

When this book arrived, my fist  question 
was, "Can this really be what they are asking 
me to review?" It was about the same size as 
the paper-bound "Big-Little Books" with the 
"flip movie" comers I inherited many years 
ago from my brother. 

With just as creative an approach as that 
early animated book, Andrews begins, in first 
person style, to unravel the history of the CD- 
ROM much like an adventure novel. At first 
you may wonder,"Whereis this book headed?," 
but you soon discover through Andrews' can- 
did style that you have been enthusiastically 
introduced, via stories, to the pioneers of CD- 
ROM and a great deal of interesting technical 

information. All of this is packed into 25 
chapters with pictures, charts,anda flowchart, 
and helps to explain the history of CD-ROMs. 
The author has provided a section entitled 
"The People's CD-Glossary" with his "infor- 
mative definitions" of terms. 

Similar to the career path of the author, who 
began as a librarian, moved into the corporate 
world and then quickly into multimedia, the 
book is divided into three sections: "Libraries," 
"Corporate Publishing," and "Multimedia." 

This book is, as the cover suggests, "an 
insightful (and humorous) history of CD- 
ROM's rise from libraries to Hollywood." 
And, as the subtitle suggests, it is "a behind- 
the-scenes taleof multimed~ainuigue." I would 
recommend it for all libraries--even the pub- 
lic library, where it may help the general 
reader to discover that a library career may 
lead in different and interesting directions. 

Karen Takle Quinn, full-time doctoral student in Organizational Information Systems on 
leave from the IBM Corp. 
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Bierbaum, Esther Green. Speck11 Ubraries in 
Action: Cases a d  Crises. Englewood, CO: Li- 
braries Unlimited, 1993.1 14p. ISBN: 0-87287- 
983-6. 

Esther Green Bierbaum's Special Libraries 
in Action: Cases and Crises may give you 
more questions than answers, but the ques- 
tions are sure worth the asking. 

The core of the book is a compilation of 
hypothetical case studies, and it is up to you to 
decide the answers by using your past experi- 
ences and readings from the bibliography. 

The introduction begins by telling us what 
special libraries are not: "Special libraries may 
be defined by exclusion, if not by default: they 
are libraries or information centers that are not 
public, academic, or school libraries." In this 
section, Bierbaum gives a good foundation on 
the function and characteristics of special li- 
braries. 

The author also emphasizes the importance 
of information and communication or "infor- 
mation for knowledge." Bierbaum calls poster 
sessions "one of the most effective communi- 
cation techniques," and devotes time for orga- 
nizing and evaluating a presentation. An inter- 
esting trivia note for those who equate "poster 
sessions" with grade school science fairs: since 
its beginnings in the mid-1970s, the poster 
session has been popular with science associa- 
tions and is used by medical researchers and 
social scientists. 

The"Crises" section coverseverything from 
professional ethics to collection development 
to spaceplanning. Each "in-basket exercise" is 
comprised of memos and letters exchanged by 
make-believe special librarian Keny Kerrian 
(who appears to have an erratic work history) 
and the people in her organization. Back- 

ground isgiven for theorganization (with such 
names as the Goody Too Shoe Corporation 
and Quark & Charm Inc.), and discussion 
questions follow the text. 

The "Cases" section includes special librar- 
ies in different types of settings: corporate, not- 
for-profit, government, and non-traditional. Ba- 
sically, you are assigned to create a new library 
"from the vision out and the floor up." 

The case studies get you thinking, but 1 
would have liked some answers. For example, 
how did Adda Addagate's neighbor know she 
checked out AIDS in America at the library? 
And how did librarian Keny Kerrian ever 
solve this public relations nightmare? I realize 
there is no one right answer to the case studies 
(though there area number of wrong ones), but 
I wanted to be able to flip to the back of the 
bookand find the answers-just like the puzzle 
books we had as kids. 

If you ever wonder why an author uses one 
source of information over another, you will 
find Bierbaum's annotated bibliography quite 
interesting. She lets you know, for instance, 
why the 1964 edition of a book is just fine- 
even though it has a 1991 update. Her com- 
ments are terse, but the summaries are enter- 
taining and educational. Like the rest of the 
book, you won't find any stuffiness here. 

The appendix, "Significant Dates and Per- 
sons in the History of Special Libraries," is the 
most concise history of special libraries I've 
seen. In just fiveand one-halfpages, Bierbaum 
provides the dates and places that have made 
libraries "special." The index also proves use- 
ful. 

Special Librariesin Action would be helpful 
in the classroom setting, poster session plan- 
ning sessions, or as a meeting ice-breaker to 
provoke discussion. It is a refreshing addition 
to any library administration collection. 

Angela K. Titone, Librarian a t  USA TODAY in Arlington, VA. 
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The definitive guide to reference material for over 30 years. 
Contains over 6,000 entries on bibliographies, dictionaries, eocy- 
clopedias, directories, and textbooks; as well as articles, micro- 
forms, and online sources that focus on science and technoloqv. 

ISBN and price Over 1,000 new entries 
Newlrevised editions * Expanded sections on: 
Publishing histwy - conservation 
Outline of contents - artiicial intelligence 
Critical comparisons - cornpulers 
Notable features, and Online Service and 
Assessment of value Databacre Index 

SPECIAL LIBRARIES CATALOGUING provides labels, 

cards, book catalogues, MARC records on disc for 

OPAC, and KWIC indexes. Choice of DC, LC, NLM, 

Can KF, and Moys classifications. Prices begin at 

$6.00 per title. Expert original cataloguing. Courier 

photocopied title pages to: 4493 Lindholm Road, 

Victoria, B.C. Canada V9B 5T7 (604) 474-3361 

Fax (604) 474-3362. 
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TECHNOLOGY WIRE SERVICE 

Imagine every person on your network having WEEKLY 
access to worldwide technical advances via an electronic 
transmission. TECHNICAL INSIGHTS ALERT gives each 
person the ability to: 

Identify key advances leading to  new products/processes. 

Monitor advances impacting projects, products, or manufacturing/ 

processing operations. 
Develop an individual technology-driven corporate growth plan. 

Well, it's here, and available today from Technical Insights, Inc., the leader in track- 
ing developments from the world's corporate, university, and government labs for 
almost a quarter century. 

I You can subscribe to 1,2,3,4, or 5 broad technical categories. TECHNICAL 
INSIGHTS ALERT is available by site or corporate license worldwide. 

I For details on how you can start receiving this vital information IMMEDIATELY, 
call or write Peter Finlay at: 

Technical Insights, Inc. 1-800-245-621 7 or 201 -568-4744 
PO Box 1304 Fax: 201 -568-8247 

Ft. Lee, NJ 07024-9967 @ internet: Pete@lNSIGHTS.COM 

TO rnE  WORUI'S 

Great partners can do great things Discover Your personal Account Executive IS always there 

new ideas create new products explore new to answer questions solve problems Our 
frontiers And together you and Readmore can techn~cal team works non-stop to meet your 

dogreat things In serialsmanagement You know needs And our top management represents 

your library your collect~on and clients We re your interests to the library community and 

smart abbut serials experienced with publish- publishers worldwide From onlineordering tocollec- 

ers experts in automation As partners, we II tion-specif~c reports to custom-designed interfaces you 

create a customized set of serv~ces systems and reports can count on us for a rap~d response, and the r~ght solullon 

designed lust for you 
So i f  you re ready togive teamworka try call Readmore 

A Readmore partnership 1s your guarantee of personal today at 800 221-3306 Because togetner we can do 

anention fast and flexible service professional s~pport great things 

Your Partner in Serials Management 
22 Cortlandt Street . New York . New York 10007 . 212-349-5540 . 800-221-3306 . Fax 212-233-0746 
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! FREE sample city available. 
: For more information or to order 
: call TOLL FREE 1*800*377*7551 
............... .............. ................ Universal Reference Publications ............... ................ . ::::::::::::::: 1355 W. Palmetto Pork Rd., Suite 315 

Boco Roton, Florida 33486 
407-997-7557s FOX 407-997-6756 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

"A valuable addition to the 
literature for its concise, varied 
information, indepth coverage, and 
clear organization. Recommended 
for all public, academic, and special 
libraries." -Choice, 2/93 

AMERICA'S TOP-RATED CITIES includes statistical 
lnforrnation and other data on the U.S. clties which have 
been cited In various magazine surveys as belng the best 
places for business and living opportunities. The handbook 
allows readers to see, at a glance, a concise social, - 
business, economic, dernographlc and environmental profile 
of each citv. A seoarate section with comoarotive statistics 
is included in each volume. 

America's TopRated Cities: A Statistical Handbook 
Edited by Rhoda and Andrew Garoogian 
2nd Ed. 5 vols: South, West, Central, East, and Northeast 
c. 1,600 pages . ISBN 1-881220-06-0 . $134.95 paper 
Individual volumes also available at $31.95 each. 
Updated annually and available on standing order 

STATEMENT 
of ownership, management, and circulation 

(Required by 39 U.S.C. 3685) 

I. Tttle of publ~cation: Special Ltbrurie\ 
A Publication No ISSN 0038-6723 

2 Date o f  ftling: October 8 ,  1993 

3 Frequency of issue: Quarterly 
A. No. of issues published annually: 4 
B. Annual subrcr ip t~on price: $60 

4. Location of known office of publication: Spectal Libraries 
Asw5atton. 1700 Eighteenth Street. NW, Washington, D C  
2 W 9 - 2 5 0 8  

5 Locallon of headquarters of general bu5iness offtces of the 
publishen: Special Lihrartes Association. 1700 Eighteenth 
Street. NW, Washington, D C  20009-2508. 

6. Name\ and a d d r a s e s  of publisher, editor and managing 
edttor: Publisher: Davtd R. Bender, Special Ltbraries ASSO- 
ctation, 1700Eighteenth Street, NW, Washington. DC20009- 
2508. Ed~tor :  Gall L. R e p h e r .  

7. Owner( i fou~nedbvu corpomtion, rrs~~umermdaddre.~srnu\t 
be stored rind also rmmediarels thereunder the names and 
addreups of .stockholders owning o r  holding one prr r rnr  o r  

more of total amount ojstock. Ifnot owned hy u corporation 
the names and a d d r e s ~ e ~  r,frhe indivrduul owners mu$r be 
given. If rhepublicatron rspublfshed b> o nunprofir organi- 
zurion, r l r  name andaddress must be srared): Special Librar- 
ies Association, 1700 Eighteenth Street. NW, Washington, 
DC 20009-2508. 

8. Known bondholders, mortgages, and other aecurity holders 
owning or holdtng one percent o r  more of total amount of 
bonds, mortgages or other securities: none. 

9 .  For completion by non-profit organization\ authorized to 
mail at s p e c ~ a l  rates: The purpose, functton. and non-profit 

\ tatu\ of Special Ltbraries Association and the exempt \tatus 
for Federal income tax purposes have not changed d u r ~ n g  the 
preceding 12 months. 

10. Extent and nature of circulat~on. 
Aclurl no 

Avrrrgc n o  c o p m  ut 
copter each w g l e  lswe 

) \ w e  dunnp publ~\hed 
prri-edmg ncarcv 10 

12 rnonrh, t h p  d m  
A Total no. copes  printed 

(net prew run.] 16,528 16.200 

B. P a d  c~rculatlon 
I Sales through dealers 
and carriers. street vendorc 
and counter sales 115 115 
2. Mail \uhwrtptlon\ 15,749 15,488 

D. Free diwtbutlon by mall. 
c a r r w  or other means: 
\ampler. compl~mentary. 
other free cope\  400 400 

F. C a p m  not dtslributed 
I Office use, left over, unaccounted, 
\polled after pnnting 264 197 
2. Return from n e w  agent, 0 0 

(i. Total (Sum of E. F I .  and FZ-should 
q u a 1  nrr ,>re\$ run shown m A )  16,528 16.206 

I I .  I certify that the \tatement\ made by me above are correct and 
complete. 

Gail L. Repsher 
Editor 
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UMI .......................................................................... 18A 
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YES, I would like to know more about 
SCIP's Annual Conference. 
Please send me Full Conference and Regis1 

Name 

Title 

Company 

Address 

City State - 

Phone 

Seruing professionals engaged in the coUectio~ analysis and managemmil 
of information on competitive and business strategies 

Keeping Apace In The CI Raee rn a M rn 

PRE- and POST-CONFERENCE SEMINARS - 
Choose from seven half-day or full-day courses designed to 
provide a depth of learning that can be immediately 
useful to the CI Professional. 

WHO SHOULD ATEND: 
competitive intelligence professionals 
market researchers 
strategic planners 
information specialists 

April 27-30, 1994 Westin Hotel, Copley Place Boston, Massachusetts 

tration Information. 

Z i p  
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Secrets Of The Super Searchers 
The Accumulated Wisdom Of 23 Of The World's Top Online Searchers 

Rich In Practical Tips And Techniques ... 
A Highly Useful (And Fun) Read For 
Both Veterans And Aspiring Searchers 
Have you ever wondered how the experts do it? Here, 
gathered from in-depth interviews with super searchers, are 
the answers compiled by Reva Basch, a super searcher 
herself. Arising out of numerous lively conversations with 
a wide spectrum of searchers, Secrets of the Super Searchers 
is filled with uninhibited anecdotes--often witty, pithy and 
amusing-that illustrate how a skilled searcher copes with the 
same problems you face. You can read it by the chapter.. .or 
even just a page or two at a time. 

Compare how the super searchers approach these key topics ... 
The pre-search interview 

Favorite databases 
Choosing the best system 
for a search 
Most useful documentation 
Planning (or not planning) 
search strategy 
Full-text versus bibligraphic 
files 

I 
YOU'LL RECOGNIZE MANY 
OF THESE FAMOUS NAMES 
from the pages of ONLINE and 

DATABASE magazines. 
S u s a ~ e  Bjorner Marydee Ojala 
Karen Blakeman Ruth Pagell 
Steve Coffman Nora Paul 
Lucinda Conger Barbara Quint 
Linda Cooper Ellen Reinheimer 
Carol Ginsburg Lee Sapienza 
Terry Hanson Bonnie Snow 
Bob Jack N. J. Thompson 
Roger Karraker Ann Van Camp 
Tom Koch Wendy Warr 
Nancy Lambert Sherry Willhite 
Anne Mintz 

Pros and cons of full text 

Multifile searching 

Coping with too many 
hits.. .or too few 

Making decisions 
about post-processing 

Best ways to deliver search 
output 

Developing a searching style 

Negotiating search 
budgets with clients 

Knowing when a search 
i s  done 

Most useful output formats 

Evaluating a search on 
the fly--online and offline 

Advance Praise for Secrets... 
" ... a wonderful real-world combination of old truths and new 
tricks and guidance for search operation managers as well as 
hands-on practitioners.. .the interviews reveal amazing 
commonalities-the importance of the reference interview, 
the worry over data quality. Even more interesting may be 
the disagreements-the pros and cons of using search forms, 
the impact of costs on search service selection." 

-Barbara Quint 
Editor, Searcher 

ORDER NOW-PRICE $39.95 

Call 203176 1 - 1 466; toll-free 8001248-8466; Fax 203176 1 - 1 444 
Amex, Visa and Master Card accepted 
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